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Saturday evening Seaside Grange will
discuss the question of building a new hall. All
members are requested to be present.
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Megunticook Grange Co. has opened a
Grange store in Camden with a full line of
groceries. It is a stock company and the offleers are as follows: President, Edward L.
Matthews; vice-president, Andrew Wadsworth;
secretary, Robert Simmons. Edward L. Matthews is treasurer and manager. Share holders

being
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expense of the store.
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Paid W. S. Hatch, bill rendered.
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5 10
28 49
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sen-

WEST BELFAST

CEMETERY.

Paid C. R. Coombs, iron fence bill.

43 90

BELFAST CEMETERY.

Paid Nelson Wight, bill rendered.
EAST BELFAST

2 00

CEMETERY.

Paid E. O. Pendleton, bill rendered.

5 00

Receipts.
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753 52

PERPETUAL CARE FUND.

Amount perpetual care fund.$6,635 76
Accumulated interest... $502 71
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252 00
Balance of perpetual
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$250 71
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hand. $103 77
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100 00
3 68

$201 45
Paid J. G. Aborn, bill rendered. $125 00
Paid J. L. Colby, bill rendered.
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Paid Mr. Peavey, bill rendered
30 00
Paid church truck.
29 75
Paid J. G. Aborn. balance.
1 20

87
47

$58,266 34
order was passed that the committee of
finance, accounts and claims be instructed to
examine the accounts of the City Treasurer
for the year 1908 and destroy all interest coupons and enter upon the city coupon book all
coupons cancelled and paid, and that they shall
also examine the books of the collector of
taxes for 1908, ascertain the amounts of discounts allowed thereon, and certify the amount
to the City Treasurer.
An

Adjourned.
IN

BOARD OF

MUNICIPAL OFFICERS.

Met for the purpose of canvassing the vote
for Mayor. It was found that Edgar F. Hanson had received 637 votes and Tileston Wadlin
616, thereupon,

Edgar

motion, it was voted that
be declared Mayor of Belfast

on

F. Hanson

for the year 1909.

Adjourned.
TRANSFERS IN REAL ESTATE.
The

following

1

transfers in

Senator Donigan of Somerset appeared before the Committee on Judiciary March 3d, in
support of his constitutional resolve to do
away with the September election and bring
Maine into line with most of the other States
for a November election. He said he had
talked with a number of members of the legislature and he had found no one opposed to the
resolve. According to figures furnished by the
secretary of State, he said, the State would
save nearly $8,500 every two years and the
municipalities of the State would save all the
expense of a second election in presidential
years. He quoted Gov. Fernald’s inaugural
message in which the change was advocated
and skid that while the legislature hadn’t been
very obedient to the governor he thought the
members might be in this instance. No one
opposed the measure.

real estate

were

recorded in Waldo County Registry of Deeds
for the week ending March 8, 1909:
Mary Eliza Brown, Prospect, to Lewis A.
Brown, Belfast; land in Frankfort.
Louisa B. Bennett, Troy, to Solomon H.
Bennett, do.; land and buildings in Troy.
Solomon H. and Sybbel B. Bennett, Troy, to
Angie F. Garcelon, et al., do.; land and build-

INVESTIGATE

INSANE

a

ASYLUMS.-

DEFEATED.

vote of 15 to 8.
I
HOUSE

PROCEEDINGS

FRIDAY.

In the House Friday Representative BurIeigh of Augusta presented an act relating to
frivolous exceptions. The act provides that
when exceptions which are certified and transmitted to the chief justice are frivolous and
intended for delay, and are not argued by the
excepting party within 30 days ^hereafter, or
within such further time as the presiding justice has allowed therefor, they may at once be
overruled for want of prosecution.
Representative Thompson of Skowhegan introduced an act to prohibit horse racing, ball
playing, or kindred sports on Memorial day.
A violation of the act shall be punished by
imprisonment for not more than 30 days.
On motion of Mr. Libby of Amity Resolve in
favor of Waldo County Hospital was taken
from the table and on further motion by Mr.

Libby

j
j

i
\

1

j

!

j
;

!

it received its final passage.

On motion of Mr. Beyer of Portland An
Act to amend the charter of the Penobscot
Electric Co. was taken from the table.
This bill then received its third reading and
was passed to be engrossed.
On motion of Mr. Morse of Belfast the rules
were suspended and he introduced An Act to
amend Chapter 198 of the Private and Special

:

Laws of 1907

relating to records of real estate \
county of. Waldo.
(Referred to the

in the
committee

on

legal affairs.)

PRESIDENT TAFT.
The

Inauguration

Took Place March 4th in

Blizzard.
Willian H. Taft of Ohio and James S. Sherman of Utica, N. Y., were inaugurated at noon
March 4th as President and Vice President of
the United States. The ceremony of the inauguration was accomplished with all due
formality but under most unusual conditions
owing to a terrific blizzard which swept over
the National Capital, paralyzing street traffic,
destroying communication with the outside
world and bringing dismay to the ihousands of
assembled visitors who had gathered in expectation of the usual spectacular demonstration.
Notwithstanding the adverse conditions all the
main features of the inauguration were accomplished. The main change was in modifying
the original program so that the inaugural address usually delivered from the east portico
of the Capitol was pronounced by Mr. Taft in
the Senate chamber.
a

THE NEW

CABINET.

^

The following nominations were sent to the
Senate March 5th by President Taft and were

promptly

confirmed:

secretary

of state.

Philander C. Knox of Pennsylvania, to be

Franklin MacVeagh of Illinois, to be secretary of.the treasury.
Jacob'M. Dickinson of Tennessee to be sec-

retary of war.
George W. Wickersham of New York, to be
attorney general.
Frank H. Hitchcock, of Massachusetts, to be
postmaster general.
ham.
George Von L. Meyer of Massachusetts to be
Ellen J. Curtis, Belfast, to Effie Ella Patter- secretary of the navy.
Richard A. Ballinger of Washington to be
shall, do.; land and buildings in Belfast.
of the interior.
Percia B. Clifford, Brooks, to William J. secretary
James Wilson of Iowa, to be secretary of
Hustus, Frankfort; land in Frankfort.
agriculture.
Abbie S. Daniels, Montville, to Geo. O.
Charles Nagel of Missouri to be secretary of
Meser*ey, Liberty; land in Liberty.
commerce and labor.
I grange.
Russell A. Hoxie, Knox, to Orrin B. WoodHur.tington Wilson of Illinois be assistant
bury, do.; land and buildings in Knox.
!
Granite Grange, North Seargport, held a
secretary of state.
to Scott H. Tolman,
H.
Elisha
Belfast,
Haney,
Beekman Winthrop of New York to be asregular meeting March 6th, with a full house. | Boston; land and buildings in Northport.
sistant secretary of the navy.
Four candidates were instructed in the 3d
George O. Meservey, Liberty, to Harris H.
William Loeb, Jr., of New York to be collecand 4th degrees. Comet Grange had been in- Twitchell, do.; land in Montville.
tor of customs for the district of New York.
vi :ed, and they came, and with visitors from
Richard F. Patterson, et al., Belfast, to
Morning Light and South Branch made about Ellen J. Curtis, do.; land in Belfast.
LINCOENVILEE IJEACH.
150 present. A good repast had been prepared
Rufus Reynolds, Burnham, to Sally ReyMiss Mary Coombs left here on the boat
for the occasion. A short program with re- ! nolds, do.; land in Burnham.
marks from visitors took up the time until the
Georgianna B. Smith, Brockton, Mass., to Thursday night to visit her brother Ralph in
wee small hours of the night, when they all
Mary E. Smith, Lincolnville, land and build- Boston.... Capt. H. A. Frohock left Saturday
parted, calling it a good time.
ings in Northport.
to join his barge at Hartford, Conn. His famiMiss Mae
Chas. H. Greely, for 25 years a resident of ly left on the boat Monday night
Young at 89 Years.
Pioneer, Clarke county, Washington, died at Pendleton gave a whist party Wednesday
Good Samaritan hospital in Portland, Orej T. F. Young passed his 89th brithday Febru- the
evening to her many friends and an enjoyable
He was born at
i ary 28th at his home in North Palermo with his gon, recently.
Swanville,
Mr. Wallace Frohock
1853. Mr. Greely was a descen- evening was passed.
16,
OsWm.
Maine,
July
and
Mrs.
Mr.
and
husband,
j daughter
good, in a most agreeable manner. He was dant of an old pioneer family,—his grandfath- was awarded the first prize and Mr. Russell
one
of
the
earliest
settlers
in
ter
being
most happily surprised and pleased by receivMaine, Arnes the consolation... Mrs. Gay is in town
Mr. Greeing through the mail fully 300 post cards, be- going there from New Hampshine.
her mother,
sides birthday letters and booklets bearing ly commenced teaching when he was 17 years from New Hampshire visiting
kind words and good wishes.
His only regret ! old and at the age of 22 received an appoint- Mrs. Monroe, and her sister, Mrs. F. E. French.
ment as teacher in the U. S. Reform school at
was that the could not see and have a hearty
Miss St ella Derry of Cainden is spending a
He remained there
handshake with them all. Mr. Young received ! Washington, D. C.
eight few days with her friend Miss Mae Pendleton.
a number of presents from friends and rela- I years, working his way to the head of the insti-Mrs. Fred E. French gave a whist party
in 1883, he settled at
tives, including photographs, books, boxes of I tution. Coming west
Friday evening. There were ten tables and
where
he
lived
Wash.,
until
Pioneer,
the time the t'me was pleasantly passed-Mr. J. E.
candy, also many congratulatory messages
of his death. Mr. Greely was one of the most Morton has
over the telephone.
It was surely a red letter
bought of Geo. R. Mathews a fine
and successful farmers in Clarke
day for him as many good friends hoped it enterprising
yoke of oxen, to work in his quarry at Vinaland
His
will
honesty
won
county.
would be. Mr. Young is remarkably
integrity
him haven_Mr. Ellis C. Freeman, our veteran
preserved for his age and .is very genial, endear- the respect of everyone. He was a good stage driver, has disposed of all his horses and
husband and father, and has
turned over the mail route to Mr. Ross
ing himself to all. He reads a great deal, neighbor, a devoted
his death the
community has Femald. No more will we see that familiar
keeps in touch with the times and certainly j we feel that in
does not seem or look his age. His friends i sustained a great loss. He is survived by his face on the stage route, between Lincolnville
hope he may keep his health and reach the J1 wife aud three children, Carl P., Charles, H. and Camden; and he will be greatly missed by
century mark. He is deeply grateful to all i and Mrs. J. J. Crabb, all who now reside in his many friends. Poor health is the cause of
Pioneer, Wash.—Washington paper.
who remembered him so kindly.
his retirement.
ings in Troy.
Eri D. Bickfo d, Burnham, to Rufus Reynolds, Clinton: land and buildings in Burn-

....

T

V.

stricken down with acute Bright’s disease.
He was a member of Freeman McGilvery Post,
Searsport, the Waldo County Veteran Associa;ion, and an honorary member of the Departnent of Maine, Ladies of the Grand Army.
He was a staunch Republican and was strictly
;emperate and honest in his dealings. He
ivas deeply loved by his family, who mourn
dieir loss. He leaves a wife, one daughter,
Mrs. Fred N. Savery, and an adopted grandlaughter, Ethel Savery. He was by religious
jelief an Advent. The funeral services were
leld March 3d at 2 p. m., at his residence*
Etev. William Vaughan of the Trinity Reformed
ihurch officiating. There were many beautiful flowers, showing the esteem in which the
leceased was held.

In the Senate Thursday both the ballot
measures favored by Senator Looney of Cumberland were defeated. Upon the bill providing for the use of a form of ballot similar to
that now used in Massachusetts with the names
of the candidates arranged alphabetically, and
upon which the judiciary committee divided
equally, the motion to accept report “B,” ought
to pass, was defeated by a vote of 16 to 9.
Upon the bill which provides for the doing
away of the Morey booth and substituting an
open compartment, the motion to accept the
minority report, ought to pass, was defeated

by

Pickering & Son., mackerel fishing, and was in
the terrible gale when so many were lost.
When the wind struck their vessel, the halyards caught and they could not haul down the
Mr. Piper went up to the
sails.
masthead,
:ut the ropes, saved the vessel and crew.
When they arrived in Salem, hundreds gatherJd on the wharf and commended the little
boy
For his courage and ability. Afterwards he
vent coasting with his cousin,
Capt. Franklin
Whittier of Searsport. June 11, 1854, he married Eliza A. Kimball of Swanville,
bought a
Farm adjoining her father’s and lived there
intil he enlisted in the 26th Maine
Regiment.
He was mustered into service October 11,
L862, was with his company in the battles of
Irish Bend and Port Hudson, was injured in
lis ankle and side by a runaway mule while
isleep on the ground, and carried a buckshot
n his temple all his life.
He was on duty as a
sharpshooter with his company on their return march of over 300 miles and was mustered out of service August 17, 1863, in Bangor.
For twenty-seven days after his return home
le was sick with malarial fever.
He moved to
Belfast in 1867, where he did trucking and
umbering and for many years furnished spars,
masts and timber for shipbuilding.
As he advanced in years he contented himself with
Pormintr onvl Knilvlin/r

Provision for an investigation of the conduct
of the insane hospitals of Maine was contained
in an order introduced in the house March 3d,
by Mr. Wing of Auburn. The measure is considered one of the most important offered at
the present legislative session. The order
was tabled for printing.
The order provides
for an investigation of the business methods
employed in the hospitals rather than as to the
treatment of the inmates. The attorney general is requested to appear before the legislative committee on insane hospitals and take
charge of the hearing for the State.
LOONEY BALLOT BILLS

The

Nahum S. Piper died at his home on Swan
Lake avenue February 28th. He was born in
Waldo, June 15, 1832, the son of Thomas J. and
Elmira Jeffords Piper. At the age of 16 he
went with a neighbor, Capt. James
Mathews,
in the schooner Mary Gale of Salem, owned
by

secure sufficient
Senator Milliken of Aroostook moved to table
the resolve the motion was carried, 19 to 10.
After a protracted debate the House March
3d voted to accept the majority report of the
judiciary committee, ought to pass, on the
bill empowering the governor to remove derelict county attorneys. The Democrats made a
desperate effort at the acceptance of the minority report, ought not to pass, returned by
Mr. Montgomery but its acceptance was defeated by a vote of 89 to 44. The debate lasted nearly the entire morning and was, at
times, spirited.
The House concurred with the Senate today
in killing the bill for creation of a State Board
of Charities and Corrections. There was no
debate.
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$58,266 34
Credit.
By paid treasurer. $46,863 37
By paid discount
1,082 27
Real estate sold to city.
273 63
Abatements to date.
814 01
Bill of Belfast Water Co.
607 95
Balance paid to treasurer March 6th.. 4,604 48
Uncollected. 3,940 63

4.

no.

96 yes; 14
78 yes; 10

Paid J. F.

Paid J. F. Fernald, 5 per cent, on sale of
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14 00
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lots .. 252 00
Paid Belfast Water Co..
15 00
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Augusta.

CEMETERY.

$207 45
The report of the milk inspector was read,
accepted and ordered on file. Dr. J. B. Darling’s report was published last week.
The report of the tax collector for 1908 was
read, accepted and ordered on file. J. B. Waterman reported as follows:
Amount to be collected on assessors'

>'•

|

475

Amount brought forward from last
year. $79
Rec’d from sale of lots in Grove cemetery 280
Interest on perpetual care fund. 252
Overdrawn. 133
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Albert P. Colson, D.145
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Willis S. Hatch, R.61
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Walter J. Clifford, D..
207
George W. Frisbee, R.196
Fred E. Ellis, R.176
Walter S. Packard, D.143
Ezekiel R. Thomas, D.143
Alexander H. Smalley, R..118
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59
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Alfred E. Shute, D. 95
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73
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Charles S. Bickford, R.208
Thomas W. Lothrop, D.195
Charles H. Twombly, R..176
Fred W. Brown, D.143
William L. Hall, D.144

1.
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P
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I

117
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FOR SCHOOL

Ward 2.

le

94
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2.
Ward 3.

Miss Annie L. Barr.
ast Free
honor to

144

Fred S. Jackson, R.170
Joint fund. $2,133 00
Frank E. Elkins, R .167
Total amount expended of the money
Eugene L. Cook, D.149 i
appropriated by the city for State
Adrian C. Tuttle, D.el52
road. $1,044 00
Asa Sholes, D.143 Total amount
|
expended of the money
William F. Patterson, D.145
appropriated by the State for State
John Parker, R.118
road in Belfast.
476 06
Alton K. Braley, R.116
Total amount expended of the joint
Beverly S. Staples, R. 60
Gardner W. Lane, R. 60
fund. $1,520 06
George S. Daggett, D. 41 Total amount unexpended.
612 94
Colin W. Redman, D. 41
The report of the trustees of the cemeteries
H. Fair Holmes, D. 94
was read, accepted and ordered on file. Charles
William P. O’Leary, D. 94
Clarence M. Knowlton, R.74 R. Coombs, Willis S. Hatch and Chas. F. Swift
A. Peter Olson, R. 76
reported as follows:

2.
2.

I Tee LiDrary.

j

5

4
44

at

ate voted to defer action on the question of enUnexpended road money. $1,392 83 larging the State house. The Kennebec senaWardl. Percy B. Redman, D.215
tors sought to force immediate action but
Total amount appropriated by city
1. Edward F. Littlefield, D.218 j
for State road for 1908. $1,350 00 there was an evident disposition to wait till
1. Arthur W. Coombs, R.188
the
tax committee has provided measures
Total
amount appropriated by State.
783 00
1. Edward II. Knowlton, R.184
revenue and when
which will

-lurches. .ShipNews,
Married. .Died.

|

3

Matters

adjourned meeting of the city govern- What the Legislators are Doing and Saying.
ment held Monday evening the
following business was transacted:
By a strict party vote the Senate March 3d
The report of the City Treasurer was read endorsed the Eaton resolve providing for a
constitutional amendment giving the governor
and referred to the finance committee.
power to remove delinquent sheriffs and proThe report of the highway commissioner was viding for the automatic repeal of the Sturgis
submitted to the council. H. S. Cunningham law upon the acceptance of the resolve at a
The vote
special election next September.
reported as follows:
was 22 to 7, the senators voting as follows:
Total amount appropriated.$12,400 00
Yea—Baxter, Colcord, Eaton, Emery, Gowell,
Total amount expended. 11,196 92 Hamilton,
Hastings. Howes, Irving, Knowlton,
Looney, Macomber, Milliken, Minott, Rey$1,203 08 nolds, Shaw, Smith, Therriault* Walker, Warm
To money received from Gentner &
ren, Wheeler, Wyman—22.
Jones for new sidewalk.
189 00
Nay—Boynton, Donigan, Kellogg, Lowe,
To money received from New EngMullen, Osgood, Staples—7.
land Tel. & Tel. Co. for repairing
Absent—Hill.
an

FOR COUNCILMEN.

M. and the Farm-

f

At

Orrin J. Dickey, D.211
Orlando E. Frost, R.190
Ralph I. Morse, R.174
Henry Staples, D.143
George B. Dyer, D.139
Orris S. Vickery, R.123
Charles S. Woods, R. 59
Enoch C. Dow, D. 43
Byron M. Rogers, D. 93
Albion K. Fletcher, R—. 7^

1.

Three Author
r
Famous Clipper Ship,

\
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FOR
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was

held Monas follows
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Died in Belfast, February 28th, Mrs. Eliza M.
London, aged 82 years, 11 months and 14 days.
Mrs. Condon was the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Norton Pease, and was born in that part of
Hope now known as Appleton. She was marked 65 years ago to Capt. Thomas Condon of
Matinicus and to them were born eight chillren,six of whom died after reaching the years
>f maturity. Justus Thorndike, a nephew, was
ilso a member of her family from the time he
vas eight years of age until he reached the
fears of manhood. She is survived by her
lusband, who is 89 years of age; a son, MrMvin T. Condon of Boston; a daughter, Mrs'
Alisha H. Haney of this city; one brother,
/eranus Pease, who resides at the old homestead in Appleton; three grandsons, Scott H.
rolman of Boston, Edward H. Condon of Stonngton, and Fred A. Condon of this place; two
granddaughters, Mrs. Clarence E. Read and
VIrs. Minnie T. Clark of Belfast, and four great
grandchildren. Eight years ago Mr. and Mrs.
London broke up housekeeping, since which
:ime they have made their home with their
laughter. For many years Mrs. Condon was

Military Whist Party.

The biggest whist party Belfast has ever
seen came off in Memorial
Hall last Thursday
svening, and was most successful. It was ar-

HI

PERSONAL
Mrs. Essie P. Carle left
Friday for
trip to Boston.

a

busi-

ness

Miss Ada A. Marriner returned
as a benefit for the
Monday from,
repair fund for the
Belfast Home for Aged Women, and the man- a visit with friends in New York.
ners had the hearty co-operation of the public
Orlando E. Frost left
yesterday on a busin assisting in the various details which comness trip to
Jacksonville, Fla.
bined to make one of the season’s social, as
Miss Eva Perkins is at home from Castine
well as financial, successes. The net
proNormal school for the spring vacation.
:eeds were $91.75. The hall was decorated
Mr. George Wise and daughter Ethel left
inder the direction of Mr. and Mrs. Charles
to visit relatives in Northfield, Vt.
Wednesday
and
their
Bradbury,
past achievements along
Miss Alice I. Whitten left Saturday for
;his line were fully equalled, if not excelled.
The Stars and Stripes formed a back- Franklin,Jwhere she has a position in che High
ground for the stage, and red bells made at- school.
tractive holders for the hundreds of smaller
Miss Alice Aborn returned last week from
lags used with excellent effect. The police Rockport, where she spent several weeks with
tourt room was used as a cloak room, and there relatives.
was ample accommodation for the ladies’
Mrs. W. R. Howard of Farmington, N. H., is.
wraps,
rhere were thirty-five tables in the main hall, spending a few months with
relatives ip.
ind five in the anteroom, and the respective
Alhambra, Calif.
taptains were at their posts at 7.30 to receive
Miss Carrie M. Cutter returned Friday night
their soldiers. Shortly after eight the 40 tables
after several weeks’ visit with her sister. Mrs.
were filled, and after the
reading of the orders Maria Peirce, in
Bangor.
>f the evening issued to the adjutant, Rev. A.
Mrs. James C. Durham returned last week,
\. Smith, by the
Mr.
commander-in-chief,
Ralph H. Howes, the roll of the drum by Mr. from New York, where she accompanied her
lohn Parker announced the beginning of the sister, Miss Louisa H. Ferguson.
jj
Mrs. Perley D. Stanley of
t>lay. After playing 4 hands, the winners of
Isles arthe greater number of'
points were awarded rived Tuesday for a visit with her parents,
tiny flags for their home forts, and stars for Mr. and Mrs. George A. Leavitt.
their score cards. After the first round each
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence E. Read left
Monday
ioldier was sent by his captain to another fort,
by boat for Boston, where they will spent the
toming back to his home fort between each week with relatives and friends.
four hands for orders. Six rounds were
played
Miss Margaret C. Harrison was down town
1 nA of flaws and isf fkn win..-L_•
last Friday for the first time in six months.
;d the number of flags at his fort. Mrs. J.
She is greatly improved in health.
Granville Paul was the winning captain, with
Mr. Scott H. Tolman of Boston was in the
17 flags, and her soldiers were Mrs. Clara Gillast week called here by the death of his
nore, Mrs. Georgia S. Pendleton and Miss city
)arah R. Gardner.
The commander-in-chief grandmother, Mrs. Eliza M. Condon.
alaced the color standard upon her table, and
Dr. O. E. Haney’s father has been paving
:he captain and her soldiers were presented him another short visit on his way home from*
Boston
to Belfast.—Boothbay Register.
with red, white and blue bouquets,
tastefully
Mrs. Minnie T. Clark wras called home froit:
nade up carnations, tulips and hyacinths.
Sandwiches, coffee, ice cream and cake were Portland by the death of her grandmother. Mrs
-hen served by the lieutenants, who were Eliza M. Condom She returned the next day.
Misses Alice M. Nickerson, Florence M. Hill*
Mr. and Mrs. Alvin T. Condon of Boston were
Margaret L. Keene, Florence E. Dunton, S. in the city last week, called here by the death
Edith West, L. Grace Chadwick, Katherine C. of Mr. Condon’s mother, Mrs. Eliza M. Condon.
Juimby, Marian M. Heald, Isabel Ginn, Amy L.
Miss Inez L. Barker arrived home Saturday
iVilson, Katherine Brier, Bertha W’iley, Ida
morning from Salem, Mass., having given up
\mes, Louise W. Richards, Geneva P. Heald, her
trip to visit her brother in Hamilton,
Edna Crawford, Maude Curtis, Anne M. KitOhio.
Florence
:redge,
Libbey, and Marguerite D.
Mrs. Levi Clay spent Sunday at Citypoint
Pilsbury. The lieutenants were assisted by
and left Monday morning for Augusta, where
Mrs. Annie Canney, Misses Louise Brown and
Sarah Preston. The captains and their players she will spend a few days with her son, Basil
Newell, before returning to Portland.
were as follows:
Miss Maude E. Barker: Mr. and Mrs.
Hayford Pierce of Bangor sailed last ThursSelwyn
Thompson, Miss Anne M. Kittredge.
day from New York in the French liner La
Mrs. Charles Bradbury: Mr. Elmer A. Sher- !
Touraine, for Paris, where he will resume"
man, Mrs. A. W. Keating, Wm. M. Randell.
his studies in the Academie Juliene.
Mrs. M. E. Brown: Mr. and Mrs.
George R.
Doak, Miss Geneva P. Heal.
Mr. and Mrs. James F. Pendleton have reMrs. E. P. Carle: Misses Alice M. Nickerson
turned to their home in Logansport, Ind., after
and S. Edith West, Fred D. Jones.
Mrs. R. P. Chase: Miss Annie M. Bean, Mrs. spending a few weeks in Frankfort with his
Georgiana Tuttle, Norman A. Read.
parents, Mr. and Mrs. I. F. Pendleton.
Mrs. E. R. Conner: Mr. Conner, Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Augusta S. Frederick and Mr. Charles
F. A. Johnson.
Mrs. C. H. Crosby: Miss Amy L. Wilson, Dr. W. Frederick left last Thursday for the South.
G. P. Lombard and E. P. Frost.
They will spend the spring months in St. AuMrs. H. Wr. Clark: Mrs. A. J. Fernald, Misses
gustine, Ashville, N. C;, and Washington, L>. C.
Margaret L. Keene and Katherine Brier.
Mrs. I. T. Dinsmore: Mr. Dinsmore, Mrs. F.
Mr. and Mrs. Horace Chenery and little
R.Toor and W. H. Hall.
daughter Margaret left last Thursday for BosMrs. W. J. Dorman: Mrs. John H.
Quimby,
ton and New York. Mrs. Chenery is to go
Miss Caroline E. White and Herbert T. Field.
Miss Annie V. Field: Mrs. G. W. Stoddard. south and Mr.
Chenery will spend some time
Mrs. Leo Butnam, Miss Louise W. Richards.
in Boston.
Mrs. Ben Hazeltine: Mrs. Susan C. Carter,
Messrs. C. P. Hazeltine and A. C. Burgess.
Mrs. W. C. Tuttle and Mr. E. H. Conant left
Mrs. R. H. Howes: Mr. Howes and Misses
last week for visits with Mrs. W. R. MarG. E. Gilmore and M. V. Parker.
Miss Nellie H. Hopkins: Mrs. Phoebe D. shall in Winchester, Mass., and Mrs. W. H.
Grawford, Miss Florence E. Dunton, R. F. Dun- Wiggin in Portland, and will be absent sevton.
eral weeks.
Mrs. G. E. Johnson: Mrs. J. L. Sleeper, Miss
Lou A. Mason and L. H. Stearns.
The Belfast friends of Prof. Hugh R. Hatch
Mrs. J. W. Jones: Mrs. Carrie E. Pierce, of Colby wih be
glad to learn that a successful
Mrs. E. S. Pitcher and Miss Margaret A. Dunwas
him at a

ranged

|

Cranber/y

*—j-i,-

consistent member of the Methodist church
ind through her long life felt an interest in its
prosperity. She was retiring in disposition,
jver a friend to the poor and
needy, always
•eady to assist those in sickness and trouble.
E5he was always charitable to the failings of ton.
K. Keene: Mr. Keene, Misses Bertha
pthers, and was never known to speak ill of
A/Wiley and Lou Thompson.
iny one. She was a devoted wife and mother.
Miss Louise Knowlton: Mr. and Mrs. F. B.
Funeral services were held on Tuesday afterKnowlton and Mrs. Charles R. Coombs.
loon at the home of her daughter, Mrs. Elisha
Miss Grace A. Lord: Mr. and Mrs. C. E.
H. Haney, Cedar street, Rev. Albert E. Luce, ! Proctor and Miss Sarah M. Wight.
Mrs. H. C. Marden: Mrs. Isa Drink water,
pastor of the Methodist church, officiating,
Miss Anna L. Wildes and Miss Mildred A.
rhe floral tributes were many and beautiful. Strout.
Mrs. S. A. Parker: Mr. Parker and Mr. and
John P. Haney, C. H. Sargent, J. G. Paul, and
Mrs. F. M. W’ood.
Freeman M. Wood acted as bearers.
Mrs. D. P. Palmer: Mrs. F. A. Schubert,
‘Her youth was innocent; her ripe age
Miss Isabel Ginn and Marion M. Heal.
Marked with some act of goodness every day;
Mrs. J. G. Paul: Mrs. Clara Gilmore, Mrs.
A.nd watched by eyes that loved her, calm and
Georgia S. Pendleton and Miss Sarah R. Gard-

operation

performed

upon

Portland this week, and that
recovery is hoped for.
tal in

a

hospispeedy

John F. Smalley arrived Monday night from
Nashua, N. H., where he spent the past year
with his brother Sheridan.
He is at present
with his sister, Mrs. W. W. Carter, or. Cedar
street. He is still lame with rheumatism.
Mr.

and

Mrs.

Charles F.

Shaw, who

are

spending the winter in Florida, are now at St
Augustine for two weeks, at the end of which
they will start north. They will visit in New
York city and in Massachusetts and arrive home
sage
ner.
Faded her declining years away.
Miss Sue M. Partridge: Mrs. P. A. Goodell, about the last of April.
Cheerful she gave her being up and went
Mrs. John A. Fogg and Miss Marguerite D.
miss v^iaraDei luarsn went to tamiier
nursfo share the holy rest that waits a life well
Pilsbury.
scent.”
day and remained until Saturday in charge of
mis. rannie mcnaras: Mr. ana Mrs. uwen
W. Clements and Mrs Helen W. Crosby.
the Western Union office, Mrs. Smythe. the
Sarah Adeline, widow of the late Andrew |
Mrs. Adolph Rossbach: Misses Charlotte W.
As Miss
manager, having been taken ill.
Sanborn, died at the home of her daughter, Mrs. Colburn and Florence M. Hill, Herbert Foster. Marsh was unable to remain
away from her
Mrs. Elmer Small: Mrs. George A. Quimby
Frances Bradford, in the Frye Block on Court
duties in the Belfast office where she has beer,
and Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Ritchie.
street. Tuesday, March 2nd, aged 73 years and
Mrs. L. T. Shales: Mrs. D. H. Strout, Mrs. R.
employed as substitute during the winter,
13 days. It was the first time in the
C. Strout, Mrs. Leroy Strout.
memory
she was relieved by Miss Alice Thorndike, who
Mrs.
A.
A.
Smith:
Dr.
D.
P.
Flanders, Mr.
of her children that she required the service of
arrived from Dexter Friday, and \y:
will
and Mrs. H. E. McDonold.
physician when taken ill six days before her
Mrs. R. D. Southworth: Misses Rubie C. probably remain in Camden for some weeks.
death with pneumonia. Her maiden name was Goodell and Katherine C. Quimby, M. W. Lord.
Mr. C. E. Davis formerly of the shoe factory
Mrs. Elmer A. Sherman: Mrs. A. C. Burgess.
Blood and she was a native of East Knox,
Charles Bradbury and C. W. Wescott.
in this city, now of Lynn, Mass., is much interwhich had been her her home until the death
Mrs. S. G. Swift: Mrs. G. L. Field, Mrs. E. L. ested in the revival
meetings now held in the
of her husband one year ago. She is survived Cook and John Cuzner.
Mrs. E. L. Stevens: Dr. Stevens, Misses An- First M. E. church of that city and is a memby a brother, Joseph Sanborn of Camden; one
nie L. Barr and Florence Libbey.
ber of Gospel singer Aden’s “Star Chorus.”
sister, Mrs. Lydia Bradley of Lynn, Mass., and
Mrs. Edward Sibley: Miss Frances Chase.
The Lynn Daily Evening item of March 8th
two daughters, Mrs. Samuel Ryan of Brooks
Mrs. James H. How'es and Mrs. George I. Keathas a picture of this chorus on the first pago in
and Mrs. George W. Bradford of this city. ing.
Mrs. 0. S. Vickery: Dr. Vickery. Mrs. H. H. which a good likeness of Mr. Davis is seen.
The funeral took place at her late home, ThursJohnson and Miss L. Grace Chadwick.
The meetings will close this, Thursday, evenMarch
and
was
4th,
conducted
Jay,
by Rev.
Miss Hattie P. White: Mrs. C. O. Poor, Mrs.
ing.
Albert E. Luce of the M. E. church. The re- j R. P. Stickney and Miss Julia Perry.
Mrs. F. R. Wiggin: Mrs. G. 0. Bailey, Mrs.
Two Belfast young ladies had a prominent
mains were placed in the receiving tomb in !
5. M. R. Locke and Miss Grace E. Burgess.
Grove Cemetery and will be taken to East !
part in a recital given last week at Oak Grove
Mrs. Edmund Wilson:
Mrs. L. J. Pottle, !
Knox in the spring.
Seminary, Vassalboro. Miss Hayford gave two
Mrs. F.t. Mixer and Miss Ida M. Ames.
Miss J. A. Wiggin: Mrs. S. W. Johnson, Mrs. readings: “The Transfiguration of Miss PhilGilbert Greer, a well known citizen of Bel- George T. Read and Frederick W. Brown.
more” and “Her First Appearnnee;'' and Miss
Mrs. C. W. Wescott: Mrs. B. C. Dinsmore,
mont, died at his home in Belmont of paralysis
Jones sang In Exile,” by Sobeski. Miss HayW. M. Randall and Wilbur R. Blodgett.
March 6th, at the advanced age of 80 years, 9 Mrs.
ford also played in n piano quartette. The
months and 10 days. Mr. Greer was born in
Kennebec Journal says, in a write-up of thf
Secret Societies.
Belmont May 28, 1828, the son of Amos and
affair: “The readings by Miss Hayford and the
Mary Greer. He was one of a family of nine,
vocal solo by Miss Jones were especially weP
1
At the 31st annual meeting of the Masonic
and leaves to mourn their loss two sons—
received by the audience.”
Edmund Greer of Belmont and Horace Greer Temple Association, held March 2nd, routine
Freeman J. Emery was given a surprise
of Boston, Mass., and one daughter, Mrs. business was transacted and officers were j
on his 75th birthday, March 8th, at the
sleeted for the ensuing year as follows: party
Alice Gebb of Belfast. His wife died some
home of Harry A. Lord in Hallowed, when
Nathan
F.
Houston
declined
to
serve
again there was a reunion of is children
years ago. Mr. Greer was blessed with a
and grandgenial disposition, was a man of strict integ- and Robert P. Chase was elected President;
children, Mrs. Addie Foote of Seattle, Mrs.
rity, very kind hearted and generous to all, Fred T. Chase, treasurer; Robert P. Chase. Annie
Peavey of Belfast and Mrs. Amy Wood
Nathan F. Houston, Robert Burgess, Albert C.
and was highly respected by all who knew
of Waterville*were unable to be present. The
him. He leaves a large circle of relatives, Burgess and Charles F. Swift, directors.
dining room was handsomely decorated, and in
Primrose Chapter, No. 53, Order of the East- the center of the table rested a
neighbors and friends, who deeply deplore his
huge birthday
demise. The funeral services were held Mon- ern
Star, will be instituted in Masonic hall, this ; cake, in which were placed 75 colored candles
day afternoon, March 8th, at 2 o’clock. Interment was made in the family lot in Hillside city, today. Golden Rod Chapter, No. 8, of It was a very enjoyable occasion.
Rockland will confer the degrees at 3 p. m.
cemetery in Belmont.
Supper wall be served by the members of the
WEDDING BELLS.
William Patterson, who died at his home on
new chapter, and in the evening Grand Worthy I
March
was
one
avenue,
of
the
Northport
4th,
Holmes-Knowlton. Mr. Levi I). Holmes
Patron W. B. Littlefield of North
will
1

residents and a direct descendant of one
the first settlers of Belfast. He was born
in this city February 15, 1820, the son of John

oldest
of

and

Mary (Shephaid) Patterson,

and

was

the

last of a large family. He had been in his
usual health and passed away after a few
hours’ illness. He married Clara Mudgett. To
them were born 11 children, four of whom survive, Mrs. M. A. Stephenson of Boston, Mrs.
E. S. MacDonald of Belfast, Mrs. L. E. Pitcher
of Northport and Miss Clara M. Patterson, who
resided with him and cared for him in his declining years. The funeral services were held
Sunday at the late residence, Rev. Ashley A.
Smith of the Universalist church officiating.
Frank Osborn Day, a well known travelling
salesman, died March 4th at his home in Bangor aged 54 years. He is survived by a wife;
two daughters, Mrs. Minnie Gross of Thorndike and Mrs. Julia Harmon of Portland, and
three brothers, Elias of Wesley and Willard
and Albee, who live in the State of Washington. He was a native of Wesley.

Berwick,
institute the lodge and instal the following officers for the ensuing year: Worthy Matron, Mrs.

and

Miss

Clara A. Knowlton

were

united

in

marriage yesterday (Wednesday) morning at
Abbie Doak; Worthy Patron, George R. Doak; ten o’clock by the Rev. David L. Wilson at the
Associate Matron, Mrs. Jessie Pattee; Secy., I parsonage on High street. Mr. Holmes is a
Mrs. Ethel Locke; Treas., Miss E. Maude Barker; well known farmer of Swanville and is also the
Conductress, Mrs. Georgie B. Parker; Associ- | town clerk. He is the son of Frank O.
ate Conductress, Mrs. Mary Wiggin; Chaplain, Holmes and Annie J. Holmes of Swanville.
Mrs. Lillian B. McDonald; Warden, Mrs. Alvra The bride is the daughter of Ezra S. Knowlton
Southworth; Marshal, Mrs. Helena Coombs; of Swanville and sister of Alonzo J. Knowlton,
Organist, Mrs. Isa Howes; Sentinel, Charles R. Supt. of schools in this city. She wore a very
Coombs; Five points of the star, Ada, Mrs. becoming suit of dark blue, with hat to match.
Bertha C. Dorman; Ruth, Mrs. Eleanor J. They were attended by the father and sister of
Woodcock; Esther, Mrs. Bertha D. Smith; the groom and amid the well wishes of friends
Martha, Mrs. Cordelia H. Brown; Electa, Mrs. left on the noon train for Boston and elsewhere.
Pearl Burns Wilson.
Charter members not After a brief
honeymoon they will return to
officers are Mrs. Emma H. Tyler, Mrs. Lena
Ellis Johnson, Mrs. Grace Goodale Tuttle and Swanville to reside. The kindly greetings and
Mrs. Julia A. Vickery. Members of the order well wishes of friends in Swanville and Belfast
in the city are invited to attend the ceremonies follow the
happy couple on their wedding
afternoon and evening.
journey.

North

Waldo

Pomona.

The March meeting of this organization was
one of the most enthusiastic in its history and
with tine sleighing, good weather and a larger
attendance than usual it could not fail to be
successful and pleasant as well as full of enthusiasm. After the opening exercises an excellent address of welcome was given by MrsClara D. York, and Past Master A. Stinson of
Granite grange made an appreciative response.
The report of granges followed, but only

UNITY.

FATHER JOHN’S

Saturday night

the last note

was

paid

Medicine

Mr. and Mrs. Alonzo D. Jackson spent
several days in Fairfield last week with
his brother, Nathaniel Jackson, arriving
home last Monday.
Josie Brown is at home from Farmington, where she is attending the Normal
school. After a two weeks’ vacation
she will return and resume her school
work.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Gerry are very
busy entertaining a little boarder who j
came to their home recently.
Mr. and
Mrs. Arthur Bagley are also happy along

on

mere Park this season are Mr. and Mrs.
W. F. Jones and Mrs. J. W. Harmon
from Old Town, who opened their cottages February 24th.

Gardner. Harold Clements, “O. Gardner is in a
prosperous condition doing well and going

right.”

all

May W. Bussey was then installed as lady
steward. Mr. and Mrs. G. H. York were installing officers. Proceeding with the routine
of business it was voted to procure reduced
rates on the B. & A. from Winterport to Prospect on May 5th if the management will grant
them. On that occasion the State Lecturer,
W. J. Thompson, will address the meeting and
Remarks by
good
Mrs. Mary Aiken, Lecturer of Penobscot Pomona, A. Stinson, W. S. Littlefield, D. M. Kimball. 0. C. Clements, R. L. Clements, W. J.
Matthews and others occupied the remainder
.f the morning session.
Reconvening alter a most satis factory dinner had been disposed of, five applications were
received and balloted on and the degree of Pomona was conferred in full form by the reguar officers.
The question for the day, “Resolved, That the greatest hindrance to the
Maine
farmer is lack of management,
average
rather than lack of capital." was ably opened
by Past Master W. S. Littlefield, who said in
part: “I do fully believe that lack of management. rather than lack of capital, has more to
•io with the average farmers successor failure.
When 1 began I had both lack of capital and
lack of management, and I have held my own
pretty well. 1 think that shifting from one
kind of business to another has more to do
attendance is

a

desired.

Cures Colds and all Throat and
Lung Troubles. Prevents Grip
and Pneumonia.
No Injurious Drugs.

50 Years in Use

ness

“We have been using Father John’s
Medicine during the past winter and

spring

and

gladly testify to its superior
merit as a body builder and general Clough Masker, Miss Edwina Garcelon,
tonic.” (Signed) Sisters of Holy Cross, Mrs. Charlie Stevens, Mr. and Mrs.
St. Catherine’s Normal Institute, Balti- Guy P. Norton, Dr. and Mrs. J. E. Cook
and Miss Lila Ferguson.
more, Md.
Lincoln s Centenary was observed here
done pretty well after all and he thought his in Odd Fellows’ hall with appropriate j
choice was good.
exercises.
The village schools were
W. D. Thompson; “By what standard do closed
during the afternoon and memo- j
A hoarded
you measure success?

up bank account is no criterion of success.
A good many
could lay up more if they didn’t spend so much
for the comfort of their families and the education of their children. In my mind these
things mean success, much more than the
hoarded capital in the banks of our country.”
A. Stinson said: “A man with
energy, pluck
and that other necessary quality of stick-to-itiveness can buy a farm and pay for it here in
Winterport, one of the best farming towns in
the county of Waldo, or in any of the outlying
towns. He may have to deny himself and
family of some luxuries but he will succeed in
the end if he goes to work in the right way.”

rial exercises were held.

yt

\

:

.opt
no-i ■:
ora.-perity to .-nine.’’
b. < lerut :hs: “I think that some can have
id the capital they want and never make a
while others will succeed with little
ap'tal. and i believe this is owing to the manage.ient. One way to manage is to buy in
b-.rger quantities. Most of us, for instance, can
:el! how much grain we want to
feed; then
bub together and have it
brought in by the
ar.oad and save the middlemen’s profit.”
Mr. Kimball: “How can a man do this with>ut capital?
Most of us get in debt for grain.”
Mr. Clements: “Hire a hundred or so and it
w. uld more than save what the
interest would
amount to; pay 6 per cent interest and save 20
per cent profit.”
Mr. Littlefield: “If Brother Kimball lived in
\\ mterport he would find that the
leading
grain store does a cash trade.”
W. D. Thompson: “All the
great fortunes
r*ave been piled up
through good management,
f a man possesses good
management he cannot fail to succeed.”
!

111

mon

be

appropriates

and actually expends to the
limit for union superintendence the State
two
dollars. Evidently the expense
pays
of district supervision is no more than
for local superintendence.
IN

brought

the

Journal if this
Angeles is not

gentleman’s

answer

from Los

SPANISHAMERICAN

WAR.

obliged

to drink.

Mr. Geo. A. Lake of Dennison, Texas, gives
an interesting account of how he came to the
relief of some of the men in his regiment:
“Just as I was starting for the war,” says Mr.
Lake, “Mr. Davis gave me a large bottle of
Sloan’s Liniment. T used it in our troop at
Camp Mobrey for cramps and dysentery among
the
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Counterfeits, Imitations

and “ Just-as-g
Experiments that trifle with and endanger f
Infants and Children—Experience agains*

What is

H

'M'ci-in,^,

CASTORIA

Castoria is a harmless substitute for Castor no
goric, Drops ami Soothing Syrups. It is
contains neither Opium,
Morphine nor oti,. y'f‘ >t
substance. Its age is its guarantee. It dost...
and allays Feverishness. It cures
',r™»
Diarih,
,
Colic. It relieves Teething Troubles, cures r,|."<*
and Flatulency. It assimilates the
Milt,0l»
Food,
Stomach and Bowels, giving
healthy and n
"
The Children’s Panacea—The Mother’s
ep’
Frien :

genuine

CASTORIA

I
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The Kind You Have Aiwa
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In Use For Over 30 Y:

■
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Elmbrook Farm Sail

DR. HUMPHREYS' SPECIFICS.
IHrections with each Vial in Hyp

English, German, Spanish,
No.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
7.
8.
9.
10.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
27.
28.
29.
30.
34.
35.

Language*,
Portuguese and French.

FOR

Diarrhea, of Children

and

Adults.

as

Cut this year about
wood lot, good

the GILBERT ELLIS place.

sixty (60)

bearing

young orchard.

45tf

Land and

tons of hay, fifteen
Write

or

25

Dysentery Gripings. Bilious Coiic.25

Coughs, Colds Bronchitis.
25
Toothache, Faeeache. Neuralgia.25
Headache. Sick Headache. Vertigo
25
Dyspepsia, Indigestion. Weak Stomach
25
Croup. Hoarse Cough. Laryngitis
25
Salt It iicuni. Eruptions, Erysipelas .25
Rheumatism, or Rheumatic F. ias.
2."
Fever and Ague. Malaria
21
Piles, Blind or Bleeding. External. Internal.25
Ophthalmia. Weak or Inflamed Lyes
25
Catarrh. Influenza. 0'Ll in i:c„ !
25
Whooping Cough. Spasmodic C-'r-h
2o
Asthma Oppressed, Diflicult Breaming.
25
25
Kidney Disease. Gravel CaleuM
Nervous Debility. Vital Weakness
1.00
Sore Mouth. Fever Sores or Canker.25
Urinary Incontinence, Wetting Bed.25
£ore Throat. Quinsy and Diphtheria.25
Chronic Congestions, Headaches
.25
77. Grippe, Hay fever and Summer Colds... .25
A

Formerly known

Price

Fevers, Congestions. Inflammations .25
Worms, Worm Fever, or Worm Disease .25
Colic, Crying and Wakefulness of Infants 25

(15)

acres

inquire of

HORACE CHENERY

/:,

_

small bottle of Pleasant Pellets, fits the vest
or sent on receipt of price.
Medical Book sent free.

THUoF

WE WANT
of

repairing

your

WATCHES, CLOCKS. II'W

We carry

H. J. LOCKE &
N ATIONAL

V.——

■

■■■

a

complete

stock

JtWELEKs

SON,

HANK

1

lUTLDINU,

Hi

■

i
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—■
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mi

pocket. Sold by druggists,

HUMPHREYS’ HOMEO. MEDICINE CO.. Comer
William aud Ann Streets, New York.

§

t

THE OLD RELIABLE

f

to

^werWatf*’

15 H. P.

PRICE RIGHT

Pumps,
Ice Cream

Freezers,

Stationary
Engines,
Supplies

Thomas H. Marshall Post and Circle for the
fine entertainment,and to Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Bradbury for the decorations of Memorial hall,
which had been used for the military whist
party the night before and were very appropriate for this occasion.
Mrs. Harvey Cunningham, chairman of the

•>
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Maine
Alone

j
BROOKS,
HAS A FINE LINE OF

f

Outings, Blankets, Underwear, Woos Flannel
and

T

I

...

General Assortment of W
Winter Goods.

a
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MEN’S SOCKS AND MITTENS DIRECT FROM FORT KLn

f

*$■

PINE TREE SUIT'

I

Suesine

I

Repairs

MAINE,

1

I

and

finely and lots of the boys of entertainment committee, received many com
Tex. Cav. U. S. V., will never for- pliments on the fine program presented.
get the name ,of Sloan’s Liniment. One case
WORTH KNOWING.
in particular was our bugler, Fred
Ormsley;
he was cramped until he could hardly stand it. 1
To remove Pimples, Blackheads, Blotches
I gave him a dose of Sloan’s Liniment and in ! and all forms of Skin eruptions, is, acording
five minutes he was up and ready to go on with ; to a well known Physician, a very easy matter; he says that many are afflicted with some
the troop.”
one of the above ailments, and are subject to a
carries
Sloan’s Liniment in great deal of embarassment on account of the
Every druggist
stock. You can get it in 25c., 50c. or $1.00 sized unsightly appearance which they present, and
bottles. It’s a good thing to have in the house recommends the following simple harmless
and inexpensive treatment. Go to your Drugfor rheumatism, toothache, sorethroat, asthma gist and get this
prescription filled: Clearola
one-half ounce, Ether one ounce, Alcohol seven
and any pain or stiffness.
ounces; mix, shake well and apply to the parts
affected night and morning, allowing it to remain for at least ten minutes, then wipe off
State Board of Trade.
the powder from the skin. Use a soft cloth or
The Maine State Board of Trade will sponge in applying the mixture and in from
ten days to two weeks your face will be smooth
meet in semi-annual session in Gardiner and clear
as a marriage bell.
Get the Pure
Tuesday, March 16th. The place of Clearola, which is only put up in one-half
meeting will be the Coliseum on Church ounce packages. Ask to see it.
street, and the opening session will convene at 10.30 o’clock, the forenoon being
devoted to the address of the President,
the reports of the officials and standing
Cures Colds: Prevents Pneumonia
committees and the transaction of general business. In the afternoon at 2
MR. AND MRS. WILLIAM C. .SMALL
o’clock will occur the literary exercises,
the program including an address by Observe the Thirtieth Anniversary of Their
Chas. A. Bean of Portland, on “Maine’s
men.

Troop L.,

use

under]?®

ows, helped himself to the food in the pantry,
and carried off a few articles, including a spyglass, but Sam says he found a small account
book with the owner’s name and a road bill,
which he thinks is proof enough to satisfy him
who the burglar is. People living at and near
Gushee Corner have been losing grain, fuel,
ill]!
hay, poultry and various kinds of property for
the past year. A fewr weeks ago
Mr.Elbridge
wrhose name was in
: Perry detected the fellowr
| the account book found by Mr. Simmons enterANSTED & BURK COMPANY, Miller*.
ing his stable in the small hours of the night.
Springfield, Ohio
Mr. Perry had missed feed taker, from his
For Sale at Your Grocer's ! grain-bin, and told the fellow he was the
guilty
; one. The fellow offered to settle, but Perry
did not settle with J im. Some months ago
WALDO COUNTY VETERANS.
hay
was taken from a barn a short distance from
The Waldo County Veteran Association met the home of the man suspected of these thefts
with Thomas H. Marshall Post, Belfast, March an d traced to his house ly tracks on the snow
and loose hay scattered on th e way.
5th. The meetings were held in Memorial Hall
and there was a large attendance. President
The death of the well known horse, Selem,
L. C. Putnam called the forenoon meeting to is much regretted by tl e children of Belfast
and vicinity; also the si m ner people. Selem
order. The secretary read the report of the was
owned by Capt. A. F. Elwell of Northport
meeting in North Searsport and his report was and the cause of his death was indigestion. He
was
about
fifteen years old, a sorrel and stood
accepted. Comrades Merriam, Knowlton and
about seventeen hands high and for several
Stinson were appointed a committee on time
years was a track horse.
He was one of the
and place of the next meeting and an invitamost intelligent horses ever in Maine and was
tion to meet in Swanville, May 6th, was, ac- 1 never known to be frightened at anything. He
was safe for any child to drive and seemed to be
cepted. C. E. White of Belfast, the son of a
delighted when he knew that any of the little
was
an
made
veteran,
honorary member. A ones wTere holding the reins over him.—Turf.
recess was then declared for dinner.
A fine ; Farm and Home.
dinner was served by Thomas H. Marshall
Circle, Ladies of the G. A. R.
The afternoon meeting was opened with

Masons, the Good Templars, the Red Men and
several others, he was most proud of the bronze
button. Colonel Bangs was given a great ovation at the close of his speech. Speeches were
made by D. O. Bowen and A. Stinson, who
told incidents about Lincoln; also by Rev. Jonah
W. Vaughan, Comrade Smart of Waldo, Comrade Trask of Newburgh, and a song was given
by Comrade Roscoe Smith.
The death of Comrade Nahum S. Piper of
Company I, 26th Maine regiment, was reported.
A rising vote of thanks was extended to

During the Spanish-American War, many of
our soldiers suffered severely from cramp in
the stomach and bowels, due in most cases to
the change of climate and the water they were

following:

To the Editor of the Journal. The
riddle given by R. F. I >aggett of Los Angeles,
Cal., and printed in The Journal of February
25th, was given to me in the year 1893 and was
then considered an old riddle. I guessed it,
after several hours, and sent it to my father, an
old gentleman in Iowa. He also guessed it, as
did the pastor of the Baptist church, and I will
enclose the answer to you sealed. If you have
guessed the answer see if it compares with
mine. The riddle I have begins this way.
“A great many ago a prominent merchant in
Taunton. Massachusetts, promised an old lady
a prize if, taking her subject from the Bible,
she would compose a riddle he could not guess,”
She won the prize with the following.” It
then goes on word for word the same as in The
Journal.
I would like to know who composed the riddle. We think the lady in Taunton is the
author.
Would you kindly let us know through The

1 HE

In

..

attended the exercises.
The program
was as follows:
Introductory remarks
by the superintendent of schools; invocation, Rev. W. L. Bradeen; song, “Battle
Hymn of the Republic,” Mrs. Ross and
Mrs. Soule; essay on Life of Lincoln,
Miss Blanche Sibley; Lincoln’s Address at
Gettysburg, Prof. VV. C. Russell: extracts from Lincoln’s writings and sayings by pupils, viz: Philip Grant, Bernice
Berry, Clarence Reynolds, Charlie Bartlette, Charlie Ames, Harry Murry, prayer by T. C. Smart, an honorary member of
Sophia Tozier, Emily Roseland, Estelle the association. Comrade J. G. Harding gave
Bradeen, Mildred Rollins, Ethel Hunt the address of welcome and paid a glowing
and Mildred Jones; song, “Star Spangled tribute to the boys of ’61. Comrade Merriam
Banner,” Mrs. E. M. Soule; address on made a fitting response. The following prothe character of Lincoln, Hon. James
gram was then given: song, Charlotte KnowlLibby, Jr.; song, America, congregation.
ton; reading, Comrade Packard; singing, “Rally
The principle subject of discussion in Around the
Flag”; violin solo, Lloyd McKeen;
town at present seems to be along the
reading, “The Incorrigible,” and “When Grandline of educational work.
Although the pa was a Boy,” Miss Anne M. Kittredge; violin
school system is being improved annually, the object of union superintendance, solo, Arvilla Daggett; reading in costume. “The
that is the formation of a union au- Little Newsboy,” Miss Edna White. Miss Marie
thorized by a vote of two or more towns Sholes and Miss Irene Shaw were accompanists.
Then came the feature of the day, the aduniting for the purpose of employing a
superintendent of schools, will secure dress by Comrade A. E. Bangs of Augusta, the
still greater improvement in the school first commander of
Seth Williams Post of that
conditions. This law was enacted in
Comrade Bangs was voted a member of
!
Maine in 1897. Wherever these unions city.
have been formed they have proven suc- the Association, and he then spoke on “The
cessful and are still in continuous exist- Bronze Button.” It was a subject very dear
ence, which is a strong evidence of the to the old soldier and the speaker was addresefficiency of the system. The plan tends sing old comrades and held their close attention
to improve teaching service, to bring the
by his stirring eloquence and elicited frequent
schools nearer the parent and pupil, to and
hearty applause. Comrade Bangs said that
business
methpromote good discipline,
ods and system. The object of this law | wherever he went, whether in Maine, Califoris to give to the smaller towns the same nia, Mexico, or Georgia, when he saw a man
advantages and privileges as the cities wearing the little bronze button he felt that he
and larger towns have been enjoying for ! could call him “friend;” also that of all the
some time.
For every dollar each town emblems he was entitled to wear, that of the

Silk, Ribbons, Veilings.
Gloves and Neckwear

|
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the same as the one I send you.
N. L. Littlefield thought there was a
a subscriber
good
chance to hit both sides: “It seems to be
Me.
Portland,
pretty well divided between those who can
The answer enclosed was correct.—a whale.
manage well and those who can’t. Give him
ten thousand dollars and see what
Miss Ellen M. Frothingham and David S.
he will do
with it. The man who has the
money in his Cressey of this city and Miss A. F. Clarke of
ttrousers is the best off.
Why if I had had ten
thousand dollars to start with I should have Searsport have also returned correct answers.
been worth a million by this time. Of the
v
Following is the answer to the riddle^by
majority of young men there are few who
have much money. They
buy what they can Henry Niswraner of Landersville, Indiana:
and get in debt for the rest.”
Truly God made Adam out of dust,
'j H. Clements: “This reminds mo of
And placed him in a sacred trust,
who wanted to buy a mill.
He was asked how I
This trust we find he did not keep
JTittoh money he had to invest in it.
He said
And fell from life to death’s dark sleep.
$10,006. ‘Then what do you want with a mill?’
Give me the capital; that is what we are all
To Adam’s race God gave a soul,
Apple Industry;” “The Conservation of
None ever went from Pole to Pole.
Maine’s Water Resources,” by Prof.
working for. I have been trying for 35 or 40
To me God only instinct gave,
While I wont go in 1
years to get the capital.
Franklin C. Robinson of Brunswick,
And I have plowed the highest wave.
at leryth to tell you what are the most
paying !
Chairman of the State Survey Commis!
think
the
I
is
branches,
biggest profit in poulI give light to King’s High Court,
sion, and “Ways in Which a Board of
But I say, give me the capital and I will I
To hardy seamen I give rough sport.
Trade Can Encourage New Industries in
try and learn how to manage it, hut I can tell
And now dear friends to end this tale,
a Community,” by A. W. McCausland of
oetter after I get the capital.”
name from Adam is a whale.
My
Gardiner. The addresses will be followC. C. Clements again read the question as i
mere seemed to he a tendency to
ed by a general discussion in which many
depart from
Maine D. A. R.
it and said. “Which will we have more capital
will participate and a highly interesting
or
better management?
Which would the
is anticipated.
Bath, Me., March 4. The following officers and profitable session
brother rather give his hoys, more capital or
This will be the State Board’s first visit
were elected today at the annual meeting of
better management?”
to
and
as
of
Gardiner
the
the
State
the
American
Council, Daughters
city is centrally
;
G. H. Clements: “If they had the capital I !
Revolution:
State regent, Miss Louise H. located, with trains arriving and departwould risk the management. It ik pretty hard
for a man to start empty-handed. He has a Cobu n, Skowhegan; vice regent, Mrs. John A. ing frequently during the day and night,
hard row’ to hoe unless he has some capital to Morse, Bath; recording secretary, Mrs. Virgil
admirable trolley conB. Hilton, North Anson; treasurer, Mrs. Rich- supplemented by
start with.”
nections, the place of meeting is easily
Mrs. G. L.
George Hardy: “These people that talk are ard O. Elliott, Thomaston; chaplain,
accessible from all parts of the State.
mixing up the question. My idea is that it is Peasley, Auburn; registrar, Mrs. Flora P.
A.
offsetting capital against calculation. If a Bailey, Auburn; historian, Mrs. Ernest
Bath; auditor, Mrs. Frederic E. BoothSIMPLK ltKMKDY FOR LA GHIPPK.
man has no management, how long will
capital Allen,
Portland. The only contest was for vice
La grippe coughs are dangerous as they frestay in his hands? We have all seen men start by,
Mrs.
Robinson
Mrs.
Morse
defeating
regent.
out with good calculations and the capital comes
quently develop into pneumonia. Foley’s
and it don’t take many years either. We are of Portland 25 to 19. It was voted to hold a Honey and Tar not only stops the cough but
field day at New Meadows, June 17th.
not all of the same ability for management.
heals and strengthens the lungs so that no
We find many who have been endowed with a
serious results need be feared. The genuine
The
Meanest
Criminal.
of
and
how
much
have
$10,000
'capital
they
Foley’s Honey and Tar contains no harmfu
advanced on it.”
irugs and is in a yellow package. Refuse sub“There is no meaner criminal than the man stitutes.
Mr. Kimball thought that if a man began
Sold by all druggists.
without capital he would do pretty well if he who panders to the depraved vice and tastes of
class
got ten thousand dollars by ever so good man- his fellow man. There is not a meaner
“How many of these gray and for the officers of the law, whether county atMrs. Alice K. Hopkins, an authoress
agement.
bald headed men have got ten thousand dollars torneys or sheriffs or Sturgis deputies to deal of some note, who died
recently at the
co show for a life-time of hard work?
Tell with than the man who sells rum.”
home
of her niece, Mrs. Henrietta A.
This is the sober judgment of a man of
about a young man having $10,000.
in
was
bom at StillBoston,
large experience, a man who commands the Fellows,
It is a precious few old men who have so
much. But we are dealing with the average respect of all citizens regardless of party, a water, Me., 69 years ago, and, until her
farmer according to the question and I think Democrat of wide influence in party matters going to Cambridge less than a year ago,
in the State, Judge William H. Newell of Lewhad resided in Brookline.
She spent
our average fortunes are far below the ten
thousand dollar mark. About all the average iston.—Portland Express.
many years in travel, and had done conman can claim today is his time; if he makes
siderable research work in the British
“My three year old boy was badly constipa- museum and other world renowned libragood use of this he will succeed.”
Charles Clements the lecturer, again refer- ted, had a high fever and was in an awful conShe wrote and published “The
ries.
red to the question and said:
“Take us as we dition. I gave him two doses of Foley’s Orino
Laxative and the next morning the fever was Romance of a Letter,” “The Daughter
••.are, which will we have, better management or
and
he
the
was
well.
of
Druids” and “Mona, the Druidentirely
Foley’s Orino
more capital?
I say give me the capital, I can gone
Laxative saved his life.” A Wolkush, Casim- ess.” She was the widow of William M.
manage it all right if I can get it.”
G. H. Clements said he guessed his boy had er, Wis. Sold by all druggists.
a
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Monday's

mail

The hall was

tastefully decorated with red, white and
blue and pictures of Abraham Lincoln.
Although the weather was severe many

doing.

there are men today who
methods. They are so
y don’t want the sunlight of

o’entific

can

The Kind You Have
Always Bought, and

WilliamTell

On account of the snow storm and illthe attendance from this section at
the Governor’s ball in Augusta was not
as large as at first
intended. Among
those who went were Mr. and M~s.

Sisters of Holy Cross.

o

a

You

grinding. Tested every half hour to
insure uniform quality, this flour is
guaranteed to give absolute
satisfaction.

Mr. and Mrs. Lyle T. Stevens of Bangor spent several days in town recently
with his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Charlie
Stevens, after which they visited her
people in Dixmont, returning home several days later.

with our success or failure than anything else.
We will say that a man begins with sheep as a
speciality and after a time wants to change
and sells out and goes into the dairy business
and then after a few years sells out and goes
The disputants made their closing arguments
into the potato business, and then, perhaps,
and the grange then by vote decided the
quesbranches out into something else. When he
tion in the affirmative. The program of the
nakes these changes he has to sell at a loss, for
was then taken
and it proved to be exday
up
from
one
branch
to
another
entails
a
hanging
cellent in every way. It was as follows: reciloss.
We have instances in our town where
Alvie Colson; recitation in costume,
people have begun in the dairy business and tation,
Emmie Thompson; vocal solo, Addie Frederick.
have stuck to it from one year to another.
Mrs.
Aiken
also favored the grange with a solo.
These people have made a greater success than
Mrs. Ira Couillard acted as accompanist.
would have been possible if they had changed
Thanks
were extended for courtesies and hosfrom one branch to another.
In regard to
the minutes
ere read,
the grange
capital. 1 never saw the time yet but what any pitality,
closed
with
the usual formalities, and another
one could get all the capita) he neeus „c work
■with, and I believe that in cases of failure, pleasant and profitable meeting was over.
:aek of management is the cause rather than
Rack of capital.
THE CALIFORNIA RIDDLE.
!>. M. Kimball spoke on the negative and
t-ld his arguments well in hand, saying in
The Correct Answer is a Whale.
part: "I am somewhat at a loss on this question.
Here we are, both of us, handicapped by
The first answer to the riddle recently pubwant of management and lack of capital.
To- lished was received
Friday morning, February
day he has some capital he can fall back on
and still live. He says he never saw the time 26th, from Mr. Freeman M. Wood. That evenhut what anyone can get all the capital he ing’s mail brough the following letter:
needs to work with. Yes, but he must pay inTo the Editor of The Journal: I thought
terest on it, and taxes as well. When I was 1 would send in an answer to the C. P. Lawyoung a man offered to buy a $4,000 farm and rence riddle, whether it be right or wrong.
put me on it and take a mortgage. I refused, The answer I should give is a great fish, or
and where would I have been today with the whale.
My reasons are as follows: He was
nterest and taxes all these years?
I claim it made before Adam, and he had a
living soul
•s not safe for a
man to launch out large, and
within him when he had Jorah down. He was
■i he does not launch out large he cannot make
also in possession of legs, arms, and feet, and
much of a success. The question is lack of when he
got rid of Jonah “he was left as becapital. Take the man without capital and in fore,” and at his death he gave light to the
ten years see what he will have.
He will be world
by the use of his oil.
lucky if he has what he started with. Once in
W. P. Sargent.
a while a man with
determination can rise
Searsport,
February 27, 1909.
H'Cve it, but most of them don’t pay more than
-o cents on the dollar.
1 have been trying for
Saturday’s mails brought the following:
month to buy a horse and 1 would like to find
To the Editor of The Journal: I think the
m honest man with a horse to sell.
But I say1
answer to the riddle in the paper this week is
we have all
got to have capital to start with or
whale.
C. J. Tasker.
we don’t get a great ways.”
Monroe, February 27, 1909.
11 H. d ork:
“Thp hrr*th#»r tolls wnn
if
man starts out without a dollar he must be a
To the Editor of The Journal: After a
thief or a rascal to succeed.
I have seen many
thorough reading of the riddle in last week’s
start out with their thousands and at the end
f ten years be lower than the beasts, while on Journal, and also the first chapter of Genesis,
the >ther hand I have seen men start out with- I think the answer to the riddle is, The whale
that swallowed Jonah.
S. J. Stevens.
out a dollar but the debts that encumber them
Troy, Me.
md at the end of ten years be an honor to the
■Mate of Maine. A man must have
honesty, and
*ith ability to grasp the
To the Editor of The Journal: I think
opportunity he cannot
tail.
He must be practical, have scientific that when Mr. C. P. Lawrence composed the
nie'r-ds, must improve his flocks and herds, riddle which was published in your last week’s
and if he does this lie will succeed. Our State issue he had in mind the story of Jonah and
G. H. French,
Oa'ry Inspector tells us to establish a cow test the whale.
a~>
'ation and kn -w just what we are
Lincolnville, Me., March 1st.
-•
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r

sure of the
that line.
! whitest, lightest and most
Mrs. Carrol Murray from Waterville is
spending a few months with her parents, wholesome bread at every
Mr. and Mrs. O. J. Murray. Mr. C.
baking.
Murray has employment in the woods
Here is a perfect flour made from rich Ohio
wheat which has no superior for nutrition.
during the winter.
The wheat is stored in tanks hermetically
Among the first arrivals at Winder- sealed, and it is cleaned six timer, before

the hall; we paid for it in three years and we
feel rather proud of it.” Northern Light,JW.
Chase, “I think Northern Light is all right and
flourishing right along.” Sunrise, Albert Cole,
•We are still living, taking in new members
and doing as well as others, we think.” O.

along

Vendellyn Keller, H. N. Titus, Elden Dyei
and Uriah N. Dyer are building boats.Will
Currier has started a new industry and has
fitted up for bending horse sled runners. We
have to go to Liberty for our runners, but Mr.
Currier says he can now supply the demand_
Mrs. Annie Lincoln had as guests Monday, Mrs.
Mary Packard, Mrs. Lucy Bean and Mr. Henry
Ladd of Searsmont-Mr. Harry Hawkes of
Boston is visiting Miss Grace Sherman
Mr.
Jerome Smith of Rockland has been here the
past week visiting friends-Elbridge Perry
is at the Maine General Hospital, Portland,
where he has been operated on for hernia....
Clarence Fish has been at home a few days
from the Camden High school, having injured
his eyes while performing a chemical experment with sulphuric acid
Mr. Frank Tobey
of Augusta recently visited his daughter, Mrs.
Albert and Mrs. Roy Moody
Elmer Ripley
came up from Camden Sunday with his new
touring car... While Samuel Simmons and his
wife were at Chas. Smith’s “house warming’’
Monday night some one broke into the house
by breaking the fastening to one of the wind-

Joe Knight from Moosehead Lake was
a guest at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Fraiik H. Dutton last week.

rive responded as follows: Morning Light,
Monroe. C. C. Clements, “Holding good meetings. doing good work and going along all
right.” Granite, Searsport, A. Stinson, “Granite is all right, has taken in eight new members
since we met before, is reviving its interest and
last

APPL*T'»N.

|
Whereas, Wilbert P. Braley of Monroe, in
the County of Waldo and State of Maine, by
his mortgage deed dated the twelfth day of
February, A. D. 190<>, and recorded in the Waldo County Registry of Deeds, Book 279, Page
170, conveyed to me, the undersigned, a certain
parcel of real estate situate in Monroe, in the
County of Waldo and State of Maine, bounded
and described as follows, to wit: A certain lot
or parcel of land, with the
buildings thereon,
situated in the Gore Tract in said town of Monroe,
ing

Shake Into
Allen’s Foot-Ease,

a

Your Shoes
powder. It

painful, smarting, nervous feet and ingrowing nails,
and instantly takes the sting out of corns and
bunions. It’s the greatest comfort discovery
of the age. Allen’s Foot-Ease makes tight or
It
new

shoes feel easy.

is

a

cures

certain

cure

for

T^*fn Belfast, Odd Keilows’ Block. Room 2
tf9
Monday.

every

Camden Woolens
Ladies' and Gent’s

Suitings

from

the

factory

to

1

place

j

said mortgage has been broken; now, therefore, by reason of the breach of the condition
thereof I claim a foreclosure of said mortgage.
Dated this first day of March, A. D. 1909.

ALBERT S. NICKERSON,

By R. F. Dunton, his Attorney.
Hartford JFire Insurance Company
Hartford, Conn.
ASSETS DECEMBER 31, 1908.
$ 1,055,187 75
448,000 00

Gross Assets,
Deduct items not admitted,

$20,629,121

LIABILITIES DECEMBER

Net Unpaid Losses,
Unearned Premiums,
All other Liabilities,
Cash Capital,
Surplus over all Liabilities,

25

178,641 11
13,211 86

Admitted Assets,

31,

We buy and sell.

Farms wanted.

30 Shares of the Masonic

Apply

00

15,385,373 33
935,289 68

2,598,918

IN WALDO COUNTY.

FOR SALE

Real Estate,
Mortgage Loans,
Collateral Loans,
Stock and Bonds,
Cash in Office and Bank,
Agents’ Balances,
Interest and Rents,
All other Assets,

14,500

Real Estate

11,098

98
45

$20,618,023

53

1908.

$ 1,271,392 50
11,744,870 32
511,893 84
2,000,000 00
5,089,866 87

sweating, callous, swollen, tired, aching feet.
Try it today. Sold by all Druggists and Shoe Total Liabilities and Surplus,
$20,618,023 53
Stores. By mail for 25c. in stamps. Don’t
Thomas Atwood, Agent.,\Vinter|)ort, Maine.
accept ANY substitute. Trial package FREE.
Address Allen S. Olmsted, Le Roy, N. Y.
3w9
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to
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ORRIN i. DICKEY. Belfast, Maine.
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adjudged hankrip'
relating to bankrip

consumer.

of

beginning, containing two hunI dred acres, more or less, and being the same
premises conveyed to said Wilbert P. Braley
and Willis W. Braley by Benjamin A. Curtis, by
! his warranty deed dated January 5, 1882, and
j recorded in Waldo Registry of Deeds, Book
19t>, Page 488; and whereas the condition of

|
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"DICHAKD
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11 Comity of \N
said District, re*.;.
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Special bargains in mill remnant
southwest corner of land of P. H.
Kane, a part of said lot 139; thence easterly
skirt patterns. Write for samples.
by said Kane’s land to the easterly line of said
lot No. 139; thence southerly by the easterly j
F. A. PACKARD,
line of said lot No. 139 to the line dividing the
towns of Monroe and Swanville; thence west3m 1
Box B, Camden, Maine.
erly by said town line to the westerly line of
said lot No. 139; thence northerly by said westerly line of said lot to the northeast corner of
farm occupied by Simon Lowe; thence westerly by said Lowe’s land to his northwest corner;
thence southerly by his westerly line to land
occupied by Wilson Dickey; thence westerly
The Batchelder homestead at Brown’s Corby said Dickey’s land to said road leading to
Belfast: thence southerly by said Belfast road ner, h mile from
Northport Campground, will
to land occupied by John Maddocks; thence
be sold at a bargain. Apply to
westerly by said Maddock’s land to Dead Brook;
JOHN R. DUTTON
thence down and by Dead Brook and Marsh
Stf
Stream in a northerly and easterly direction to
Savings Bank Building, Belfast, Maine
the

1

Dated this USd

direct

FOR SALE

Marriage.

!

from

in the center of the road leadMonroe Village to Belfast at the

Practice limited to Eye. Ear, Nose and Throat
including the fitting of (Hasses.

139 to the

are

1

beginning

Thompson bridge; thence southerly by said
road leading to Eli C. West's; thence easterly
by said road to the road leading to Eli C. West's
to the westerly line of lot No. 139; thence
southerly by the westerly line of said lot No.

FOLEYSHONET«">TAR

Mr. and Mrs. William C. Small of Copp street
observing, in a quiet way, the thirtieth anniversary of their wedding. They were married by Bev. B. B. Merrill, pastor of the Congregational church of Searsport, Me., assisted
by Arthur Main of Stockton Springs, Me. Mr.
and Mrs. Small came to reside in the Crown
Hill section about 14 years ago from Stockton
Springs. They are among the foremost residents of this section, Mr. Small being one of
the largest property holders.
He built the
four tenement block on Gray street and a
on
handsome block
Copp street, also a house
Mr. and Mrs. Small’s married
on Gillis street.
life has been very happy and ten children have
been born to them. All are living and are:
Henrietta, wife of George Thompson of Hudson Center; Frances, William C. Jr., of Windsor, Vt.; Edward, a student at Pratt Institute,
Brooklyn, N. Y.; Edith, Harold, Florence, Harrison, Helen and Dorothy. Mr. and Mrs. Small
are members of the Sons and Daughters of
Maine. Mr. Small is an Odd Fellow and has
been several years in the common council. He
is also secretary of the Nashua Building and
Loan Association. The couple have two grandchildren, Clifford and Ruth Thompson of Hudson Center.
Mrs. Small has one brother who
resides in Stockton Springs and Mr. Small’s
aged mother, Mrs. Hannah Small, makes her
home with the family of her son. The best
wishes of a large circle of friends are extended to Mr. and Mrs. Small for their continued
prosperity and happiness.—Nashua, N. H.,
Telegraph, February 22nd.
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Real estate,
Mortgage loans.
Stocks and bonds.
Cash in office ami
Agents’ balances.
Bills receivable.

j

Gross assets.
Admitted asses;
LIABILITIES

j
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Net unpaid losses
Unearned premiun
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Reserve as a c<

plus,
Chairman Board oi Assessors of the Belfast Cash capital,
Surplus over all
Baptist Church.
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9

Total liabilities and

FOR SALE.
A two story house, eleven rooms, convenient
for one or two families, and in good repair.
City water, sewer connection; one-fourth acre
of land. 26 Union street, Belfast. Enquire of
D. F. STEPHENSON, at Store.
7tf
Next door to Windsor Hotel.
THE

CHILDREN

LIKE

IT

KENNEDY’S LAXATIVE
COUCH SYRUP

S. W.JohnsoB 1
.1
OFFICE NO. 2, 00D 4 ELU^
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l again.
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truthful.

more
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blooming

in

vlieve it has been

winter, the

all

woman’s

Helped.
Graniteville. Vt.
I was passing
the
of
Lifeand
suffered
through
Change
from nervousness and other annoying
symptoms. Lydia K. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound vest a red myhealthand
strength, and proved worth mountains
of gold to me.
For the sake of other
suffering women L am willing yon
should publish my letter.”
Min.
Charles Barclay, R.F.i). Graniteville, Vt.
Women who are passing through this
critical period or who are suffering
from any of those distressing ills pe—

Last week

erne.

11

my friends what it has done for me.”
—Mrs. E. Hanson, 304 East Long St.,
Columbus. Ohio.
I Another Woman

iunged with visitors
:
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1
roubles, and
---3 never forget to tel!

to be had at
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and

during

of life. M y
doctor told me i'l

,,f the cruisers in this
bad passed the Maywas
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culiar to their sex should not lose sight
of the fact that for thirty years
Lydi?

E- Pinkham's Vegetable Compound,
which is made from roots and herbs,
has been the standard remedy for
female ills. In almost every commu-

nity

you will find women who have
been restored to health by Lydia E.

Pinkham's Vegetable Compound.
spent in vain.
Those who were

on

the steamers and

could sail near the

fleet, were granted a
most imposing spectacle.
Twenty-two
•essed into service
warships, all in one port, is a sight never
.st capacity on Monbefore seen, and it must certainly have
,sands were left on
inspired the witnesses with a sublime
autobv
trolleys,
ay
feeling of patriotism, for there is no
'a.pe Henry, Ocean more
inspiring sight than a long column
and the exposition
of well drilled fighting ships. We canplaces, if the Gods not
question the acts of Providence, else
a
fairly good view it would be hard to understand
why the
ad.
I had heard so
sun could not shine on that
of all days,
day
reports of the un- and why we poor unfortunates on land
the crowds on the
must only view in imagination this grand
to stick to land and
naval parade, the like of which may
going by the elec- never come within our reach
again.
m

"i

■

r.

f

auu

uuai.

daily

the

n

papers

weather for Mon
skv lived up to the

r.

But while we could not all witness the
arrival itself, abundant opportunity has
since been given for seeing the whole
fleet at anchor in all its glory.
1 spent a most delightful day

nothing daunted,
rags” we sal- 26th,

»

February
Luray, going to Old
mouth, ten strong, Point,
touching at Hampton and returnNorfolk.
The jam
ing to Norfolk; thus sailing in and about
i by the time we the
fleet, and feeling almost as if we
.!
Norfolk, (here 1 were one of them. The weather was de1 felt as if I had
lightful and the spectacle one ever to be
g ad

r.

i 'rocrustes bed” and
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on

thp steamer

remembered.

tinguish
Cape
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as

We

were

not able to dis-

all the different

the names

are

not

ships by name,
very conspicuous,

had not learned my lesson well
'.
Yankee, and in the enough to tell them by the number of
r Southern
people 1 smoke stacks, etc. We distinguished the
my lips closed and flagship Connecticut; and 1 felt especial‘he way the crowd ly interested in the Maine, in her dress of
not handled but leaden grey.
I cannot but feel sorry
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and hanging
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ar

look like

a

and I

that the American navy is

to

lose its

distinctive coior of white and buff and
fade into
As

we

dingy grey.
returned to Norfolk the Minn-

esota and

Virginia

steamed

alongside or.
navy yard, and

i

it

came

along.

their way to the Norfolk
they leave there they also will have
left their beauty behind and become

Entomologist;

until they have eaten all the green stuff
in sight, when a gate is opened and
they
pass into the other half of the run, which
has been growing up and
while
freshening
they were treading down the other and
thus they are alternated every few
days
until they are 12 weeks of age when
they
are turned loose and have the free
range
of the farm.
We should have said that Mr. Randall
has set out 500 apple trees, all over the
place, especially through the runs, and at
the rate they are growing they will soon
furnish the birds the most perfect shade
in the hottest weather.
Today Mr. Randall has about 2000 birds,

will lecture on town affairs.
Among the subjects to be

discussed,
relating to farm crops and
horticulture, animal industry, veterinary
science and poultry management. There
will be a conference relating to the Education of rural communities, led by Hon.
Payson Smith. Thursday evening will
be devoted to a concert in the chapel,
given by the University musical clubs.
are

four-page folder has
containing the progrom
courses in poultry
breeding
A

ment which will follow
and extend from March 15th to

issued

April

forms of

degenerate society.

Prof. Rudolph Tombo, alumni secretary of Columbia University, lectured to
the members of the Deutscher Verein
February 24th. Prof. Tombo took for
his
subject, Gerhart
Hamptmann’s
masterpiece, “The Sunken Bell.” Although it was a very stormy night, the

lecture room was well filled, for students
and faculty remembered his lecture on
Faust, last year. Dr. Tombo’s lecture
was intensly interesting and instructive.
Perhaps the one thing which makes his
lectures so interesting is the fact that
he is a native of Barmen, Prussia, and
received his esrly education in the German schools, later
coming to New York
with his father, who is Professor of
German in Columbia University.

■
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“For several years I was afflicted with kidney
ble and last winter I was suddenly stricken
with a severe pain in my Kidneys and was
confined to bed eight days unable to
get up
without assistance.
My urine contained a
thick white sediment and I passed same frequently day and night. I commenced taking
Foley’s Kidney Remedy, and the pain gradually abated and finally ceased and my urine became
normal.
J cheerfully reccommend
Foley’s Kidney Remedy.’’ Sold by all druetrou

gists.

Telephone Connection.
V. A. SIMMONS, President.

RALPH D. SOUTH WORTH, Treasurer.

BELFAST,

i

Misery from Indigestion Vanishes
Five Minutes Later.

Every family here ought to keep some Diapepsin in the house, as any one of you may
have an attack of Indigestion or StomacI
trouble at any time, day or night.
This harmless preparation will digest anything you eat and overcome a sour stomacI

—

OASTOKXA.
_y) T||8 Kind You Hate Always Bou^hi

Any

YOU
TRIED

In Touch
With the
Household
i

j1 ....An

who

skin

itching is

ing.

At all

drug

Swan &

F. L.

misery is at your Pharmacist, waiting for you
These large 50-cent cases contain more that
sufficient to cure a case of Dyspepsia or Indi
4w9
gestion.

large

world,

as

LIBBY,

Burnham, Maine,

Recreation,

dress 1 sell

your stock

directions and my

to.

Write for

shipping

weekly market letter, free.

Notice of Dissolution of

the Local

F. J.

ent.

MEY$H0NEY"'>'TAR

is sent to

Manager.

TELEPHONE

|

AND

TELEGRAPH
COMPANY

The copartnership heretofore existing between the undersigned, under the name of F,
J. & F. P. Webb, at Swanville, Maine, is this
day dissolved by mutual consent. All persons
indebted to the firm are requested to make
payment to F. J. Webb and all persons having
claims against the firm are requested to
present the same to him for payment. The busi
ness will hereafter be carried on
by F. J, Webl
in his own name.
Swanville, Maine, February 18,1909.

3w8p

same

NEW ENGLAND

Partnership.

4v.

.*

EGGS
For

Hatching.

We offer eggs for hatching from thoroughbred
Barred Plymouth Rock Yearling Hens that
layed 200 eggs or over during the first laving
year. They are descendants of the Hawkin's
Royal Blue family mated to cockerels from the
Registered 200 egg stock, bred by the late Prof,

WEBB,

F, P. WEBB.

Gowell, at Orono,

Me.
We offer eggs from Pure Bred Singie Comb
Rhode Island Red Yearling hens that hit ed 200
eggs or more their first laying year, mated to
thoroughbred cockerels from the Pa. View
Farm, New Haven, 200 egg strain.
Our stock is large, healthy and
vigorous,
raised on free range and carefully bred in this
climate for winter layers.

WANTED
GIRLS AT THE

Price $2.00 per setting of 15 eggs. $3.00
30. $7.00 per hundred.
Carefully

Estabrook Shirt Mfg. Co.

for

packed and shipped by express the day they
layed.
We shall have for sale in
April and May 3000
day old chicks from both strains.

are

Painting and Paper

Hanging.
1

PINELAND POULTRY

wish to notify my customers and the publii
that I

am

prepared

to do inside

W. M.

an«

S. F.

WALTER J. ROBERTS.
Telephone

The

Coming

A Book

1

Every

water of life and on either side of the rivei
was there the tree of life,
and t he leaves
of the tree were for the healing of the nations.'
Bound in cloth.
400 pages, sent postpaid
for $1.00. Order of the Author.

Harry F. Howard, Rochester, N. II., C. S. A.

FOR

SALE

Reduction Sale
Of Furs has commenced at

■

1

EVIILLER’S,
0

Lower

THOMAS GANNON.
Congress St., Belfast, Me.
7w42

Dressmaking.

109 Main Street

A great opportunity to secure
bargains
for this season or next.
Certainly Furs
will be high another year. Call and see
my inducements to purchasers.
Thankful for past favors,

i. V.

MILLER. Furrier,

_109 Main

One of the best hay farms in the county, eon
taining about 100 acres of the best land; n<
rocks, plenty of wood, also seme timber, goes
pasture, well watered. Abundance of fruit trees
Good house, ell, shed and carriage house, als<
large barn. Cuts 40 tons hay, which will be soh
Also all farming tools
with farm if wanted.
Located l& miles from postofflee. Inquire of
35tf

RANDALL, Prop.
BOWEN, Supt.

FURS!!!

One Should Read

of

Me

FURS!!

Millennium

By Harry F. Howard

Nothing visionary, nothing assumed, every
thought substantiated by scientific and Biblical proofs.
The author explains many of the Things in tin
Bible by modern science which has always
puzzled you.
Rev. 21 .4, 22:2.— And there shall he no mo•*
death, neither sorrow, nor crying, neither sliui
there be any more pain: for the former thingare passed away. And he shewed me a pi’re riv\-»

FARM, Belfast,

FURS!

3m8

75-22

it con-

tains a dozen other features with just as
strong an appeal to outdoor people. Accompanying this great array of entertaining articles and stories are some 120
photographs, all of them unique, differ-

Its cost is

the householder pre-

request for the

Weekly .shipments of live stock to Brighton
Cars leave Belfast every Monday morning and Burnham Monday noon. Dover and Foxcroft every Saturday morning.
1 solicit your
consignment, promising you prompt and satisfactory returns with the party’s name and ad-

Foley's Honey and Tar cures coughs quickly,
strengthens the lungs and expels colds. Get
the genuine in % yellow package, gold by all
*
druggists.
which contains unusually helpful and informative articles on fitting out all kinds
of boats, from a canoe to a pretentious
yacht, is now for sale by all newsdealers.
This issue will prove invaluable to anyone Who is contempulating overhauling
his yacht for the first or the twenty-first
time. And, though March Recreation is

auxiliary

A free survey and estimate
of cost will be furnished, if a

Market.

the winter of 1854 from New York to

In the same year she
left Sandy Hook for Melbourne, Australia, and covered 12,720 miles in 69
days. —The Marine Journal.

house.

fers.

outside painting, paper hanging, frescoing, etc

miles in 24 hours.

invaluable

It may or may not be
connected with
the outside

AMERICAN HOUSE, BOSTON, MASS.

Read.

special Spring boating number,

an

effort.

trifling.

-AND-

Liverpool in 13 days, 1 hour, 25 minutes,' [
in one day of which voyage she made 413
j

a

a

fatiguing

no

....

clipper amp.

of

of

Commission (Mont.

a

number

Chenery.

LIVE STOCK

generally

March

It is

....

Horace

by Pilkington. Wilson & Chambers, the
I originators of the White Star Line, who
j ran her between New York and Liverpool, also for a time in the Australian
j trade. She has to her credit a voyage in

The

partment of her household and
involves

A. A. Howes &Co

reka, Cal. The Red Jacket was one of
the handsomest and speediest of the oldtime American clippers and was bought

j

tress in touch with every de-

Sibley Co.,

Jackson & Hall,

stores.

ramous

intercommunicating telephone system places the mis-

CARRIED IN STOCK BY

temper-tester. The
more you scratch the worse it itches.
Doan’s
Ointment cures piles, eczema—any skin itch-

STOMACH DISTRESS
And all

eggs.
The fame of this farm is fast spreading five minutes afterwards.
abroad and if the business increases as
If your meals don’t tempt you, or what littlf
fast the coming season as it did last, the )
you do eat seems to fill you, or lays like ;
doubling of the flock will not begin to j lump of lead in
your stomach, or if you have
supply the demand that is coming in on
them like a flood just now, of eggs for : heartburn, that is a sign of Indigestion.
Ask your Pharmacist for a 50-cent case oi
early settings.
In addition to the egg business they Pape's Diapepsin and take one triangule aftei
j
are developing quite a business in newly
supper tonight. There will be no sour risings
hatched chicks, which they are able to no belching of
undigested food mixed witl
ship all over the country with utmost acids, no stomach gas or heartburn, fullness 01
safety. Chicks are hatched from the very heavy feeling in the stomach, Nausea, De
best stock there is on the farm, from
both strains. This is a new branch of bilitating Headaches, Dizziness or Intestina
the poultry business, but it is getting to griping. This will all go, and, besides, then
will be no sour food left over in the stomacI
be quite an important one.
It is unnecessary Jto say that Mr. Ran- to poison your breath with nauseous odors.
dall is an enthusiast over the poultry
Pape’s Diapepsin is a certain cure for al
question. He never could have any such stomach misery because it will take hold ol
a plant as he has today if he were not.
your food and digest it just the same as i:
Turf, Farm and Home.
your stomach wasn’t there.
Actual, prompt'relief for all your stomacI

i*«r* tb«

Authors

MAINE.

HAVE

lithograph of the clipper ship Red
Dr. G. A. Drew gave a lecture on “The Jacket, built by George Thomas at RockClam” before the Universalist Brother- land, Me., in 1853, was recently presenthood of Bangor Thursday evening, Feb- ed to the San Francisco Merchants' Exchange by Capt. A. C. Tibbetts of Euruary 25th.

1

wagons and vehicles of many kinds. The
crowd, such as Norfolk has not known in

Hacks to and from all boats and trains.

A

1

transportation to the

First-class Teams furnished night and day.

Irving Bacheller, F. Hopkinson Smith,
and John Kendrick Bangs are associated
on the lecture platform this season in a
series of dramatic readings. All three
have won considerable favor in this capacity. Mr. Bacheller is never better
received than with his “Eben Holden.”
Mr. Smith’s new novel promises one of
his best successes, and John Kendrick
Bangs, whose last published book,
brought out by the Harpers at holiday
time, was “The Genial Idiot,” has one
of the largest and most welcome repertoires among the fraternity of authors.
It is a noteworthy fact in this situation
that the public seems to prefer to hear a
man read from
his own writings than
from those of some more famous master.
There is a touch of intimacy in the first
case that is as good as a glimpse behind
the scenes.

2nd.

The class in Sociology visited the InAsylum, Poorhouse and jail in Bangor recently in order to study the conditions of the State institutions and the

uui

1

Three

sane

a

■

to merit and receive a continuance of the
patronage we have had for so many years.

our national ailment.
Burdock
Blood Bitters is the national cure for it. It ;
strengthens stomach membranes, promotes
flow of digestive juices, purifies the blood, i
builds you up.

of the short
and managefarmer’s week

1

I.

been

* *

hope

Dyspepsia is

when

■'

1

those

and

On and after January 1, 1909, we shall be found at
the Phoenix House Stable, which we have leased for
a term of years and where we have
excellent facilities
for continuing our business. In our new location we

numbers of animals estimated on farms January 1, 1909. With the exception of cattle
(other than milch cows) and hogs there has
been a very substantial increase in numbers
during the past year. In the case of sheep,
the increase of numbers is confined
entirely to
the ranch and range mountain States. The
number of sheep on farms where mixed farming is practiced is smaller than a year ago.
The total number of animals on farms as of
date January 1, 1909, is estimated by the
American Agriculturist in round millions as
follows: horses. 20,000,000; mules, 4,000,000;
milch cows, 21,000,000; other cattle, 51,000,000;
sheep, 53,000,1X10; hogs, 50,000,000.

Morrill Drew, of the State Tax Commission; and Prof. Robert J. Sprague, who

■

>

Transient Stable.

—

sight beggared description. The ships, and are highly prized.
Already Mr. Ranany stranger for brilliantly lighted, formed two half circles dall has got up a big trade both in broilers
and
in
eggs and is so encouraged with
Any city of from Old Point, beginning with the flagthe three years’ business that he is alcould have taken ship Connecticut. It was most interestready laying his plans to double his ca: Err than
ing to watch the signalling by the flash- pacity and will extend
this.”
his laying house
fates had decided ing lights from ship to ship and wonder- 400 feet more, having the feed room in
•■re not deserving
ing what story they told, but the lan- the center, with cars running each way.
He supplies the best trade in Boston with
i the rain descend- guage was unknown to me, as was also
the choicest eggs that go to that market,
r
change its mind the wigwagging of the flags in the day and is taking on new customers constant
time, W'hieh 1 enjoyed watching.
ly, without any effort whatsoever beyond
jjai cy
to be expected;
Saturday was the end of fleet-week and sending A No. 1 goods and naturally rethe top dollar for them.
after several was a crowded day in Norfolk; more people ceiving
But we have not said much of anyon
the
street
than
at
time
durany
anging their tactics being
thing about Mr. Randall’s stock He
to get on and at ing the Jamestown exposition, or ever has studied breeds and families, until he
is convinced that
is as much differ!;
Henry in a very before. Thousands of cheering people ence in differentthere
families of the same
m.
They saw the from curbs to roof tops watched the breed as there is in breeds themselves,
oorta in
supposed to be the parade of blue jackets and soldiers. hence the selection of
those on the shores There were two thousand jack tars with means nothing unless he gets the right
strain of that breed. Judging from the
: could be seen were
their officers, and three thousand soldiers
egg record of these birds that is just
salutes were fired, and sailors of the nation marched with what he
has, and he is now head over
party, after long them. It was indeed a grand sight and I heels full of business, starting his incuattempts, reached felt my blood tingling with pride that I bators, and tilling orders for eggs for
far and near. He showed us
dilapidated condi- was an American. I noticed that the hatching
pens of yearlings that laid 200 eggs and
■t one of them when sailors marched better and
kept better over last year. They came from the
i used to
recognize lines than the soldiers. I didn’t realize that Hawkins Royal Blue family, mated to
: Cot care to
be seen the jack tars were not as pleased to be cockerels from Prof. Gowel.’s 200 egg
stock, and why shouldn’t he get great
coking company. reviewed as we were to watch them until results? And
that is just what he is
d it was that their 1 overheard one of them
"don’t
say,
say getting. Then he has the pure bred
to
we
as the fleet had
me,
have
been
and
parade
single comb Rhode Island Red hens that
paraded
'i
they reached the marched about until the word makes me laid more than 200 eggs their first laying
year, that he has mated with cockerels
nothing to be seen tired.” Following the parade were lunch- cf the New Haven 200
Both
egg strain.
epic, and the return eons, receptions to the officers, etc., it of these crossings have been most happy,
in the face with all ending in a hurrah finish at night with for he has not only got remarkable layi he others of the a two-mile long procession of flag trim- ers but the birds themselves are of the
most rugged constitution, good feeders,
more than an hour med automobiles, floats and decorated
and persisten t layers of the golden brown
c»

Livery, Sale, Hack

£

folk man when he

1

1899.

1

about equally divided between Plymouth
Rocks and Rhode Island Reds.
They are
t<> the scheduled
making quite a specialty of broilers, and
: there was no
grim, grey spectres of the sea.
while the Rocks get up to two pounds in
<’ no extra cars,
The illumination of the fleet at night. from ten to twelve weeks it takes a week
or two longer for the Rhode Island
Reds,
o.piaud in my heart I can only leave to your imagination, the
to get there, but they are
good seconds
as

Incorporated

Belfast Livery Co.,

|

Taking LydiaiE. Pinkham’s *,?„Teft,href
Vegetable Compound

home-coming

preliminary

a

(i

I

-:—

...

escort the

Established 1857.

the good fortune of the
writei
a visit to the
newly establishec
Pineland Poultry Farm in Belfast in
com
pany with the proprietor, Mr. W. M
A FRENCH SPOLIATION CLAIM.
Randall, one day last week. Mr. Randall
is a busy business man,
Miss Jennie E. McFarland of Searsrepresenting a
TO TEST URIC-O FREE.
mont has been allowed in a Senate
large wholesale house in Portland, and
amendment
to the Claims bill the sum of
the poultry business is his
recreation
He has long had a desire to have
A 75-Cent Bottle Given Free To AH Who $483,96, on account of the sloop Towna few
send, which was seized on the high seas in
birds, and a few good ones, and that deApply.
sire is being fast
October, 1798, by the French Privateer
gratified, for he has alLe Pelletier. This sloop, of which Daniel
ready more than a few birds and thev
y
are record breakers.
If there are still any sufferers from Rheuma- Campbell was master, sailed on a commercial voyage August 28, 1789, from
a?9 he purchased a tism in this county or wherever this paper
yeaP
tract of land on
She
the old Searsport road reaches, that have not yet tried the wonderful Boothbay, (Mass.,) now Maine.
was bound for the English island of Anacross the bay from the
of Belfast’ Rheumatic Remedy, Uric-O, we want them to
city
was
I
She
seized
and about fifteen minutes
and carried to the
ride from the ! try it now at our expense. We firmly believe tigua.
island of Guadaloupe, and the
Maine Central
The location
captain
depot.
that
there
is
not
a case of Rheumatism in the
thrown
into
where
he remained
for
;
when he lias cleared
prison,
ideal,
away some world that will not yield to the wonderful ef- for three months.
He
lost
all
of
his sea
i
9n the back of his fects of
W
lot the beautiful harbor
Uric-O, and we want to prove it to clothes, books and papers. The cargo of
of Belfast will j
the vessel consisted of boards,
be in plain view. At the
staves,
present time every doubter beyond all possibility. The best
18 looking after the
shingles, and codfish. The vessel was
“r-.Ranba11
way to do this is to give a large bottle of this
utility
condemned by the tribunal of commerce
part of the game, and has started
to every sufferer and let him test and and
right
I
prizes, on the ground of a want of a
by securing the services of Mr S E remedy
try it to his satisfaction. If you suffer from role de equipage, and the vessel became
Bowen for superintendent. Mr.
Bowen Rheumatism, no matter what form, just cut a total loss to the owner. The
! is a faithful and most
Townsend
intelligent care- this
notice out of the paper and send it, to- was a duly registered vessel of the United
taker, who is on easy terms with
j
every
of
about
98
tons
hen in the
and
States,
was
and
owned by
with
name
also
address,
the
your
establishment, and encourages gether
William McCobb, and
them in the belief that
they should all be name of your Druggist, to the Smith Drug Co., Joseph Campbell,
The court of
MO-egg birds. Mr. Randall erected his 245 Smith Bldg., Syracuse, N. Y., and they will Ephraim McFarland.
claims in a decision filed February 18,
own buildings and
they are all from his send you by return mail an order on your Drugdecreed
that the condemnation of
own designs.
1907,
He hasn’t paid much atgist for a 75c bottle free.
the sloop was illegal, and the senate
tention to architectural
beauty, but has
We ask a special request, that you purchase amendment carries the claim of Miss
had the idea of a comfortable
home where
McFarland who is the administratrix of
a 25c package of Uva-Lax Pills when receiving
hens would be encouraged to
lay a lot of
a]]
the
eggs
while. With this end in view7 the free bottle, as the pills greatly assist Uric-o. the estate of Ephraim McFarland, and
the sum of $2011.11 in favor of William
he erected a
building 400 feet long and 20 Use them together and be convinced of their O.
feet
McCobb, administrator of estate of
It is low posted and hence
great merit.
j easilywide
William McCobb, $1,111.11 in favor of
kept, snug andj comfortable. On
We know from experience that personal rec- William 0.
the front side it is 6 feet and 8
McCobb, admr. of estate of
inches at ommendation is the most, valuable
advertising, estate of Joseph Campbell, $500 in favor
the plate, and on the back
side 5 feet,
and that is the way we intend to acquaint the of Francis M. Boutweil, admr. of estate
l here is an office and
grain room at one
end. and trom this point the overhead world with Uric-O. Send for Uric-O, no matter : ?f Benj. Cobb, J r., $500 in favor of Archibald M. Howe, admr. of estate of Francar starts and runs
through the center of where you live. It is sold by Wm. O. Poor & <-'is
each and every pen.
Greene, $500 in favor of William R.
Each pen contaihs Son at 75c and $1.00 per bottle, and we want
from 70 to 100 birds, which are fed four
Trask, admr. of estate of Thomas Amory
2w9
you to have a bottle fi ee.
and $500 in favor of Thomas M. Perkins,
quarts of cracked corn every morning at
admr. of estate of John C. Jones.
Miss
daylight. Two quarts of wheat and oats
of
Maine
McFarland
News
has been actively interested
mixed at noon, with drv mash of the
University
folin
the
of
this
claim for a long
prosecution
lowing mixture before them at all times7
The members of the Dramatic Club are time, and now her efforts are to be
one part corn
meal, one part linseed oil
rewarded
with
success.
one
meal,
part gluten meal, one part beef putting in a great deal of time on their
scraps, one part middlings, two parts
“Much Ado about Nothing,” which
-*- A..
bran. They also have an abundance of play,
Ins K.;,ii You Have Always Bough*
grit, charcoal and oyster shells always is scheduled to appear for the first time
before them. They are also fed
quanti- on April 15th. May 20, Junior week, is
ties of fresh cabbage, 2,000 heads
having the date set for the presentation of the
been raised for this
purpose last year, play in Alumni Hall.
and more than double that number will
Appleton Ridge.
be provided for the next year. As a
The Sunday Vesper services are very (Written by Frederick
cnange irom iresh cabbage they are
Shepard of Belfast over
given small potatoes raw, which they en- popular this year, and draw a large numseventy-five years ago.)
and
eat
with
The
fertile Ridge of Appleton,
joy
great relish. They also her of the student body.
have an abundance of fresh water within !
Once clad with oak and pine,
Is stripped of all its forests
reach at all times. Not a little fountain
now,
There neat farmhouses shine.
At the recent meeting of the Western
partly filled but a ten quart pail filled to
the brim, and it is renewed as soon as it Alumni
How oft I've stood upon its brow,
Association, held in Chicago, Dr.
And viewed the vale below,
gets stale. The muslin curtain front is A. W.
of Northwestern
Harris,
president
Where
McLain’s noisy sawmill stands.
employed, but unless the weather is; down
and formerly president of the
And George's waters flow.
!
University
to zero, and the sun obscured the
front,
which by the way has a southern ex- University of Maine, was the guest of
I would that I this hour were
there,
posure is kept open. Mr. Bowen says that i the evening.
Among my friends at home,
he is satisfied that the colder the
To share their toils, to share their joys,
pens
And nevermore to roam.
are kept without
chilling the birds the
Farmer’s week at the University
healthier they are and the more they will
But home and friends 1 claim not now,
The world is drear and dark;
The lectures are
lay.
began March 8th.
I am on the dangerous ocean wrecked
Long runs 150 feet in length are provided ! all to be given along very practical lines
On
which I launched my bark.
for the hens in summer time, and when
Rockland Courier-Gazette.
they get the ground stale and sour the and besides our own professors many
wire making the run is changed to the eminent people have been secured who
“I have been somewhat costive, but Doan's
other side ot the house, so the birds will will deliver series of lectures.
A noteRegulets gave just the results desired. They
have fresh green range at all times. A
addition
this
is
the
women’s
act
year
mildly and regulate the bowels perfectly.”
feed room for the storage of food, 24x36 worthy
B. Krause, 306 Walnut Ave., Altoona
feet, with an incubator cellar below and department, where lectures and demon- —George
Pa.
incubator capacity for 5,000 eggs at one strations will be given by Miss Anna
FARM STOCK VALUE LARGER.
setting, is one of the new buildings that Barrows, of Teachers’ College, Columbia
have just been added.
A stable will be
and Miss Frances Stern of
University,
Total
in United States $4,320,000,000added to this a little later.
One of the interesting things about the the Massachusetts Institute of TechnolIncrease of $137,000,000 Last Year.
establishment is a modern brooder house ogy. Among the other lecturers are; DiThis year there is a further advance in the
200x16 feet, filled with Prairie State rector Charles D.
Woods; Hon. Payson aggregate tovalue of all classes of farm stock,
brooders and capable of handling 5,000
the annual report on farm animals
according
State Superintendent of schools;
chicks. And here we see something novel Smith,
printed in the American Agriculturist. Acto
Hon. A. W. Gilman, State Commissioner cording
this, the total value of livestock on
in the way of runs for the chicks.
They
American farms now reaches the
stupendous
are 100 feet long, but are divided in the of Agriculture; Pres. Geo. E. Creelman
total of $4,320,000,000. The increase during
center, and the birds from each pen are of Ontario
Prof. E. the past year represents a total paid in actual
Agricultural
College;
turned into a narrow run and
wealth of $137,000,000. The figures relate to
kept there F. Hitchings, State
Hon.
was

to make

iff/%

p'

Poultry Farm.

Street. Belfast, Maine.
secon <1 fi an (i
goods of every description. Furni-

ture, bedding, carpets, stoves, etc.
Antique furniture
a specialty. If you
have anything to
sell

drop

me

postal card aud you will receive a prompt call.
WALTER H. COOMBS,
Corner Cross and Federal Streets,
Belfast,

FOR

a

SALE

At a bargain, my residence. No. 10 Elm
street,
Belfast. This
includes 2

property
stables, is in
prepared to do dressmaking
good repair, desirably located, and will stand
inspection. Business change only reason for
and fancy work. Children’s work
selling. For full particulars call on or address
a specialty.
HRS. INEZ CHASE.
C. E. PERKINS,
10 Elm Street, Belfast, Maine.
38 High Street, Spring Street Entranc I
connection.
Telephone
4tf
I am

1
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how this world is

"Lord, Lord,
lying!”

to

given

longer Bleeding Waldo; it

It is no

is

Belfast.

Bleeding

Farewell to Roosevelt.— Portland Express.
Oh no!

Not

farewell, but

au

revoir.

Camden has gone strongly
Republican. As the Rockland Opinion
And

now

would say, the Democrats are
some hard Knox this year.

getting

other, better beloved presidents did
theirs—and, what was finest of all, had
the sand, and the wisdom, and the self-

control to step down and out when there
lay before him the absolute certainty he
could have won a third term in the White
House and thus do what no man had ever
done before. That crowned a good work
with a virtue Mr. Roosevelt does net alconsummate self-reways manifest
—

straint.

Town Elections.
Verona. At the town meeting held March
1st the following citizens’ ticket was elected:
Selectmen, Stephen D. Bridges, Murray Clay
and Walter Delano; town clerk, Warren Abbott;
treasurer, Ralph L. Hopkins; tax collector,
Zebbe Heath.

Stonington. Summer P. Mills, moderator;
Crockett, clerk; F. S. Small, R. B.
Judkins, J. T. Snow, selectmen, assessors and
overseers; F. E. Webb, treasurer; Summer P.
Mills, school committee; Daniel M. Fifield, collector. Money appropriated: Schools, $3570;
roads and bridges, $3000; support of poor,$1500;
for State roads, $267; other purposes, $6781.34.
Elmer E.

Frankfort. At the annual town meeting
March 1, the following officers were elected for
F. L. Tyler, Andrew P.
the ensuing year:
Moore, Josiah Kingsbury, selectmen; Albert
Peirce, Frank W. Reed, R. D. Walton, road
commission: Peter Flarity, member school committee; D. K. Drake, town clerk; D. K. Drake
tax collector; James F. Hurley, auditor of ac-

ficials and his rank

was high, as a most reliable
trainman. During his illness, his Bister, Mrs.
Lillie M. Harriman, was with him and accom•
Miss Mae Donahoe is now teaching a private
panied the remains to Stockton, where the
for
a
dozen
school
young
pupils.
]
funeral took place at the residence of Mr.
| Miss Mary Hichbom left Saturday for Ban- Henry S. Moulton, Cross street, Rev. H. E
| gor, to spend the present week with friends.
Rouillard officiating. The floral offerings were
| Mrs. J. W. Wardwell and son Stanley spent beautiful. One immense wheel of ferns, roses
| Sunday with her parents in Bucksport, return- 'and pinks having one broken spoke—a token
of respect and remembrance from the B. of R.
; ing Monday.
J
T. of Boston—was very handsome. The deRev. Harry Enos Rouillard will speak next
ceased is survived by one brother, Henry S.
Sunday in the Universalist pulpit upont “The
Moulton; five sisters, Mjf&. Eunice M. ChapNew Birth.”
man, Mrs. Martha M. Grant, Mrs. Maria M.
Mr. James Marden arrived Sunday from
Newton, Mrs. Nellie M. Sadler and Mrs. Lillie
Florida, called home by the death of his father, M.
Harriman, all of whom attended the burial
Capt. Frank Marden.
services, deeply feeling the loss of a true
Clifford
of
Mr. and Mrs. Alvah
Sandypoint brother and exemplary citizen wherever
! came to attend the funeral of Mr. George
placed. To each, the inhabitants of their
Mouiton last Sunday.
native town offer sympathy in their great sor\ Mr. and Mrs. Levi Chapman, after attending row, realizing that a good man has gone into
j the funeral of her brother, Mr. Moulton, left the eternal rest.
“Life’s common deeds build all that saints have
Monday afternoon for Bucksport.
1
Mr. and Mrs. F. A. Harriman, called here to Earth’sthought.
deeds, well done, glow into heavenly
1 attend
the burial of Mr. George Moulton, took
light.’’
Monday’s early train for Waterville.
The aged invalid, Mrs. Lydia Mudgett, after
Remember the meeting of the Ladies’ Aid a fortnight of
semi-conscib^isness, following an
Society this, Thursday, afternoon with Mrs. apoplectic shock, quietly ^ank into the final
| Elmer
E. Thompson, Church street.
sleep, March 2ncf, after everything possible had
Miss Maud Merrithew spent Sunday with been done by the thoughtful hands of her relaher parents, returning Monday to her studies tives, although none nearer than nieces and
at Shaw’s Business College in Bangor.
nephews were left to minister. Mrs. M. was
The shock suffered by Capt. Frank Marden born, in what is now Stockton Springs, October
last week proved fatal, death coming during 30, 1820, the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Dickey.
In early life she married Mr. Rufus L. Mudgett.
Monday night. An obituary will appear later.
One child, Mr. Charles Mudgett, was given
The Current Events Club was entertained

STOCKTON SPRINGS.
—

j

Now it is proposed that the Maine counts.
L. Tapley, moderator;
Brooksville. O.
Democrats ‘‘stand Pat.” Hon. W. R.
Geo. H. Tapley, clerk; M. D. Chatto, F. J. PerPattangall of Waterville has been named kins. A. W. Howard, selectmen, assessors and
overseers; Wm. H. Stover, treasurer: Jerome
as Their next candidate for governor.
T. Tapley, school committee; Wm. H. Stover,
Bro. Gardner will fee apt to put that collector;
Miss Laura H. Jones, school superinthis union. The husband died many years ago,
tendent.
Money appropriated: schools amount Wednesday afternoon by Mrs. Ralph Morse in i
suggestion down as gall.
and the son passed to the higher life several
required by law; roads and bridges, $1000; supsession and work—-the study of
port of poor, $1000; for State roads, $153; other regular
years ^since in Minneapolis, Minn., which had
The city elections last Monday added purposes $1600.
“Anthropology.”
been his home. Thus the deceased outlived
materially to the list of Republican vicA.
E.
N.
L.
Penobscot.
Heath, moderator;
Misses May and Phebe Calkins came home ! her own family and all her parents’ large famtories this year. Augusta has returned to Varnum, clerk; W. S. Bridges, N. L. Grindle, F. from
Bucksport Seminary last Saturday, their j ily many years. From her home in Prospect
W.
selectmen, assessors and overseers;
Leach,
electin
the
her place
Republican ranks,
M. A. Wardwell, treasurer; A. E. Varnum, A. father, Mr. Charles Calkins, taking them back village she was brought to this town four
ing Treby Johnson mayor over Fred P. Leach, J. H. Littlefield, school committee; J. Sunday afternoon.
years ago, physically helpless then; but entirePlaisted, and six of the eight wards are H. Littlefield, collector; Jennie Bridges, superCousens returned to her studies ly clear in mind and continuing so until the
Beulah
Miss
intendent of schools.
Money appropriated:
Republican. Bangor reelected Mayer For school flag. $15; schools, $1125; roads and at Shaw’s Business College, Bangor, Monday, fatal shock came. She has gone like the well
"Woodman by a majority of 817 over bridges, $1675; support of poor, $800; current having spent Sunday with her parents, Mr. ripened grain. The change brings the joy of
and contingent, $800; for State roads, $132;
reunion with earth’s loved ones in His Eternal
t Juries R. Dunton, Democrat, and six of
Cousens.
schoolhouse and supplies, $450; tow n debt and and Mrs. F. H.
Realm. The funeral took place last Friday
There
the
.‘en wards are Republican.
interest, $636; repairs on Town hall, $300; tuiYour correspondent was incorrectly inform- |
$200.
afternoon, at Hie home of her grand-nephew,
o
.v;.ed regardin^^he name of our new station
opposition to the Republican tick- tion,
Mr. H. R. Hichborn, Rev. A. A. Smith, UniverIn Biddeford the Demoet in Brewer.
Troy. At the annual town meeting March agent, last week. Mr. M. J. Goodere of Lime- j
salist pastor of Belfast, officiating, in the abwere elected: Moder8th
the
officers
following
stone is the man appointed.
crati mayor was re-elected over a Citisence of Rev. H. E. Rouillard.
ator. R. E. Stone: Clerk, Clarence Whitney; j
The interment
Mrs. Arthur Grant and Mrs. Fred Sadler, j
zen's ticket and five of the sevfen wards Selectmen, Alfred L. Estes, George A. Woods.
was in the Prospect
cemct?ry.
11.
Frank
Rollins;
their
brother’s
at
treasurer,
who
came
to
be
George
Cook;
j
went Democratic.
present
“Through the portals, open swinging,
school committee. D. Morrill; truant officer, W.
funeral last Sunday, left Tuesday for their \
Notes of sweet and rapturous singing,
L. Gray. Money was appropriated as follows:
Down the Future’s aisles are ringing,
Texas is about to adopt an amendment Roads and bridges $9,000; town charges $1,000; respective homes in Ellsworth.
From the anthems of the free.”
of State roads, $46;
to the State constitution exempting from permanent improvement

t
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common

for the next ten years all cotton
and woolen mills and their products; and
the legislature has passed a bill for pro‘axanon

viding for the establishment of a State
cotton factory to manufacture cotton

bagging,
and twine.

cotton sacks and cotton rope
This factory will be operated

female convicts and other convict
And this in the Democratic State
jf Texas, while in this State, and jn Congress, the Democratic policy is to oppose
with

lab- r.

to

subsidy
foreign capital.

in the way of

■v.-rything

drive away

a

and

President Taft’s message is printed on
another page, and it is just such a docuHe says
was to lie expected.
promises of the Republican platform must be kept, and urges a quick

ment

as

that the

revision of the tariff,

that trade will

He proposes to carry out

injured.

be

not

so

policies through progressive legislation that will give them permanency and at the same time allay busiHe suggests a graduated
ness alarm.
inheritance tax to supply revenue, and
recommends to Congress an economical
He fabut not a cheese-paring policy.
vors a strong army and navy to promote
the Roosevelt

peace, asks for greater Federal power to
protect aliens, advocates postal savings
banks, is against limiting the injunction
process in the case of labor, and says the
South should be left to solve the negro

problem.
Wise in his hook, ‘'RecollecPresidents,” says of

John S.

tion.' of Thirteen

presidential

the

election of 1876:

"To my mind when the
vv

inveigled

r.

test to

:■

into

H.

s

the con-

a

majority

commission of which

is not

the n.atter.

gave

up their

presentation of
proposition for a com-

correct

a

The

mission came from the Democrats, and
‘it'd the commission Been constituted ac-

ling

to their

plans they would have
nad the majority.
The commission of
fifteen was composed of three Republi■oi

and two Democratic Senators; three
Democratic and two Republican Repre-

can

and five Justices of the Su-

sentatives,

preme Court.

The fifth Justice was to

have been David Davis of Illinois, but he
a presidential bee in his bonnet at
‘that time and resigned from the bench
hail
to

become

a

United States Senator from

Illinois, hoping thereby to further his
presidential aspirations. Justice Bradley
was then chosen in his place and voted
with the Republicans in the contested
vases, the vote standing 8 to 7. Had
Justice Davis accepted the position there
is every reason to believe that this vote
would have been reversed and that Tilden
and Hendricks would have been declared

elected instead of Hayes and Wheeler.
At noon March

4th

Theodore Roose-

years had filled the
-fight st office in the gift of the American
people became a private citizen, and the

velt, who for

verdict of

a

seven

great majority of his fellow

■itizens is: “Well done.”

The

Lowell,

Courier-Citizen says it has no
sympathy with the hasty comparison of
living officers with the dead; but it beless
lieves that Theodore Roosevelt,
n^
than Washington or Lincoln, came to
Mass.,

power at exactly the right time and did
what was essential to be done in a way
that another President would never have
It then makes this admirable
done it.
presentation of the man and the situation;
to be tought. there
There is
was no rebellion to be quelled.
no new nation to be founded and no old
nation to be reconstructed. But there
was an insidious dry rot at the heart of
things in the shape of a weakened public
conscience and a perilous situation besetting the free exercise of our boasted
'democracy—both of which Mr. Roosevelt attacked. We cannot but believe
that Theodore Roosevelt saved the ReThere was

no

$1,000; schoolbooks, $125;
$200: repairs on school

High school,
buildings, $300.

A Republican town board was
Camden.
elected by overwhelming maiorities. The test
vote came in the choice of a moderator, Jesse
H. Ogier defeating Representative Job H.
Montgomery by a vote of 329 to 143. The officers elected, all Republican, were Ernest I.
Wooster, John W. Rankin, Willis A. Harville,
selectmen; Dr. W. H. Young, Dr. George Shorkley, school committee; Fred B. Annis, road
commissioner; ,J. Hale Hodgman, treasurer;
John J. Paul, tax collector; Charles C. Wood,
auditor; Harry Sylvester, night watchman. The

war

publican party from itself; that he has
inspired the young men of today with a
new and healthier civic ideal; that he has
initiated a needful work, which cannot
now be prevented by selfish interest, although it may continue with less vehemence than
before; and finally that,
without Mr. Roosevelt’s regime, this
new and
healthy ideal of citizenship
would have been long delayed. The man
rose to the occasion, did the way that
was set for him quite as thoroughly as

sample books of Peats, Thibaut and Bosch wall
Capt. C. Albert Crockett, who had been one
papers, including some unusually attractive of the most active promoters of Rockland’s
extensive lime interests during the past half
styles, at prices fitted to all needs.
century, died March 3d, at the age of 66 years.
Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Hamlin arrived Saturday
Captain Crockett had accompanied his father,
from Limestone, where Mr. H. had been teach- the late Captain Robert Crockett, on many
voyages, and was himself engaged in
ing the High school. For the present they foreign
the coasting trade between Rockland and New
are occupying their house on Mill street.
York for many years. A widow and one daughThe wires for electric lights will be put into ter survive him.
the S. A. Rendell building, occupied by GoodThis system of
hue & Co., the present week.
illumination is proving very popular in our
village.
Mr. “Will” H. Staples arrived early last
say take Cod Liver 0/7—they
week from Lowell, Mass., to visit his parents,
while
Horace
undoubtedly mean Scott’s
and
Mrs.
recuperStaples,
Capt.
Emulsion.
ating from an attack of diphtheria, which kept
him two weeks in a hospital.
It would be just as sensible
Mr. and Mrs. Albert M. Ames left by early
for them to prescribe Quinine
train Tuesday for New York and New Jersey

elected at our
town meeting March 1st: Moderator, Edwin
Jenkins; Clerk, F. L. Palofer; Selectmen, etc.,
F. A. Tasker, M. F. Mood/ and F. W. Wingate;
Treasurer, G. A. Palmer; JConstable, F. A. Littlefield; School Committee', E. C. Dickey. Money
appropriated: Highways and bridges, $2,000;
schools, $1,000; Free High school, $600; incidentals, $400; poor. $400; new road, $700; schoolhouse repairs, books and State road, $275. The and will be absent two or three weeks. Mrs.
report has been circulated that this town is in
be with
debt. We are entirely free from debt and A.’s mother. Mrs. Medora Marden, will
f Mrs. Annie K. Harriman during their absence
nearly a thousand dollars above board.
UNITY. Town meeting passed off very from home.
quietly Monday, March 8th. The following
Mr. Eli Randell is seriously sick from a bad
officers were elected for the ensuing year:
heart disease and lung trouble. He has been
Roy Knight, moderator; E. D. Chase, clerk; E.
T. Reynolds, Ed. Hunt and James Libby, confined for some weeks to his room and^his
selectmen, assessors and overseers of the poor; relatives feel great anxiety as to the outcome
E. E. McCauslin, collector and treasurer; A1
of his illness, as he has been in poor health for
Bacon, school committee; Ruel Willey. Arville
Harding and Frank Crosby, road commission- several years.
ers; T. O. Knight, auditor.
Money appropriatThe many friends of Hon. C. S. Hichborn"of
ed: for sc hools, $1,000; High school, $700; school
of his recent illtext books, $100; highways and bridges, $2,000; Augusta will hear with regret
support of poor, $300; State road, $175; abate- ness. He was confined to his bed for a week
ment of taxes, $250; miscellaneous expenses, and to the house for another seven
days.
$200; Memorial fund, $25.
At last reports he was improving, although
Palermo. At the annual town meeting not able to attend to business.
March 8th the following officers were elected;
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Kneeland and Mr. and
Moderator, W. S. Jones; clerk. Geo. M. Crommett; selectmen, assessors and overseers of Mrs. Edward Berry attended the funeral of
poor, S. E. Bowler, M. J. Nelson and H. L.
Mr. Hiram Grant in Searsport Monday, the
Pinkham; road commissioner. A. C. Jones;
Rev. H. E.
B. Jones: deceased being a maternal uncle.
collector, treasurer and constable.
member of school committee. J. W. Northrup; Rouillard officiated. The interment was at
Amount
raised
truant officer, W. A. Nelson.
Cape Jellison cemetery, in the Grant family
for snow bill. 1908 and 1909, $700; roads and
Monroe.

The

following

were

Democrats bridges, $1750:

submitting

Republicans they

av

schools,

free

common schools, $1 per capita;
support of poor. $700: town charges, $500; reon
school
pairs
buildings, $150. Also voted to
accept State aid in building State road. Voted
to maintain a free High school.

A partial list of the officers
elected March 1st was published last week.
Since then we have received a further report
from Mr. F. A. Dickey, who for many years
has reported the town meeting for The Journal.
His report follows; Surveyors of lumber, wood
and bark, Isaac Hills. E. B. Elwell, L. E. PitchR. Hurd and Charles E. Drinkwater;
er, J.
Fence viewers, E. B. Ramsey, C. F. Knight, F.
T. Crockett; Road commissioner, Dell O. WhitVoted to raise to defray town charges,
more.
$1,000; for support of schools, $1,000: for roads
and bridges, $1,556.50; for High school tuition,
$100; to repair schoolhouses, $100; to buy text
books, $50; to be expended on streets of W. G.
C. G., $300, and on streets of Temple Heights,
$75. Voted to maintain three schools in town
instead of seven, as maintained last year.
North port.

lot.

As we close these items we hear of gthe
death of the long-time invalid, Mr. Benjamin
Grant, who had been confined to the bed since
having an apoplectic shock several years ago.
Death to him was a welcome release. He is
survived by one child, Mr. Fred Grant, who
has thoughtfully cared for his infirm parent to

Mr. F. L.
and

Marston endured

a

most

exceedingly particular operation

Scott’s
Emulsion
the oil is emulsified and made
easy to take—easy to digest
and easy to be absorbed in to
the body—and is the most
natural and useful fatty food to
feed and nourish the wasted
body that is known in medicine

today.
be found to take
its place. If you are run-down
you should take it.

Nothing

can

Send this advertisement, together with

name

of paper in which it appears, your address and
four cents to cover postage, and we wil! send
you a “Complete Handy Atlas of the World.’’
SCOT* & BOWNE, 409 Pearl St., New York

Mrs. Marston will remain in Boston
til her husband’s return.

two.

un-

The list of officers fleeted was
The annual town meeting occurred Monday,
published last week. Appropriations: Schools,
as
$585.10; poor, $400; town officers’ bills, $400; in- March 8th, and a citizen’s ticket was elected
sane, $600; highways and bridges, $1,849; snow follows: Moderator, Frank Blanchard; selectbills, 1908-9, $400; incidental, $150; schoolhouses men, Frank Blanchard, Simeon B. Merrithew
and school supplies, $250; tuition at secondary
schools, $300; repairs on town house, $200; to and Charles Kneeland; treasurer, Capt. Ralph
build schoolhouse on Goosepecker ridge, $350. Morse; collector, Alvah C. Treat; road commisTotal, $5,484.10. Rate of collection, 2 cents on sioner, Clifford N. Fletcher; school committee,
a dollar.
Resources more than liabilities, $1,Herbert L. Hopkins and Melvin Grant; truant
004.10. This is the way the auditor of accounts
for the town of Montville winds up his report: officer, Mr. Hunting; constables, Henry H.
“It is with feelings of pleasure and a broad Hawes, Melvin Grant, Alvah C. Treat and Mr.
smile that I present this report to the citizens Hurt finer
of Montville, as there are two features eliminated in this report which have existed, perStockton is fo have a new millinery firm.
haps, beyond the memory of the oldest inhabi- Mr. M. R. La Furley is fitting up the small
tant, viz., no interest-bearing debt and no unMrs. Maria F.
settled taxes. I would suggest that the town tenement in his new block for
Blanchard and Mrs. Grace W. Britto. the busiin some manner dispose of what tax deeds they
possess, and take particular pains that no more ness to be known as M. F. Blanchard & Co. A
are unloaded upon them.”
There are $1,493.41
ten-cent department will be found interesting
in the treasury. When the article "To see
Success to our neighwhat method the town will take to collect the to all housekeepers.
taxes for the ensuing year” was reached, in- bors. The opening will be early in April. Both
stead of the usual motion to sell the collection
trimmed and untrimmed hats will be on disof same to the lowest bidder it was voted that
F. A. Cushman collect on the same terms as play.
last year, 2 per cent., thus showing the town’s
Mr.
J^G. Lambert was in Searsport Monday
opinion of Mr. Cushman as an efficient and
afternooh to attend the funeral of his materpopular collector.
nal uncle,'Mr. Hiram Grant, who passed away
of the sysa
HOW’S THIS?
I March 5th, from general wasting
; tem, after a protracted invalidism of several
We offer One Hundred Dollars Reward for
He is survived by his wife, to whom
any case of Catarrh that cannot be cured by years.
Hall’s Catarrh Cure. F. J. CHENEY & Co., sympathy is extended by their former neighToledo, O.
bors in this, their native town. Mr. G. was
We, the undersigned, have known F. J. one of Stockton’s volunteers in the dark
days
Cheney for the last 15 years, and believe him
perfectly honorable in all business transactions of our terrible Civil War, and for many years
and financially able to carry out any obliga- was keeper of the lighthouse at Fort Point.
tions made by his firm.
man.
He was an honest, obliging an
Walding, Kinnan & Marvin,
Wholesale Druggists, Toledo, 0.
Obituary. March 3rd our community was
Hall’s Catarrh Cure is taken internally, acting directly upon the blood and mucous sur- saddened by the announcement to Mr. H. S.
faces of the system. Testimonials sent free. Moulton of the death of his only brother, Mr.
Price 75c. per bottle. Sold by all Druggists.
George Moulton, of pneumonia, at his boarding
Take Hall’s Family Pills for constipation.
place, No. 27 Warren avenue, Boston, Mass.
SWANVILLE.
Mr. M. was bom in Prospect, now Stockton
Mr. and Mrs. H. M. Chase visited at James Springs, March 8,1852, the second son of Mr.
Chase’s in Waldo last Wednesday....Mrs. A. and Mrs. William Moulton. His boyhood was
E. Nickerson was in Boston a few days last spent in his native village and his genial disweek, returning home Saturday.Hon. A. E. position won him the friendship of all his comNickerson was in Portland last week.Mrs. panions. After leaving school he followed the
E. L. Cunningham and daughter Edna and sea, going for several years, but relinquished
Mrs. Charles Small went to Brooks Sunday- that to go into railway service and for more
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Cunningham visited in than twenty years he was employed by the
Prospect recently-Mr. and Mrs. Nelson New York, Hartford & New Haven road, first
Nickerson are in town for a short stay
as a brakeman and for the past five years as a
Levi D. Holmes will go to Boston this week
close attenfora visit.... Mrs. Petrie and son from Con- conductor. His excellent habits,
way, N. H., are visiting Mrs. Petrie’s sister, tion to duty and kindly demeanor won him the
Mrs. E. C. Marden.
esteem of all associates and his superior of-

jpipright

ENCOURAGE home markets and manufactures.
Look out for

yourself,

if not,

no one

I

Sell your

products

at

your money in a home

Deposit
This is the

See it at

our

new

Belfast.
Garage.

Read Garage & Machine Co.

you want

they

get

can

:

institution, The City National Bank

growing institution of the County and it is safe.

YOl

V

COUNTY WILL GROW WITH IT.
■*ta—i■

n

assssssBB aaeaiiasr-

ii ■

j

COME TO WALDO COUNT
COME TO BELFAST

JUNIOR,

F. O. B.

INCREASE honu.

home: it increases home business.

MRS, C, S. WEBULR

UNDERTAKER,
$525.

d

will for you.

Buy of home merchants; if they haven’t what
cheaper than the outsider WILL.

Will have

Embalmer--

Licensed
MAXWELL

a

OUTSIDE PEOPLE TRY TO MAKE YOU THINK THEY *RE
YOUR FRIENDS BUT THEY WANT YOUR MOm

Charles I

delicate
the

upon

internal ear and the nasal passage in Boston, j
Dr. C. E. Britto and Rev. H. E. Rouillard^of
our town were present during the specialist’s
skillfully cautious work. It is expected the
patient may be able to come home in a week or

I

Waldo County for Waldo County Pee?
People of Contiguous Territory.

in its crude form as to prescribe Cod Liver Oil in its
natural state. In

the end.

Montville.

...

Doctors

Protect Your Homes.

Coroner.
CASKETS AND BURIAL SUITS.
Cases

Shipping

and

Slate

Waists

in \

Grocery Store, Tuesday.
from 11

promptly, either day or night
Home telephone 48-3. Office 48-4.

Calls answered

a

Sui,

in the Journal block,

Burial

Vaults always in stock.

I also have

Spring and

Suits,Skirts, Fancy

Everything modem in

Metal

a

and

!/,

a. m. to 9 p

Wednesday

ur

stock of

^

Card Tables and Chairs
TO

LET

for Card Parties. Sociables and Entertainments. Tables 10 cents apiece.
Chairs 20 cents per dozen.

/ represent E. J. Wiles,
Co., Leavy Hussey, and
leadiny houses in Neu
be assisted by Mr. an
Little, who have been in

twenty

72 MAIN STREET, BELFAST.

1

|
;

years.

For Sale
Thoroughbred Plymouth Rocks, Orono strain;
also single comb Black I.eghorn, Quimby and
Brown strain. Both the best winter layers.
50 cents per 13.
Eggs
B
S. B. SMITH,

NOTICE^]

Sandypoint, Maine.

3w10p

For the next

LEGISLATIVE NOTICE
Committee on Legal Affairs will give a
room at the State House
public hearing in its March
16th, 2 p. m.
m Augusta, Tuesday,
amend
to
act
chapter 198 of the
No. 204. An
Private and Special Laws of 1907, relating to
records of real estate in the County of Waldo.
Bv order of the Committee,
ELISHA W. PIKE, Secretary.
The

Chinese Laundry.

I have opened a first-class laundry in the
31* Main street, recently occupied by E.
H. Conant, and will guarantee to do as good
work and at as low prices as it can be done elsewhere. Ten years experience in Old Town.

store

__SAT!

4w9

*

AH.

Shore {Farm

Eggs for Hatching.

laying strain of ThoroughWyandottes. 50c per 13, or

From heavy
bred White

$3.00

per

100

eggs.

Address

E. L. COLCORD,
25 Northport Ave., Belfast, He.

WANTED AT ONCE.
Reasonable^Price Paid.] [Also

Small

House'for

Sale

Centrally located.

ASK MR.1DIOKEY.

all the

60 days

$1.00

Wages

FOR GIRLS AT THE

Estabrook Shirt Mfg. Co.

se

patent medicines
at

CITY DRUG

75 cents

STORE-_|

Horse for
To Ice Consumers
Eleven years old.

I have stored an abundant sUppty of the

Good

I shal

clearest and best Ice I have ever had and
am

prepared

tomers and the

tf6

supply my regular
public generally.

to

cus-

T. P. LOGAN.

serviceably sound
want a larger horse

!

a

and pay difference fi»
pound horse.

T.S.T1UW

Back road to Searspor'

ftodolf"
palpitation o£ the b> art

I

1

I
1

OF BELFAST.

;\F«>
I’11

Journal

Tiie
I

Mt "fficO.
vt the post office,
he .-tore of L H.

W.

,. J. Dickens.
Dow,
rt and M. J.
agents to receive sub-ements.
xAi. Publishing Co.

I

J

sale at

on

are

j.-r

is

-respondents
jild

nice

a

un

rowboat

ers convention will
1, 1909.

j

!

gath-

lliam B. Smen

A

,,ps from

her garden

of Pineland Poultry
Turf, Farm and Home

j,
;,n.

cage.
it Equity Grange Hall
Mar(-h 17th. with music by

,f

::pteces.
.,f the Waldo County

usly passed by
Senate Tuesday.

the

wiling in the Belfast
ending March 6th
and Capt. Thomas

....

te^ns in the
wne day for a
v

city
long

hay and all took out

f

supplies,

1

P

Mr. Alfred John..venirs of the inaug-

r

1-hington. including
,.iuguration ball.
and Ladder

k

con-

Friday,

tomorrow,

and supper
.,d supper and good
T)ance

the conthe City Nationgetting his stag-

who has

I

i’. ,r
r

n

tearing

to

para tory
-he site of

}’■
I

which the

Parish (Unitarian)
.. Thursday, after-

-i

Katherine C. Quimby,
ladies of the Union
nts a cup, and will

r

j
*

iron age.

Church will hold
March 24th, at
fancy articles and

..•ay,

Howed by a supper
entertainment will
inns, tableaux and

{
I

!

i!lt-

hautauquan magazine,
Holland,” and from
European Literature,
book “Man and the

Roll-call, quotations
subI read The Journal

renewing

.uen

:

her

How.”

..*»

S

delightfully

.mi.-

enter-

teacher, Mrs. C. E.
The
n, March 3rd.
Miss Belle Keating,
A name for the club
! be reported later.
club invited friends.
served during the

1,

|
j

j

i
I

follows:
Eugene Walter

ir

was as

|
|

H

and Belle Keating.

Tisdale.

up-

|

learner

at the

■

Percy V.

was

Duplex Roller
house

put on
;ards and be otherwise

v

e a

new

freight

and passenger
cot river. Capt. Arey

Cottrell and Jos. G.
ner work, but Mr. CotBoston that will keep
Mr. Patterson is on the
trim little craft of 21
Her
at Bath in 1881k
■icon. She will have a
ted that the new turV.

1

I

<

sch

t.;

Horace

•w
w

A.

of the State Counsel in

Bath last week, which she attended. The
members of the chapter were interested to
learn that Belfast had a contestant in the essay
contest, which was open to all the grammar
school pupils in the State. Harold French of
Belfast sent in an essay, and while it did not
receive a prize it was favorably mentioned, totogether with the 80 others submitted. The
subject of the evening was Pennsylvania and
the roll-call was answered by the recounting

quaint Quaker custom or story by each
“Pennsylvania.” by Whittier, was
read by Miss Cochran, and a line,paper on William Penn was written and delivered by Miss
Florence M. Hill. Miss Amy E. Stoddard read
“Elizabeth”from Longfellow’s“Tales of a Way-

yi
fthi'i

;

t

of the

occasion.

Down go the prices
on new spring goods at the Fred A. Johnson
dry goods store in Masonic Temple.~'He has
practically finished stock-taking and finds too
large a stock and is making it worth the while

large company from
Monroe and this town also Tuesday evening.
-A number are attending the Farmer’s week
at the University of Maine, taking in a day or
so if no more-The students of Monroe High
a

school have resumed their school work after

fortnight’s vacation-Mrs. J. K. Downs is
enjoying a visit from her brother, who has
a

been in Iowa 2n

Read the items—they speak eloquently of real economies in goods you’ll want
right
along from now on—price savings that are exceptional for so early in the season. Profit
by them to the full extent and your maney will ga further for new things for
than

Spring

Mrs.

E.
of

excellent choir.

;

15000

Robertson visited Mrs.vElwyn
Monroe last Saturday.Manter

Here

are

offerings

no

economy-wise

Over six hundred dollars worth of
at a

woman

27 INCH SHANTUNGS in
green,

should miss! You can get new and desirable
wash goods at almost July prices! Just think of
it! Can you AFFORD to neglect this chance?
Hundreds of women will save many dollars by
sharing this offering. Be one of them.

Best

and

cut his foot while

cutting wood for I

Charles Thayer, but is doing finely
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Browm of Belfast were
the guests of Mr. and Mrs. E. A. Robertson
Sunday.... Ernest Roberts w’ent to Frankfort
Sunday to work for Fred Nickerson ...Mrs.
Joshua Littlefield spent several days last week
at Hebron sanatorium, where her husband is
receiving treatment. Although Mr. Littlefield
has not as yet responded to the treatment as
fast as his friends could wish, in many ways he
is better and he will continue the treatment a
w’hile longer.Miss Ruth Marden seems
somewhat better, although very sick. Her
friends are pleased to learn of her improvement ...Mr. and Mrs. James Webster and
their sons visited Mr. and Mrs. E. A. Robertson Sunday.... Mr. and Mrs. David Moody are
in Searsport visiting their daughter, Mrs. E.
E. Clements
Martin Robertson is still confined to the house-Those w'ho visited Granite Grange last Saturday evening report a fine
time
Mrs. Lauriston Nickels of Belfast is
wdth her mother, Mrs. Harrison Cunningham,
who is slowly gaining_Mr. and Mrs. Wm
Snow’ of Belfast visited Mr. and Mrs. A. T.
Webb Sunday.... Miss Grace McKeen and
Miss Florence Robbins of Woburn, Mass., are
Martin
visiting Mr. and Mrs. Isaac McKeen
Nickerson of Swanville is visiting his parents
in Belfast for a week-Mr. and Mrs. Guy
Marden have moved to West Winterport.

19 INCH TAFFETAS in

75c. Mohair

shirtwaist suits and children’s
material
—priced special for this sale only

to.

wear

y^J

mercerized Linen Poplins beautiful silky finish -27 inches wide
Alice blue, cadet blue, pink and green—worth
39c. yard priced special for this sale at

39c. Value

j

yd.

yd.

quality natural colored 36
inch Dress Linen,
19c.

50c. quality white 36 inch Dress
39c.
Linen,

Small lot of 15 and 17 cent

ties to close out

new—27

g^
quality

yj

at.12'c yd

02c> yj

yd.

Stolen Flannels
meat of

*

‘"-enty-seven inches

wide, in good assortcolors—39c. value -to dose out at

yd-

29c. yd.

RUCHINGsT

offer you your choice of over 1,000 yards
in pink, blue, white and ecru—wide and narrow
widths, worth up to 29c. yard, for only
19c.
we

yd.

A Muslin Underwear Inducement
$1.25 COMBINATION SUITS Corset Covers and Drawers of exceptionally good material, daintily trimmed with fine Valenciene
lace-fit guaranteed-priced very special for this sale at 79c.
$1.00 Chemise reduced to
125

“

79c. I $1.89 Chemise reduced to
«
95c.
2.25

Friday.

Saturday,

Monday

12,

13,

15.

9

March II,

A

300 Pieces Colored Glassware 10c. each.

and
and

1.69

250

yards best quality flannelettets

dueedt,>.10c.

C. yO

Japanese Dishes
re-

REDUCED
"

yd.

68c. Chocolate Pots,

49c.

42c. Tea Pots,
98c. Cracker Jars.

35c.

dozen Ladies’Hemstitched linen hdkfs.

98c. Fruit Dishes.

(59c.

10c. each

75c. Salad Dishes,
25c. Plates.

59c.

~

7T

U

7

Handkerchiefs.

25

Men’s 25 cent quality linen cambric hdkfs.
reduced to.

17c. each

69c.

17c.

Plates
25c. Cream Pitchers.

17c.

9

Engraved

Z

2

Thin Blown Tumblers 5c. each.

J100

Nappies 10c. each.
worth 50c., only 25c.

100 Glass 4-Piece Tea Sets, worth 50c.,
10 Glass Footed Punch Bowls 99c.

A Within two weeks

©

we

have

now

39c.

©
©

received

Very truly

2

yours,

^

during the season eggs
thoroughbred stock of Barred
Island Reds.
Rhode
and
Rock
Plymouth

We shall have for sale
from selected

PRICE:

7.00
60.00
We

newly

MAIN STREET, BELFAST, MAINE.

}

annual masquerade ball of Golden Cross 1 em
pie, Pythian Sisters, took place in the did fas
de
Opera House last Thursday evening, and
thi
spite the inclemency of the weather and
counter attraction of military whist in Me

j

we were

to erect

a

Our directors have considered the subject and decided that our Surplus of
$42,122.00affords better protection to our customers than a small surplus and a
at our
new building, and for the present, at least, we shall continue to do business
present quarters, where we invite all our old friends to call, and to anyone whojisjlookingfor a safe, reliable Bark, we invite you to call and examine our careful, conservative
methods of doing business.

capital stock
Surplus, Today,

Our

42,122.00

...

Stockholders additional
Total

$50,000.00

is

ROBERT F. DUNTON, President.
5w9

HERBERT T. FIELD. Assistant Treasurer.

Deposits December 1, 1908,

i|

-9

ALL THE RECORDS
ALL THE TIME.

net

Ask about

k'!1®-’

WALDO TRUST

jjI

■,

methods of paying 2 %
Check Accounts.

our

,B“

BELFAST,

V

i

I

T

on

COMPANY,

MAINE.
—

PARLE & JONES.

FOR SALE
My store and cottage at Northport Camp
Ground, with all of the furnishing and fixFor
tures. Will be sold at a bargain for cash.
particulars call on or address
J. W. PRICE,
2m9

W.LMER J. DORMAN, F.easurer

FARM,

Edison Phonographs

$142,122.00

responsibility,

1868.

ORGANIZED

limited number of

CITY DRUG STORE

^

50,000.00

liability,

a

I have put in a full
assortment of Fresh
Herbs, Roots and
Barks, which I shall
sell low to customers
who wish to make up
own
their
spring
medicine.

Bank Building this spring to cost from
20 to 30 thousand dollars. This report is not true. The only Bank Building in which
The Surplus of a Bank is
we are interested at present is the Building of a Surplus.
indicative of its strength ; we have the Surplus.

reported that

thousand.

also supply
hatched chicks.

can

BELFAST SAVINGS BANK.

setting of 15 Eggs.

Notice!

A FALSE REPORT.
It has been

“

4%

hundred.^

.

———

the

“

Northport Avenue, Belfast.

X

iuu‘u

per

THE FERGUSON POULTRY

2

CARLE & JONES,

Z

_y

HATCHING.

FOR

$ 2.00

50 BBLS. GLASSWARE.

PP

j

FACTS

4%

£
©

50 dozen 8 inch Glass Round
1-Gallon Pitchers

2

©

200 dozen Tin Top Jellies 2c. each.
100 dozen 4 inch Sauce Dishes 2c. each.
200 dozen Plain and

lPV E7R/T IS E7 FIs Or

|

200 dozen Tumblers 2c. each.

2

:d A. JOHNSONJ

Tuesday, 9
16,

16 Pearl Street Belfast, Maine.

j

$1.49

J

“

RIBBON BARGAIN.
4
I

all

blue, red,

Ruchings

new

White Dimi-

? "ip Qllality Satin Messaline Ribb0ns reduced to.

forty-t"',> inches wide,

10 DOZEN 50c. DRAWERS REDUCED TO 37 1-2c. PER PAIR.

including

figures—all

StT(JC,

wool—black,
br""’n and green, reduced to

Flannelettes.

Quality White Waistings,

mercerized Poplins and
inches wide- reduced to

SALE.

75c.

GREAT SALE OF NEW
For ten days

WHITE WAISTINGS.
25c.

Dress Goods.

only—tom and hemmed seamless sheets, size 72x90
inches—regular 59c. value for
49c. eachT

Linens in brown,
25C
grey, blue and red—measure 27
inches wide and sell regularly for 25c. marked
down for this sale to

25c.

“

SPECIAL IN SEAMLESS SHEETS.

Dress

17c.

“

Five dozen

New Dress Linens.

..

49c.

62c;

yd

V0lll0

THIS

in nat-v bIue only—fortyfour inches wide, reduced

blue and bIa<*.
75c. Mohairin
extra fine
silk finish,
foi 1} -four Inches wide, reduced lo

Seventy-five pieces best quality Bates Searsucker
Ginghams—full width and guaranteed perfect in
every way—fine assortment of styles and colors.
Special for this sale only
^ 0C

co^oret*

Values in

nav-v

Quality Bates Ginghams

25c.

“

grey, old rose, green and

DURING

yards new Galatea Suitings in plain colors
and stripes—twenty-nine inches wide—just the

..

Alice, brown. 49c.

navy,

black, white and all desirable

Extraordinary

Suitings.

900

Best

30c yard

colors..69c.

yard

^

blue,

blue

grey

brown<...50c.

yards new 36 inch Percales ’in a splendid
variety of stripes and checks—printed on best
quality cotton—priced for this sale only

for

brown, champaigne,

black, white,

23 INCH FOULAROS in

1000-

10c.

Silks offered

white.

24 INCH RAJAH in

Quality Percales.

Spring

new

general reduction,

A.

..

|

SPECIAL SALE OF NEW SILKS.

Yds New Spring Wash
Fabrics Underpriced for this Sale

New Galatea

now’.|

opened with

before.

ever

He arrived Fridav

vears.

|

FLANNELETTES, SUITINGS, RUCHINGS, HOSIERY, ETC

SWAXVII.LE CENTER.

was

w

..

hall.

entertained

2 Thursday.

jILl

the entrane
Babies, etc. A hit was made by
arrived lat.
of Si Haskins and Samantha, who
^
Si carryini
and marched the length of the hall,
Through
in true hay-seed style.
lantern
his
A.
A.
W.
(15.)
an. i
on his red mittens
bt \i \' -) .lb, Clark out the dance he kept
were watch
<
.rb, Hall, 4 other outside wraps and his antics
vanishe,
....c, Shaw, 2 (4)
It,rt
ed by nearly everybody. The couple
I, It, |
.If, Goodnow before the unmasking, so that their identit
.rf, Cook
^
Two numbers were dance '
umpire, Fredericks and Rice, was not revealed.
was general an
en masque, and then dancing
halves.
min.
H\lu
Hfast* will play the Fairfield’s in was enjoyed until 2. a. m., Friday. Refresh
°Us* fhis,
ments were served at intermission.
Thursday, evening.

^

Nealey

^5 DAYS ONLY^

tame at

#Isme20

party at their home in West Winterport Monday evening, March 8th_Mr. and Mrs. C. W.

t

Z

Orono strain; also single comb Black Leghorn
Quimby & Brown strain; both best winter lay
ers.
Eggs 50 cents per 13.Mrs. C. S. Web
ber will have a spring and summer opening of
suits, skirts and fancy wraists in The Journal
building next to Field’s grocery store March
,16th from 11 a. m. to 9 p. m., and March 17th
All the $1 patent medicines will
until 2 p. m
be sold at The City Drug store at 75 cents foi
the next 60 days.
oi&ittto

..

i

•

WITH UNUSUAL EARLY-SEASON VALUES IN
SERGES,
SILKS, DRESS LINENS, WASH GOODS, WHITE GOODS,

1 Glass Ware Sale!

of

YTHIAN

card

a

RE-ADJUSTMENT SALE

©©©•©©©©••••••••••©•••©•©©©

Spanish Girl, Gypsy, Folly,

lost to Bangor Y. M. C. A.,
Winterport last Fri-

Mr.
party Saturday evening
and Mrs. Lewis E. White gave a delightful
at

Why try this thing, that thing, for your constipation? Why not stick to the good A
r: table family laxative—Ayer’ •> Pills?
Ask your doctor if he approves this advice.

New Advertisements.

J HE

STOCK

|

order, red, white,
witl
•n built last year.
The balcony rail was draped with white,
festoons of the colors, the stage was drape,
game in the Opera
with large flags, and fir trees and smailer flag,
nt between the Belfast
Fruit punch was serv
High was somewhat one- were effectively used.
ed by Mrs. Wallace Sprague from a very prett;
re of 104 to 12 in favor
At 8 o’clock a fin.
Rockland did not score a booth is green and white.
Orchestra, assist
was
Keyes
< half.
concert
by
given
The summary:
cornet
ed by Mark S. Crockett of Rockland as
R. H. S. (12.)
50 couples in costum,
.lb, Campbell, 1 ist. At 9 o’clock about
.rb, Davis formed on for the grand march, led by Mis
an<
.c, Philbrook
Georgia M. Sheldon as Martha Washington
..rb, Kellogg, 1
costume
William Estes as Uncle Sam. The
and other
.If, Rhoades, 3 (2) were many of them very elaborate,
:
Among the character
Time, 20 min. halves,
were mirth-provoking.
|
'lalves there was a game beportrayed were the Goddess of Liberty, Topsies
school team and the MysPrince Charming
winning by a score of 22 to Bo-peep, Dutch Girl, Rubes,
Night, the Sunbon

A A.

quail

|

At

pleasure

an

now in stock'that we did not
expect until a month or so later. Will you take some of
these goods home if we make it worth
your while to do so? Then we’ll cut a goodly slice
off prices in a

....

No sense in running from one doctor to another! Select
No sense either in trying
k the best one, then stand by him.
oils thing, that thing, for your cough. Carefully, deliber; atcly select the best cough
medicine, then take it. Stick
•; to It. Ask your doctor about Ayer’s Cherry Pectoral for
hroat and lung troubles. Sold for nearly seventy years. ,
.o alcohol in this cough medicine.
/. c. Ayer Co., Lowell, N^$.

the conclusion of the program,
delicious refreshments were served by the
hostess at daintily appointed tables, and the
conundrum and riddles at each place added to
the

was

I

I

...

presided Dickey
fifth deMurphy

was

|

You 11 save money if you take
advantage of these facts. We have practically finished
stock-taking and find an unusual condition. Stock is too large, but there is very little that
is old and considerably too much of the new for so
early in the season. Quite a few of
our new Spring orders have been delivered in
advance of time specified and goods are

|

;One Doctor-Only One

some

side Inn.”

by

welcome

ill be

that she will be faster

WINTERPORT.
C. B. Jewett attended the K. O. T. M. meeting in Jackson Wednesday evening—Mrs. Miller and Mrs. Aiken of Brewer were in town
Waldo Pomona
j Wednesday and attended North
j ....Mr. and Mrs. Sumner Stevens of Monroe
j were guests Wednesday evening of Mr. and
Mrs. C. W. Nealey
Mr. and Mrs. G. H. York
and Mr. and Mrs. R. L. Clements were guests
1
of Mr. and Mrs. Walter York in Monroe Thursday evening_Mr. and Mrs. Frank Tasker j
spent the week-end with relatives in Dixmont. !
Mrs. G. L. Clarke is at the Eastern Maine
j
Hospital for treatment.Morning Light J
dramatic company of Monroe presented “Old |
Acre Farm” to a good sized audience at O.
Gardner grange hall Wednesday evening....
The Northern Light dramatists will repeat
their comedy “Me an’ Otis” at West Hampden
in the near future.... Mr. and Mrs. Leslie
White gave a card party Saturday evening to
the following guests:
Mr. and Mrs. Sears
Littlefidld, Mr. and Mrs. Lewis E. White of
West Winterport and Mr. and Mrs. R. L. Clements, and a delightful evening passed quickly
away... Mrs. Susie M. White made a brief trip
to Brooks Friday_Mr. and Mrs. C. H. Libby
entertained Mr. and Mrs. C. W. Nealey, Mi*
and Mrs. G. H. York, Mr. and Mrs. E. L. Clement and Edmund Clement and Mrs. Edna Kar-

A fine address of
given by Georgie Sutton and was
responded to by B. F. Foster. The topic, “What
action should the grange take :n the observance
of Sunday?” was discussed by M. ,J. Dow, A.
V. Martin, Mr. Crowell, E. A. Carpenter, W. D.
Elliott. Mrs. Crowell. C. M. Howes, O. W. lane.
Abbie Rackliff. Mrs. Simpson. Mrs. llowes, C,
A. Levanseller, and B. F. Foster. They thought
that all the grange could do was for the members to set a good example. A fine program
was given by Harvest Home Grange and was
as follows: speaking by Ernest Gould; music
bv an orchestra; character song, “The StrongMinded Female”; reading by Mrs. L. A. Batchelder; reading by Lina Roberts; song by Gladys
Gordon: reading by Ulmer Barker; song by four
little girls; recitation by two little boys; song
by George Rider; declamation by Frank Quimby; recitation by Abbie Rackliff. A rising vote

music

regent, Mrs. E. P. Frost, and considerable busitransacted.
Mrs. Frost also gave a

interesting report

The afternoon session

room.

ness was

very

meeting

Remainder of the program by host

Morse.

new

The

Down Go the Prices on These
New Spring Goods.

grange.

by Worthy Master Martin. The
gree was conferred n full form on a class of
26.
The noon recess was then taken and the
members of Harvest Home Grange spared no
pains in looking after the visitors in the dining

being completed at
morial hall, was a brilliant success. The hal
ready for her
colors o
was very tastefully decorated in the
May 1 and May 15. The
and blue and yellow
■

Who is Sylvia?
Mr. Emery White

over

..

j

in A flat

Amy Stoddard

lain and treasurer.

shoppers to reduce it. See the bargains
enumerated in his advt-Special sale of rubLoula Gates bers at prices decidedly less than usual at The
Knowlton
Dinsmore Store. This is the rubber season,
union Bernes O. Norton and now is the time to secure protection
ani. m as ton
for the
The
against the slop and mud of spring
spectors, Warden and surplus of The City National Bank of Belfast
he Maine State Prison. is today $42,122... .The Waldo Trust Cempany
ts has been published has a total responsibility of $142,122. It pays
v s that Warden Norton
2 per cent, on check accounts.Mrs. Eliza
.hi- right place. The InPiper, Mrs. Etta Piper Savery and Fred N.
cutive ability of War- Savery publish a card of thanks. Mrs.
•lemonstrated by the re- Frances Bradford publishes a card of thanks.
al ng he has been able to
.Carle & Jones have a glassware sale for
stances, considering as five days beginning today, March 11th. Within
period it has not been two weeks they have received 50 barrels of
pose of merchandize.” glassware, and are offering some great ba-lie State prison goods in
gains in that line-S. B. Smith, Sandypoint
urge sales of carriages has for sale thoroughbred Plymouth Rocks
Percy Wennich.

Farewell

corporation was formed at Norton's
Hall, Liberty, Thursday, February 9th, called
the Liberty Canning Company. The
purposes
of the corporation are to buy a lot of land
and
erect a building or buildings thereon at
Liberto
be
used
as
a canning
ty
factory, and to lease,

member.

and down
that dear old town,
back to me.”

up
..f

A

The D. A. R. John Cochran Chapter, D. A.
R., was entertained Monday evening at the
home of the vice-regent, Mrs. Edward
Sibley.
The business session was presided over by the

of

the beautiful town
the sea;

|

up

on or

.,

Quimby
Impromptu

Miss

Tenor Solo,

harbor, has dropped down to the lower
harbor, preparatory to being taken out on Gilchrest s marine railway for extensive
repairs.
.1 apt. W. H. Haskell of sch.
Mary A. Ha l
was called to his home in Deer
Isle last week
by the death of his aged mother, Mrs. Rebecca
Haskell. He returned to Boston March 2d, as
the Hall was ready for sea. She cleared for
Jacksonville the 6th ...Recent charters: sch.
Horace A. Stone, Baltimore to Port Tampa,
coal; sch. Pendleton Bro’s., Fernandina to

Registrar

Seaside Chautauqua
E. P. Frost. High
v,
The
>n. March loth.

in

Miss Katherine

Piano Solo,

per

p.

of

Fran* Peter Schubert
Miss Grace Hall

...

Philadelphia, phosphate

ipplirations.

j

Paper,
Soprano Solo,

..

Philadelphia, lumber,

their principals,

{

Tuesday

...

Stone. Port Tampa to
rock, SI.75.

character
health from their
•.atement of char-

|

o'clock. Miss A. Louise Dennett has
charge
of the Schubert program, which will be as follows:

own, sell, manage and control such
building
and lot, and to carry on a general
canning busiSong Recital. Those who enjoy good ness in
Liberty. The amount of capital stock
music will be delighted to learn that Mr. is
$10,000 all common, none paid in. The par
Emory White is to give a song recital in the value of the shares is $10. J. C.
Carey is presMemorial Hall Wednesday evening, March ident of the
corporation, Orren W. Ripley,
17th, at 8 o’clock. The program will be as clerk, and Charles M. Howes, treasurer.
The
follows:
directors are W. J. Knowlton, C. R.
Nelson,
Homer Bartlett, “A Song of Spring,” “W’hen W. J.
Greeley, J. C. Carey and E. G. Norton.
Dorcas Passes by”
Liza Lehmann, “In a Persian Garden”
Poors Mills.
There will be a necktie
Recitative, “Ah! Fill the cup, what boots it to social at the hall
this, Thursday, evening
repeat”
Mr. and Mrs. A. K. Jackson went to LincolnAria, “Ah! Moon of my delight”
Von Fielitz, “Lass mich Dein
Auge Kusseu” ville Sunday to visit Mr. Jackson’s daughter,
Mrs. A. M. Ross ...Capt. O. A. Wade started
Nachtgebet
Strauss,
for Hartford, Conn., where he will
Monday
Allerseelen
take charge of a barge....
Zueignung
Henry Wentworth
Haydn, “The Creation”
lost a new fur coat out of his team last
Sunday
Recitative, “And God Created Man”
evening-Mrs. Hattie Rolerson went to BelAria, “In Native Worth”
mont
to
see
her
Sunday
Mary Turner Salter,
mother, Mrs. J. H.
Hartshorn, who is sick-Mr. and Mrs. RosCycle, “Love’s Epitome”
I. Since first I met thee.
coe W hitcomb of Maldo visited her
sister. Mrs.
II. In the Garden.
Alfred Jackson, last Friday. Mrs. Jackson is
III. She is mine.
IV. Dear hand.
getting quite smart again... Mrs. Jennie Cole
V. Requiem.
has been on the sick list, but is better now_
ne recital will be under the
auspices of the Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Pattershall visited Mrs.
Woman’s Alliance of the First Parish (Uni- Pattershall's
parents, Mr. and Mrs. W. II.
tarian) church. Admission, 35 cents.
Monroe
Mrs. Frank Smith has returned to
Shipping Items. Work on the three-master Greenfield.... Mrs. W. S. Wentworth is getting
in Bean’s yard,
Camden, is almost done. The better, and was able to ride out Sunday....
schooner is planked and the planing and paTTlt- Mrs. George Daggett visited her mother in
ing are now being done. The date of the Liberty, who is very sick.
launching has not been announced. Work on
another three-master, somewhat larger than MEETING OF WALDO COUNTY GRANGE
this one, will begin as soon as she is launched.
On account of the storm
Tuesday the meet.(.apt. E. S. McDonald arid his mate. Capt.
John Ryder, left Monday for New l^ork to get ing was postponed to Wednesday, March 3rd,
and was held with Harvest Home
Grange,
schooner Anna B. Mitchell ready for business.
Brooks. The meeting was a large and interC. apt. McDonold
expects to have a charter for
one.
Eleven
esting
granges were reported.
coal from New York to Boston ...Sch.
Mary The officers were
all present except the chapWeaver, which had been hauled
in the

Col-

ates

1

of thanks was given the host grange for
courtesies.
The next meeting will be with Georges River
Grange, Liberty, April 6th. Program: opening
exercises; conferring fifth degree; report of
granges; appointment of committees;Jnoon recess; music; words of greeting by I. P. Griffies;
response by C. S. Adams; topic, “What has the
grange influence achieved in legislation the
past winter and what was the most helpful bill
passed for the farmer?” to be opened |by L. C.

A

appli-

have

|
i

An Evening with Schubert. The Parlor
Musical Society will meet in the Unitarian
church parlor next
evening at 7.30

Miss Louise W. Richards entertained the
Bridgets and a third table at her home on
Tuesday evening. Beside the club members
and the hostess, others who played were Mrs.
Leo Butman of Boston, Miss Margaret N.
Hazeltine, Mrs. H. A. Drinkwater and Miss
Nellie H. Hopkins. The score cards, which
were
particularly clever and appropriate, and
were the work of the hostess, were
especially
admired. Delicious refreshments were served,
and the evening was
thoroughly enjoyed.

their

enter Bates

f

j

...

ii

j

The membership contest in the Belfast W.
T. C. U. opened March 8th, to continue two
months. Mrs. Annie L. Peavey and Mrs. Goldie Curtis are the captains of the two sides.
Members may secure the necessary leaflets,
etc., by calling on the leaders. The county is
also divided into two parts and Miss S. A.
Mansur of Monroe is the leader of the side
which includes Belfast.

$1,527,659.28

Reserve,

....

100,000.00

Surplus,

....

153,734.18

Dividend No. 1. December 1, 1868,

$867.75

Dividend No. 81, Dec. 1, 1908, at the rate of

| Total Dividends paid

to

depositors

to

4%.

$28,811.06

date,$1.324,888.89

its 81st semi-annual dividend on Dee. 1, at the rate
of 4 % per annum, and we confidently expect to maintain this rate in
the future. All dividend interest is immediately credited to the accounts
of the depositors, and if uncalled for at the time will draw interest
This Bank

the

same as

paid

the

principal

sum.

The affairs of tms Bank have the careful and conscientious oversight of its Trustees, who respectfully ask a continuation of the
patronage of its present depositors, and will be pleased to open new
accounts with any prospective depositors within or without the State.

Deposits received and placed

on

interest the first of each

month.

Deposits in this Bank

are

exempt from taxation.

TRUSTEES:
-JAMBS H. HOWES, FREDO. WHITE,
ARTHUR I. BROW\, BE> D. FIELD.

ROBERT V. DUSTON,

4%

4%

I

TAFT’S
INAUGURAL
ADDRESS
,

of the tariff above stated will
permit the reduction of rates in certain
schedules and will require the advancement of few, if any.
The proposal to revise the tariff
made in such an authoritative way as
to lead the business community to
count upon it necessarily halts all
those branches of business directly
affected, and as these are most important It disturbs the whole business
of the country. It Is imperatively necessary, therefore, that a tariff bill be
drawn in good faith in accordance
with promises made before the election by the party in power and as
promptly passed as due consideration
will permit.
measure

Outlines Policy of
Administration.
PRAISE FOR ROOSEVELT
Speech Begins With Advocacy
of Predecessor’s Reforms.

MANY QUESTIONS TOUGHED.
President's Ideas
Trusts and Other Matters.

Incoming

on

powers and duties of the office upon
which he is about to enter or he is
lacking in a proper sense of the obligation which the oath imposes.
The office of an inaugural address Is
to give a summary outline of the main

policies of the new administration so
far as they can be anticipated. I have
had the honor to be one of the advisers of my distinguished predecessor
and as such to hold up his hands in
the reforms he has initiated. I should
be untrue 10 myself, to my promises
and to the declarations of the party
office if I
nance

forms

and
a

was

elected to

did not make the mainte
enforcement of those

foolish idealists if we did not realize
that, with all the nations of the world
armed and prepared for war. we must
be ourselves in a similar condition in
order to prevent other nations from
taking advantage of us and of our inability to defend onr interests and assert our rights with a strong hand.
In the international controversies that

In the making of a tariff bill the
prime motive Js taxation and the seDue
curing thereby of a revenue.
to the business depression
! largely
which followed the financial panic of
1907. the revenue from customs and
other sources has decreased to such
an
extent that the expenditures for
the current fiscal year will exceed the
receipts by $100,000,000. It is imperative that such a deficit shall not continue, and the framers of the tariff
bill must of course have in mind the
total revenues likely to be produced by
it and so arrange the duties as to seShould it be
cure an adequate income.
impossible to do so by import duties
new kinds of taxation must be adopt
ed. and among these I recommend a
graduated inheritance tax as correc*
in principle and as certain and easy of

,

ing

Government Economy Urged.
The obligation on the part of those
responsible for the expenditures made
to carry on the government to be as
economical as possible and to make
the burden of taxation as light as possible is plain and should be affirmed in
every declaration of government policy. This is especially true when we
are face to face with a heavy deficit.
But when the desire to win the popular approval leads to the cutting off of
expenditures really needed to make
the government effective and to enable it to accomplish its proper objects
the result is as much to be condemned
as the waste of government funds in

Protection For Our Citizens Abroad.
The policy of the United States in
the Spanish war and since has given
it a position of influence among the
nations that it never had before and
should be constantly exerted to securing to its bona fide citizens, whether
native or naturalized, respect for them
as' such in foreign countries.
We
should make every effort to prevent
humiliating and degrading prohibition
against any of our citizens wishing
temporarily to sojourn in foreign countries because of race or religion.

unnecessary expenditure.
In the department of agriculture the
use of scientific experiments on a large
scale and the spread of information
derived from them for the improvement of general agriculture must go
on.

The Japanese Question.
The admission of Asiatic immigrants
who cannot be amalgamated with our
population has been made the subject
either of prohibitory clauses in our
treaties and statutes or of strict administrative regulation secured by diplomatic negotiations. I sincerely hope
that we may continue to minimize the
evils likely to arise from such immigration without unnecessary friction
and by mutual concessions between
self respecting governments.
Meantime we must take every precaution to

re-

most important feature of my
They were directed to

administration.

the suppression of the lawlessness and
abuses of power of the great combinations of capital invested in railroads
and in industrial enterprises carrying
on interstate commerce.
The steps
which my predecessor took and the
legislation passed on his reeommenda
tion have accomplished much, have
caused a general halt in the vicious
policies which created popular alarm
and have brought about in the busi
ness affected a much higher regard for
existing law.
Further Action Needed.
To render the reforms lasting, however. and to secure at the same time
freedom from alarm on the part of
those pursuing proper and progressive
business methods further legislative
and executive action are needed.
Relief of the railroads from certain restrictions of the anti-trust law have
been urged by my predecessor and will
be urged by me.
On the other hand,
the administration is pledged to legislation looking to a proper federal supervision and restriction to prevent excessive issues of bonds and stocks by
companies owning and operating interstate commerce railroads.
Then, too, a reorganization of the department of justice, of the bureau of
corporations in the department of commerce and labor and of the interstate
commerce commission looking to effective co-operation of these agencies is
needed to secure a more rapid and certain enforcement of the laws affecting interstate railroads and industrial
combinations.
1 hope to be able to submit at the
first regular sessiou of the incoming
congress iu December next definite
suggestions iu respect to the needed
amendments to the anti trust and the
law
and
the
Interstate
commerce
changes required in the executive departments concerned in their enforcement.

It is believed that with the changes
be recommended American business can be assured of that measure of
stability and certainty in respect to
those things that may be done and
those that are prohibited, which is
essential to the life and growth of
all business. Such a plan must include
the right of the people to avail themselves of those methods of combining
tapital and effort deemed necessary to
teach the highest degree of economic
sfficiency. at the same time differentiiting between combinations based
npon legitimate economic reasons and
those formed with the intent of creating monopolies and artificially controlto

ling prices.
The work of formulating into practical shape such changes is creative
work of the highest order and requires
all the deliberation possible in the interval. I believe that the amendments
® be proposed are just as necessary in
iie protection of legitimate business as
In tlie clinching of the reforms which
properly bear the name of my predecessor.

Revision of the Tariff.
A matter of most pressing importance is the revision of the tariff. In
accordance with the promises of the
platform upon which I was elected, I
■hail call congress into extra session,
to meet on the 15th day of March, in
order that consideration may be at
once given to a bill revising the Dingley act. This should secure an adequate revenue and adjust the duties in
such a manner as to afford to labor
and to all Industries In this country,
whether of the farm, mine or factory,
protection by tariff equal to the difference between the cost of production
abroad and the cost of production here
and have a provision which shall put
into force, upon executive determination of certain facts, a higher or maximum tariff against those countries
Whose trade policy toward us equitably
requires such discrimination.
It is
thought that there has been such §

of great railways and industrial
combinations and the necessary investigation and prosecution of unlawful
business methods are another necessary tax upon government which did
not exist half a century ago.
ness

Proper Forms of Expenditure.
The putting into force of laws which
shall

likely

to arise in the orient, growof
the
out of the question
the
other Issues,
open door and
United States can maintain her interests intact and can secure respect for
She will not be
her just demands.
able to do so, however, if it is understood that she never intends to back
up her assertion of right and her defense of her interest by anything but
mere verbal protest and diplomatic
note.
For these reasons the expenses
of the army and navy and of coast defenses should always he considered as
something which the government must
pay for, and they should not be cut off
through mere consideration of econOur government is able to afomy.
ford a suitable army and a suitable
navy. It may maintain them without
the slightest danger to the republic or
the cause of free institutions, and fear
of additional taxation ought not to
change a proper policy in this regard
are

collection

My
Citizens—Any one who
takes the oath 1 have just taken must
feel a heavy weight of responsibility.
If not, he has no conception of the

tJT cdlirse The TOOTe USupilun 01 Ti
constitutional law is only one step in
the right direction. It must be fairly

the conservation of our
resources so far as they may be within the jurisdiction of tne federal government, including the most important
work of saving and restoring our forests, and the great improvement of waterways are all proper government
functions which must involve large
expenditure if properly performed.
While some of them, like the reclamation of arid lands, are made to pay
for themselves, others are of such an
indirect benefit that this cannot be exA permanent impected of them.
provement, like the Panama canal,
should be treated as a distinct enterprise and should be paid for by the
proceeds of bonds, the issue of which
will distribute its cost between the
present and future generations in accordance with the benefits derived. It
may well be submitted to the serious
consideration of congress whether the
deepening and control of the channel
of a great river system like that of the
Ohio or of the Mississippi when definite and practical plans for the enterprise have been approved and determined upon should not be provided for
in the same way.
secure

prevent or. failing that, to punish outbursts of race feeling among our people against foreigners of whatever nationality who have by our grant a
treaty right to pursue lawful business
here and to be protected against lawless assault or injury.
This leads me to point out a serious
defect in the present federal jurisdiction which ought to be remedied at

Having assured to other countries by treaty the protection of our
laws for such of their subjects or citizens as we permit to come within our
jurisdiction, we now leave to a state
or a city not under the control of the
federal government the duty of peronce.

forming

onr

International obligations

in this respect. By proper legislation
we may and ought to place in the
hands of the federal executive tlio
means of enforcing the treaty rights of
such aliens In the courts of the federal
It puts our government
government.
in a pusillanimous position to make

definite engagements

protect aliens
and then to excuse the failure to perform those engagements by an explanation that the duty to keep them is in
states or cities not within our control.
If we would promise, we must put
ourselves in a position to perform our
promise. We cannot permit the possible failure of justice due to local prejudice in any state or municipal government to expose us to the risk of a war
which might be avoided if federal
jurisdiction was asserted by suitable

Then, too, there are expenditures of
government absolutely necessary if our
country is to maintain its proper plaee
among the nations of the world and is
to exercise its proper influence in defense of its own trade interests in the
maintenance of traditional American
policy against the colonization of European monarchies in this hemisphere
and in the promotion of peace and international morality.
I refer to the
cost of maintaining a proper army, a
proper navy and suitable fortifications
upon the mainland of the United
States and in its dependencies.

to

legislation by

congress and carried out
by proper proceedings instituted by
the executive in the courts of the national government.

The Army and Navy.
We should have an army so organMatutssu I
M
J
n\_
ized and so officered as to be capable
One of the reforms to be carried out
In time of emergency in co-operation
during the incoming administration is
With the national militia and under
a change of our
monetary and banking
the provisions of a proper national
laws so as to secure greater elasticity
volunteer law rapidly to expand into
in the forms of currency available for
a force sufficient to resist all
probable trade and to
prevent the limitations of
invasion from abroad and to furnish a
la w from operating to increase the emj
respectable expeditionary force, if necI bnrrassments of a financial panic. The
essary. in the maintenance of our traitii met ary commission
lately appointed
ditional American policy which bears I
is giving full consideration to existing
the name of President Monroe.
conditions and to all proposed remeOur fortifications are yet in a state :
dies and will doubtless suggest one that
of only partial completeness, and the
will meet the requirements of business
number of men to man them is Insuffi- and
of public interest.
We may hope
cient.
In a few years, however, the
that the report will embody neither the
usual annual appropriations for our
narrow vierv of those who believe that
coast defenses, both on the mainland
the sole purpose of the new system
and in the dependencies, will make
should be to secure a large return on
them sufficient to resist all direct atbanking capital nor of those who would
tack, and by that time we may hope have
greater expansion of currency
that the men to man them will be prowith
regard to provisions for its
vided as a necessary adjunct.
The immedmte
redemption or ultimate sedistance of our shores from Europe
curity. There is no subject of economand Asia, of course, reduces the ne- ic
discussion so intricate and so likely
cessity for maintaining under arms a to evoke differing views and dogmatic
but
it
does
not
take
great army,
away statements as this one. The commisthe requirement of mere prudence, sion in
studying the general influence
that we should have an army suffl- of
currency on business and of busieiently large and so constituted as to ; ness on currency have wisely extendform a nucleus out of which a suitable ed their
:
investigations in European
force can quickly grow.
banking and monetary methods. The
What has been said of the army information that
they have derived
may be affirmed in even a more em- from such experts as
they have found
of
the
A
modern
phatic way
navy.
abroad will undoubtedly be found
It must
navy cannot be improvised.
helpful in the solution of the difficult
be built affid in existence when the
problem they have in hand.
emergency arises which calls for its
Favors Postal Savings Banks.
use and operation.
My distinguished
The
incoming^ congress should
predecessor has in many speeches and
promptly fulfill the promise of the Remessages set out with great force and
publican platform and pass a proper
striking language the necessity for
postal savings bank bill. It will not
a
commensumaintaining
strong navy
be unwise or excessive paternalism.
rate with the coast line, the governThe promise to repay by the governmental resources and the foreign trade
ment will furnish an inducement to
of our nation, and I wish to reiterate
which private enterall the reasons which be has presented savings deposits
cannot supply and at such a low
In favor of the policy of maintaining prise
rate of Interest as not to withdraw
a strong navy as the best conservator
custom from existing banks. It will
of our j>eace with other nations and
substantially Increase the fundi avail.....

■

l^le

|

of steamers between North and South
America has been brought to the attention of congress by my predecessor
and by Mr. Root before and after his
noteworthy visit to that continent, and
I sincerely hope that congress may be
induced to see the wisdom of a tentative effort to establish such lines by
the use of mail subsidies.
The importance which the department of agriculture and of commerce
and labor may play in ridding the
markets of Europe of prohibitions and
discriminations against the importation of our products is fully under
stood, and it is hoped that the use of
the maximum and minimum feature
of our tariff law to be soon passed will
be effective to remove many of those
restrictions.
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Free Trade With Philippines.
The governments of our dependencies in Porto Rico and the Philippines
are

progressing

favorably as could
The prosperity of Porto
as

he desired.
Rico continues unabated.
The business conditions in the Philippines are
hot ail that we could wish them to he,
but with the passage of the new tariff
bill permitting free trade between the
United States and the archipelago,
with such limitations in sugar and
tobacco as shall prevent injury to the
domestic interests on those products,
we can count on an improvement in
business conditions in the Philippines
and the development of a mutually
profitable trade between this country
and the islands.
Meantime our government in each dependency is upholding the traditions of civil liberty and
increasing popular control, which might
be expected under American auspices.
The work which we are doing there
redounds to our credit as a nation.

amendment.
No

Repeal

of

Fifteenth

Amendment.

Interstate railway
tion is made responsible
law to its employees, a_nf’
as an

Atwood's

ed recommends the formulation In o
statute of the conditions under which
such a temporary restraining ordet
A statute can and
ought to issue.
ought to he framed to embody the best
modern practice and can bring the subject so closely to the attention of the
court as to make abuses of the process
unlikely in the future. American people. if I utiderstand them, insist that
the authority of the courts shall be
sustained and are opposed
to any
change in the procedure by which the
powers of a court may tie weakened
and the fearless and effective administration of justice be interfered with.
Having thus reviewed the questions
likely to recur during my administration and having expressed in a summary way the position which I expect
to take in recommendations to congress and in my conduct as an executive, I Invoke the considerate sympathy and support of my fellow citizens and the aid of Almighty God in
the discharge of my responsible duties.

NATURE'S DEFENCE
AGAINST DISEASE
Strengthened by the Tonic
Treatment for Rheumatism
as This Maine Case
Proves.
Pure, red blood is fhe body’s only defence against disease. When
healthy,

the blood attacks the poisons of disease
and so cliauges them that they can be
thrown off through tlie lungs, skin, kidIn fact this is what
neys and bowels.
the blood is constantly doing and disease occurs only when the blood becomes impure through errors in
living,
such as overwork, worry, lack of fresli
air or of nourishing food. It is then
unable to overcome the poisons and tliev
are carried throughout tlm
body and in
the weakest organs the disease gains a

foothold.
In the

case of Mrs. Edward
Fenton,
of Sullivan, Maine, the rheumatic poisons in the blood were
probably hereditary. She says:
“For five or six years I w as a victim
of nervous indigestion and suffered a
great deal. Food distressed me and I
was troubled with gas on my stomach.
While in this condition 1 had au attack
of acute rheumatism. At the time I
was rundown through overwork.
In
my ease, however, I think the disease
have
been
for
my
may
hereditary
mother suffered with it for years.
The
rheumatism was in my hands and feet.
My feet were so swollen that I couldn't
wear my shoes for several months.
I
could hardly bear the | ains and was
kept awake by them many nights. The
painwrs constant ami hurt me so that
I limped wlieu I walked.
“I was under the rare of two doctors
for nearly a year but they didn’t help
me.
Upon the advice of a fribnd I then
gave Dr. Williams’ Pink Pills a trial.
They helped me from tiie first and after
taking a few boxes I was cured.”
Nature needs some help in most cases
in fighting disease and the tonic treatment with Dr. Williams’ Pink Pills is
the most efi’cient that can lie given.
They contain no stimulant, opiate or
narcotic and cannot injure tho most
del i cate const i tut ion.
Dr. Williams’ Pink Pills are sold by
all druggists, or will be mailed, postpaid,
on receipt of price. "0 cents
per box; six
boxes for fj.ro. by the Dr. Williams
Medicine Co., Schenectady, N. Y.

Bitters liave been

H

a standard
remedy
for many years.”
—Miss Elvira E. Gipson.
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The Bankers Surety

Company,
Cleveland

DECEMBER

ASSETS

3], ir^,x

Real estate,

Mortgage loans,

Collateral loans,
Stocks and bonds,
Cash in office and bank,

Agents’ balances,

Interest and rents.
other assets,

All

Gross assets,
Deduct items not admitted,
Admtitted assets,

1

LIABILITIES DECEMBER

f

Net unpaid losses,
Unearned premiums,

1

Surplus

l

All other liabilities,
Cash capital,
over

liabilities,

Total liabilities and surplus
Arthur Ititehie, Agent, lu ll
County, ’'•nine.
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Williamsburgh City Fire Issuran
150 Broadway, New York N
ASSETS DECEMBER

'.

1.

Real estate,
Mortgage loans.
Stocks and bonds,
Cash in office and bank

^
!

Agents’ balances,
Interest and rents,
All other assets,

Gross assets,
Deduct items not admitted.

1

Admitted assets,
LIABILITIES DECEMBER .'U.

Net unpaid losses.
Unearned premiums,
All other liabilities,

■

Cash

capital,
Surplus over

liabilities,

all

1

Total liabilities and surplus,
3wl0
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Fire Insurance
Limited, of England
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Mortgages loans.

\

I

(

•
•

Gross assets,
Deduct items not admitted.
Admitted assets,
LIABILITIES
Net

]

DECEMBER

unpaid losses,

Unearned premiums,
All other liabilities,
Surplus over all liabilities.

1
1

J

Total liabilities and surpli:
3wl0
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Stocks and bonds..
Cash in office and bank..
Agents’ balances.
Hills receivable.
Interest and rents.
All other assets.

a

j
j

Cross assets.
Deduct items not admitted

Admitted assets

I
,

...

LIABILITIES

I

DEC I \

unpaid losses.....
Unearned premiums
Net

All

other liabilities.

Surplus

over

a

j

all liabilities

J

Total liabilities and surplu
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Hartford. Conn
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9
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K

Real estate.

jfl

Mortgage loans,
Policy loans.
Collateral loans.
Stocks and bonds.
Cash in office and batik.
Agents’ balances,
Bills receivable,
Interest accrued,
Deferred and outstandii

9

9

9

9

ifl

fl

jfl
9

#B

premiums,

jfl

Gross assets,
Deduct items not admitted.

dfl

^9

Admitted assets,
LIABILITIES

Jfl

DEC KM BEK

Net unpaid losses,
Net value of policies,
Reserve for claims

B

again.jfl

fl

All other liabilities,
Cash capital,
Surplus over all liabilties.

fl
fl

Total liabilities and surpii.
Agent. V»

9
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EXECU

from Catarrh and drives
away Cold in the Head quickly. Restores
the Senses of Taste and Smell. Full size
50 cts. at Druggists or by mail. Liquid
Cream Balm for use in atomizers 75 cts.
Ely Brothers, 56 Warren Street, New York.

resulting

No License

in

Massachusetts.

Thirteen towns in Massachusetts shifted from license to no license and
four from no license to license at the
annual town meetings held last week—a
substantial gain for the “Noes.” The
saloon issue was about the most important everywhere, although in some
if the towns there were other questions
p which brought forth more than
ordinary
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Agents' balances,
I Interest and rents,
All other assets,
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Stocks and bonds,
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in the County of Wald".
bonds as the law directs ,.\l
minus against the estate
desired to
present the samall indebted thereto are i>
ment immediately

diseased

■

Lincoln, Me.

cover

legitimate.
The issuing of a temporary restrain
ing order without notice has in several
Instances been abused by its Ineon
siderate exercise, and to remedy this
tile platform upon which I was elect-

me

■

The March issue of The Arm-,

Use of injunctions Necessary.

j

■

*

certainly shows that publisher, ,%
sparing no effort to 'tdr” "i
brightest and best, as well a<
matter
for their readers' if l:htly
*
ture of a High school
1
boy br
breezy March winds decorates 1 'f-lt

Another labor question has arisen
which has awakened the most excited
disrusslon.
That is in respect to the
power of the federal courts to issue
injunctions in industrial disputes. As
to that, my convictions are fixed. Take
away from courts, if It could be taken
away, the power to Issue injunctions
in labor disputes, and it would create
a privileged class among the laborers
and save the lawless among their number front a most needful remedy available to all men for the protection of
their business against lawless invasion.
The proposition tbat business is not a
property or pecuniary right which can
be protected by equitable injunction is
utterly without foundation in precedent or reason.
The proposition is
usually linked with one to make the
Such a
secondary boycott lawful.
proposition is at variance with the
American instinct and will find no
support, in my judgment, when submitted to the American people.
The secondary boycott is an instrument of
tyranny and ought not to be made

Is

1

tors are

railways.

prejudice or feeling, and recognition of its existence only awakens in
my heart a deeper sympathy for those
who have to bear it or suffer from it,
and 1 question the wisdom of a policy
which is likely to increase It.
Meantime, if nothing is done to prevent, a
better feeling between the negroes and
tile whites in the south will continue
to grow, and more and more of the
white people will come to realize that
the future of the south is to be much
benefited by the industrial and intellectual progress of the negro. The exercise of political franchises by those
of his race who are intelligent and
well to do will be acquiesced in, and
the right to vote will be withheld
only
from the ignorant and irresponsible of
both races.

ploy

r.

i-ultionaiTeasonaany
ble safety devh e can be Invented to
reduce the loss of life and limb among
railway employees, to urge congress
to require Its adoption by Interstate

race

j

!'*>■

grandfather’s and father’s family

glad, whenever

No Race Feeling In White House.
Personally I have not the slightest

Words of Friendship For the South.
I look forward with hope to increasThe Labor Question.
ing the already good feeling between
There is one other matter to which I
the south and the other sections of the
shall refer.
It was made the subject
country. My chief purpose is not to of great
controversy
during the eleceffect a change in the electoral vote of tion
and calls for at least a passing
the southern states. That is a secondreference now.
My distinguished predWhat I look forary consideration.
ecessor has given much attention to
ward to is an increase in the tolerance
the cause of labor, with whose
strugof political views of all kinds and
gle for better things he has shown the
their advocacy throughout the south
slncerest sympathy.
At his Instance
and the existence of a respectable po; congress has passed the bill fixing the
litical opposition in every state—even
liability of interstate carriers to their
more than than this, to an increased
for injury sustained in the
employees
feeling on the part of all the people in course of
employment,
abolishing the
the south that this government is their
rule of fellow servant nnd the common
government and that its officers in law rule as to
contributory negligence
their states are their officers.
and substituting therefor the so called
The Negro Question.
rule of comparative negligence. It has
The consideration of this question also
passed a law fixing the compencannot, however, be complete and full sation of government employees for
without reference to the negro race, injuries sustained In the
employ of the
its progress and its present condition. government
through the negligence of
The thirteenth amendment secured the
superior. It also passed a model
them freedom, the fourteenth amend- child labor law for the
District of Coment due process of law, protection lumbia.
In previous administrations
of property and the pursuit of happi- an arbitration law for
interstate comness, and the fifteenth amendment at- merce railroads and their
employees
tempted to secure the negro against and laws for the application of
safety
any deprivation of the privilege to devices to save the lives and limbs of
The
vote because he was a negro.
employees of Interstate railroads had
fourteenth amend- been
thirteenth
and
passed. Additional legislation of
ments have been generally enforced this kind was
passed by the outgoing
and have secured the objects for which
congress.
While
the
fifwere
intended.
they
I wish to say that, in so far as I can,
teenth amendment has not been generI hope to promote the enactment of
It
the
to
in
past,
ought
ally observed
further legislation of this character.
be observed, and the tendency of I am
strongly convinced that the**nvis
w
toward
southern legislation today
ernment should make itself as r
the enactment of electoral qualificasible to employees injured in
tions which shall square with that

L.

jH
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brittle t"lndi'

The Appointment of Negroes.
But it may well admit of doubt
whether in case of any race an appointment of one of their number to
a local office in a community in which
the race feeling is so widespread and
acute as to interfere with the ease and
facility with which the local government business can lie done by the appointee is of sufficient benefit by way
of encouragement to the race to outweigh the recurrence and increase of
race feeling which such an appointment is likely to engender. Therefore
the executive in recognizing the negro
race by appointments must exercise a
careful discretion not thereby to do it
more harm than good.
On the other
hand, we must be careful not to encourage the mere pretense of race feeling manufactured in the interest of in
dividual political ambition.

the men who are doing faithful hard
work to bring alrait the early completion of this the greatest constructive
enterprise of modern times.

H

To the safe old reliable
remedy the true “L. F a.
Bitters—the hind your father and grandfather used for ail
Nothing like this fifty year old medicine for cunstinati,
gestion, chronic dyspepsia and bilious attacks. A
today will save much sickness. 35 cents a bottle at yuur

Lock Canal Plan Defended.
The Panama canal will have a most
important bearing upon the trade between the eastern and the tar western sections of our country and will
greatly increase the facilities for
transi>ortation between the eastern
and the western seaboard and may
possibly revolutionize the transcontinental rates with respect to bulky merIt will also have a most
chandise.
beneficial effect to increase the trade
“Negro Is Now American.”
between the eastern seaboard of the
There is in the south a stronger feelUnited States and the western coast ing than ever among the intelligent,
of South America and indeed with well to do and influential element in
some
of the important ports of the favor of the industrial education of
east coast of South America reached
the negro and the encouragement of
The the race to make themselves useful
by rail from the west coast.
work on the canal is making most sat- members of the community.
The
isfactory progress. The type of the i progress which the negro has made in
canal as a lock canal was fixed by 1 the last fifty years from slavery, when
congress after a full consideration of its statistics are reviewed, is marvelthe conflicting reports of the majority ous. and it furnishes every reason to
and minority of the consulting board hope that in the next twenty-five years
and after the recommendation of the a still greater improvement in his conwar
department and the executive dition as a productive member of soupon those reports. Recent suggestion ciety. on the farm and in the shop and
that something had occurred on the in other occupations, may come. The
Isthmus to make the lock type of the negroes are now Americans.
Their
canal less feasible than it was sup- ancestors came here years ago against
posed to be when the reports were their will, and this is their only counmade and the policy determined on try and their only flag.
They have
led to a visit to the isthmus of a *howu themselves anxious to live for
board of competent engineers to exam- it and to die for it. Encountering the
ine the Gatun dam and locks which race feeling against them, subjected
are the key of the lock type.
The re- at times to cruel injustice growing out
port of that board shows that nothing of It. they may well have our profound
has occurred in the nature of newly sympathy and aid in the struggle they
revealed evidence which should change are making. We are charged with the
the views once formed in the original sacred duty of making their path as
discussion.
The construction will go smooth and easy as we can.
Any
on under a most effective organization
recognition of their distinguished men,
controlled by Colonel Goethals and his any appointment to office from among
fellow army engineers associated with
their number, is properly taken as an
him and will certainly be completed
encouragement and an appreciation of
early in the next administration, if not their progress, and this just policy
before.
shall be pursued.
strueted. The look type has been selected. We are all in favor of having
ft built as promptly as possible.
We
must not now. therefore, keep up a fire
in the rear of the agents whom we
have authorized to do our work on
the isthmus.
We must hold up their
hands, and. speaking for the incoming
administration, 1 wish to say that I
propose to devote all the energy possible and under my control to the pushing of this work on the plans which
have been adopted and to stand behind

ON!_1

HOLD

In time
and justly enforced <as well.
Hence it is clear to
both will come.
all that the domination of an ignorant,
irresponsible element can be prevented by constitutional laws which shall
exclude from voting both negroes and
whites not having education or other
qualifications thought to be necessary
The danger
for a proper electorate.
of the control of an ignorant electorate
has therefore passed. With this change
the Interest which many of the southern white citizens take in the welfare
of the negroes has increased. The colored men must ease their hope on the
results of their own industry, self restraint, thrift and business success as
well as upon the aid and comfort and
sympathy which they may receive
from their white neighbors of the
south. There was a time when northerners who sympathized with the negro in his necessary struggle for bet-'
ter conditions sought to give to him
the suffrage as a protection and to enforce Its exercise against the prevailing sentiment of the south. The movement proved to be a failure.
What remains is the fifteenth amendment to
the constitution and the right to have
statutes of states specifying qualifications for electors subjected to the test
I of compliance with that amendment.
This is a great protection to the negro.
It never will be repealed, and it never
ought to be repealed. If it had not
been passed it might be difficult now
to adopt it, but with It in our fundamental law the policy of southern legislation must and will tend to obey it.
and so long as the statutes of the
states meet the test of this amendment and are not otherwise in conflict with the constitution and laws of
the United States it Is not the disposition or within the province of the federal government to interfere with the
I
regulation by southern states of their
domestic affairs.

■

Inheritance Tax Advocated.

Fellow

platform upon which I

the 'besrmeans oT securing respect foT able Tor Investment as capital In usethe assertion of <>ur rights, the defense ful enterprises.
It will furnish the
of our interests and the exercise of absolute security which makes the
our influence in international matters.
proposed scheme of government guaranty of deposits so alluring without
Must Arm as Other Nations Do.
Our international policy is always to Its pernicious results.
promote peace. We shall enter into
Ship Subsidies Advoeatsd.
I sincerely hope that the incoming
any war with a full consciousness of
the awful consequences that it always congress will be alive, as it should be,
entails, whether successful or not, and to the importance of our foreign trade
and of encouraging it in every way
we, of course, shall make every effort.
onsistent with national honor and the feasible. The possibility of Increasing
highest national interest, to avoid a this trade in the orient, in the Philipresort to arms. We favor every instru
pines and in South America is known
mentality, like that of The Hague tri- to every one who has given the matter
bunal and arbitration treaties made attention.
The direct effect of free
with a view to its use in all interna- trade between this country and the
tional controversies, in order to main- Philippines will be marked upon our
tain peace and to avoid war. But we sale of cottons, agricultural machinery
should be blind to existing conditions and other manufactures. The necessiand should allow ourselves to become ty of the establishment of direct lines

change In conditions 'Since The enaclraent of the Dingley act. drafted on a
similarly protective principle, that the

fl
9

■

fl

FRED ATWOOD, late of
in the County of Waldo, d<
bonds as the law din cts. a II p<
mands against the estate et
the some idesired to
all indebted thereto are n*qu<
ment immediately.
sn hi

fl

■

9

fl
9
9
9

present

Winterport, February b, 1 bo

fl

DMINIhTRATRIX’S NO I l<
er hereby gives notice tbai
administratrix, with i‘
of the estate of
GEORGE H. CARTER, lab

fl
fl

fl

in the County of Waldo, decas
bonds as the law directs,
in demands against the estat
sa ithe
are desired to
present
and all indebted thereto are mi
paj ment immediately.

H
■
■
■

9
fl

appointed

fl

j9

(
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Troy, February 9, 1909.—H
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Nearly Three Centuries

The U. of M. and the Fanner*.

Of Temperance Agitation and
Legislation

f

A sneeze—a sniffle—a cold in the head
cough. Serious trouble may result
unless you recognize the symptoms and
There’s a sure
<- radicate them at once.
Iieilv for inside ills—take it in time
and save doctor’s bills. A few drops of

I

\
|
/

^

CUT!

Johnson's

■

anoavNE

I

Liniment

jg &

will work wonders. The first dose makes
v.meiit in your condition, whether you are

,..«T«ir

I
fe

A
B

n>ilima

....

or

pains

jj^^k
^^^k

in

a

tliarrluea, a few half-teaspoonful doaes will
f and effect a speedy cure.
side aches and pains, cuts, bruises and lameJohnson's Anodyne Liniment is invaluable.

,.

^

I. S. JOHNSON & CO.,
BOSTON, MASS.

^

bjj

M

15*

0

!;
>

^

1

bottle within reach. Sold every where.
ua>antec<?under Food and Drugs Act,
june 30,1900. Serial Number 513.
^5 aud 50 cents a bottle.

§

•

5

BY

FRANK W. GOWEN.

1 w|
*|KV [HP
2

5

L=-Ws

then numbered but a few thousand in the
State. In April, 1866, one year after the
close of the war, the membership was
\
'nit
Coats of all Descriptions. Circular Skirts. Pongee and Silk
reported at the annual session of the
i .ice Waists.
Millinery. Colored Straws. Flower Toques.
Grand Lodge as 6,682; but at the annual
j
[(Correspondence of The Journal.]
session in Bangor, April 9, 1867, the memmo much braiding on a suit, or too many flowers on a hat,
bership was reported as 21,819. It was
is given to individual taste.
This may be called a three-piece at this session that
Ex-Governor Nelson
but the long coat is shown in fashionable shops, and the waist
Dingley was elected Grand Chief Temshape or jumper style, the two latter of course attached to plar. Nothing I can say in these
papers
■pi lonal width. Some coats are sharply cut away and fastened will add any
glory to the memory of Nel.(tons; in others, the lower part of the front shows a moderate son
Dingley. He was a grand man and
slope, the latter being in much deeply interested in the Good Templar
the better taste.
order, as well as in the cause of

j

THE COAT MANIA.

Coats will be

“the

this season, and
weather approaches

thing”

pongee,
lace will

light-weight silk or
be used. The only style
yet in the way of

as

warm

as

shown
inde-

an

pendent outer garment is a
dressy, black satin coat, trimmed solely by satin-covered
buttons, and collars and
of Oriental embroidery.
matter of course, silk
will follow at a later
Some very e 1 e g a n t
dresses have crocheted
coats

in

exactly

cuffs
As a
coats

date.
cloth

lace

the

order

same

Morrill of

The

majority

of

206.

cut

circular

with

skirts

seam.

the left side

Trimmings

by

a

are

slot

up the front

PONGEE AND FOULARD SILK
SUITINGS.

many

"

\

cotton

fabrics that imitate or closely
resemble silk, none are likely
to be more popularly endorsed
than the

American

Co. wash fabrics.
as

pretty

sive,

as

they

Printing
These are

are

inexpen-

and

make up into real
“tub frocks” that emerge perfectly renewed from the laundry. What are styled pongee
and foulard silk

suitings are
particularly good style for
practical, runabout wear, and
it is reckoned especially smart
to have a parasol covered to
match the dress.
LA«E WAISTS.

The sweetest of lace waists
silk

embroidered dots about

the size of
bv The

e

three cent

piece,

and when white and lavendar

McCall Com-

Patterns may be obtained

1

a

dots

‘II cv

alternate

charming.

the effect

is

The Marie Antoin-

■pute, and as tew women are blessed with handsome shoulders
lays of tight sleeves an accessory which breaks the outline and
to
u

be welcomed.

both sides

or

by

The severe effect of the
narrow

a

SPRING

lace

panel

tight

sleeve is

with frills and lace straps

MILLINERY.

both fine and coarse weaves, are in especial favor, the crowns
so broad that
they border on absurdity. The larger probrims turning downwards, and come in several shades of pink,
'scan yellow, trimmed with rosebuds and moss, or with small
lowers, cherries depending from foliage or moss, or ribbon is
own, with a cluster of loops so large that it seems to take up

i-h and

white or black

hats,

ever, have high crowns
large
dowers—roses in several colors combined with smaller flowers,
handsome black or white ostrich plumes, or Bird of Paradise
as

a

loss of

over

half this

held in the famous old town house
at Center Montvil e, where I was
reared,
and where these reformed men or orators
used to

as

:

speak

of the

misery,

shame involved in the love
drink.

:

mu..

—

i.i■

sorrow

of

and

strong

-_

----—vvmjjv
ge gilt cabuchons. For the early spring season, flower toques
violets having a high spray of lillies-of-the-valley at one side, ings which had been held throughout the
i State by the Reform Clubs were followed
dlies-of-the-valley is set off by crimson cherries, and a third is
up by the Good Templars, and at the
Clarke.
Verona
crimson
velvet
ribbon.
brightened by
Grand Lodge session in Rockland in 1873,
d

u

^_

II1CCI-

f__

SR AB1F ?

to

hold

111., Convinced by Oil

Compound.
convince

"er

startling evidence

f<

|

eczema

a

lawyer

which

10c. and 15c.

con-

Kntriken, attorney at
oil of wintergreen
mol and glycerine, as
"H. cured him in
thirty
ars of suffering.
Attorney Entriken, “I
w

|

which I have

referred, it was voted to
public meetings in every city and
town in the State, the same as the Reform Clubs were doing. Over 30
years
have passed since that Grand
Lodge ses-

PROVEN!

will

ARE FOR SALE IN BELFAST BY

sion

was

who

were

held and many of the members
in attendance have left us and
joined the lodges in the spirit world,
while several of the members who were

present later became prominent in the

political

and

military history of the State,
one ol them
|
attaining great fame as one
of the most distinguished men in the
pohave
at
Who by special arrangement
ma, scabs all over my
litical history of our nation.
Following
I could run a hair brush
the patterns all the time.
is
a list of these Good
floor would be covered
Templars: Ex|
fill a basket. I tried
Governor Sidney Perham of Paris, who
|
.‘n*-ernal medicine, X-Ray
|
2^=“NO WAITING TO SEXD^ four years later (1877-8) was Grand Chief
was *nduced to
Templar of the order. He was a wise
D.
D.
r:
try
n.
h was relieved instantOUR DUST.
and practical leader and an able man
?
and
!t 18 just a month now and
(i ••h--,..,
his memory is a
1 have not a particle The winds of God took up the sand
precious one among
V!K's
*lave dropped off.”
the
land,
Good Templars. Then there was Hon.
And swept and harried it through
CURE DISCOVERED,
it in their whirling mills,
r^v-;..‘‘i;.a^1,n
Joshua A. Nye of Augusta, twice elected
£ -‘11 eczema sufferers on the Grinding
jr
Dashing it on the granite hills.
Grand Chief Templar of the order in
And when it dropped upon the beach,
^een brought to our at- Rasping its grains there each with each,
k
Maine, wdiose interest in the juvenile
that
instant relief from the Dragging it whither it would not go,
l >;<;},
work of the

CARLE & JONES,

1

.1

-»

The tides of God rolled to and fro.
His breakers with their heavy tread
ill, |j^
Stamped ever upon its restless bed.
once more
if you have Nasal Ca- And then his blasts began
j To scourge it up and down the shore.
e
lb; 'atit-Yi, ream Balm at once. Don’t ; Yet still the sand with hardihood
and snuffs, for they
ne
the throne of God:
Cream Balm releases Cried upward to
ithfeil,r il 1,1y,3
Thou art thyself, Creator, and
flame the nasal passages
Lj lhr.j;,t lereas
We are ourselves, these grains of sand.
medicines made with
l».,
,
t*le
Uh
Schuyler, in the March Everybody’s.
—Lydia
secretions
and
leav^
it
E^irn js i01? were. In a word, Ely’s
Eclectric
A
specific for pain—Dr. Thomas’
remedy, not a delusion.
lW8t8- 5<)
ever devised.
Vr0r, s,;fn 8\or mailed hy Ely Broth- Oil, strongest, cheapestin liniment
for
25 years.
America
‘Mreet, New York.
A household remedy
^

bon, druggists.

—

£

order became famous.

He

__

^

{p,w?erR,

of

forestry

rangements for

has

made

“The Care of the Skin.’*

the

Templar

and

you up.

ar-

as

to

Here

was

has cured cases of your kind
for 57 years. If it doesn’t
cure yours, the druggist will
refund (he money.

was an

citizen of Maine has exerted

influence for
name

good

and

a

the

CASTOR
IA
For Infants
and Children.

It's Kind You Have

Always Bought

31, 1908.
$

Mortgage loans,
and bonds,

a

50c.

Interest and rents,
All other assets,

5194 50
2 134 96

Gross assets,
Admitted assets,

$1,027,704 81
$1,027,704 81

LIABILITIES DECEMBER

31, 1908.

Net unpaid losses,
Unearned premiums,
All other liabilities,
Cash capital,
Surplus over all liabilities,

5 42 337 49
504,162 69

12[673 52

200’000 00

268,531 41

Total liabilities and surplus,

$1.00

James Pattee &

$1,027,704

humorist, writes

new

FROM

give
George Fitch,

on

Taft.

DECEMBER

31, 1908.

$2,554,145

;a,m.

Belfast, depart.

6 55
Citypoint. t7 00
Waldo .....17 10
Brooks. 7 22
Knox. 17 34
Thorndike. 7 40
7 48
Unity
Burnham, arrive. 8 10
Clinton. 8 28
Benton. 8 38
Bangor. 11 35

Wil-

10 58

Interest and rents,
All other assets,

BELFAST.
r. M.

P.M.

12 15
tl2 20
tl2 30
12 42
tl2 54
1 00
1 08
1.30

3 20
* 325
*3 35
3 47
3 59
4 05
4 13
4 35
6 07
6 16
6 10

3 20

71

177,910 90
454,978 39
31,312 91
6.654 27

Gross assets,
Deduct items not admitted,

$3,225,012 76
76,045 07

Admitted assets,

$3,148,967 69

LIABILITIES DECEMBER

31, 1908.

Net unpaid losses,
Unearned premiums,
All other liabilities,

$ 201,867 50
1,863,983 23
99,055 13
625,000 Of?
359,061 83

Deposit capital,
Surplus over all liabilities.

A.M.

PMIYSKIDNEYCDRE
Kidneys
Makes

and Bladder

Waterville.

8 44
A.M.

Portland. 11 50
E'D. 330
Boston
Boston,
w D
3 20

Right

TO

<

Boston,

>

2 12
P.M.
4 50
7 55
9 05

6 22

A.M.

A.M.

P.M.

9 30
5 30
8 25

Agricultural Insurance Company

7 00

&
w. D.

P. M.

7 00

1 05

9 50

4 15
12 25

A.M.

Waterville.

National Bank
Abstract of

I

Bulldinq.

P.M.

Benton

Belfast, Me.

Clinton.

Burnham, depart.
Unity.

lie Annual Statement of tlie

Thorndike
Knox.

AEfNA INSURANCE COMPANY.

a

Brooks
Waldo

HARTFORD, CONN.,
On

Citypoint.

the 31st day of December, 1908, made to the
STATE OF MAINE.

!

Incorporated 1819.
Commenced Business 1819.

VVM. B. CLARK, President,
HENRY E. REES, Secretary,
Capital Paid up in l ash, $4,000,000
ASSETS DECEMBER

Real estate,
Stocks and bonds,
Cash in office and bank,

Agents’ balances,

Interest and rents,

$16,956,491

*9
10
10
10

56
05
20
45
11 00
111 10
11 30
11 II
111 51)
II 55

4
4
4
5
5

22
33
50
09
17

15 25
5 40
15 50
:6po
6 05

BANGGR DIVISION.
First Class Fare Between Belfast and Boston

69

Aggregate, including capital
and surplus,

Steamers leave Boston Tuesdays, and Fri-

days at

$16,794,142 71
Field & Quimby, Resident Agents,
Belfast, Maine
3\v9.

I

Assets December 31, 1908.

Gross assets,

i_

i Deduct

items not

admitted,

Deposit capital.
Surplus over all liabilities,

66

$2,025,107

I.iahiMties December

Net unpaid losses,

$2,027,411

Leave Winterport Mondays and
Thursdays
at 10.00 a. m.. Bucksport at 12.00 noon.
AH freight, except live stock, is insured
against tire and marine risk.

FRED W. POTE. Agent,
Belfast, Maine.

_

DECEMBER

!

Stocks and bonds,
Cash in office and

| Agents’ balances,

bank,

Admitted assets,

$3,063,437

Net unpaid losses,
Unearned premiums,
All other liabilities,
all

16

31. 1908.

LIABILITIES DECEMBER

Cash capital.
Surplus over

65

64,615 4u

$ 109,120 03
1,616,131 52
51,406 47
500,000 00
786,779 14

liabilities,

Total liabilities and surplus,

$3,063,437 16
JMines Pat Be & Son. Agents. Belfast, Maine.
SwlO

DECEMBER

Stocks and bonds,
Cash in office and bank,
Agents’ balances,
Bills receivable,
All other assets,

31, 1908.
$1,304,575 00
92,929 76
100,240 79
1,358 16
7.822 64

$1,506,926

admitted.

Admitted assets,
LIABILITIES

$1,454,403 71

DECEMBER

31, 1908.

Net unpaid losses,

$ 74,228 00
531,494 63
18,750 00
500,000 00
329,931 08

Unearned premiums,
All other liabilities,

Cash capital,

Surplus

over

35

52,522 64

all liabilities.

Total liabilities and surplus,

$1,454,403 71

Jamen Puttee & Son, .Agent*. Belfast, Maine
Frank L. Marston, .Agent, Stockton Springs

3wl0

The Liverpool &. London &, Globe Insurance
Company of England.
ASSETS DECEMBER

31, 1908.
$1,850,480 25
3,314,950 00
4,996,430 00
1,438,566 25

Agents’ balances,

08

1,504,643 31
107,497 90

Interest and rents,
All other assets.

31,1908.
$ 142,110 00
1,368,578 96
34,973 84
205,000 00
274,444 28

181 99

Admitted Assets,

$13,212,719 To
LIABILITIES DECEMBER 31. 1908.
Net unpaid losses,
$ 651,328 30
Unearned premiums,
6,935,383 63
All other liabilities,
652,153 57
Total liabilities,

Surplus

31, 1908.
$

5,727 55
253,538 70
3,163,925 00
227,997 07
287,095 32
4,075 46

years before his death he had nol Interest and rents,
a decayed tooth in his head.
I remembei
that he was always neatly dressed, wearGross assets,
$3,942,359 10
Admitted assets,
a
and
dark
for
$3,942,359 10
ing
soft,
hat,
years he
made it a practice, especially when stopLIABILITIES DECEMBER 31, 1908.
ping at a hotel, of calling for a bowl oi Net unpaid losses,
$ 195,852 85
milk and crackers and eating of the same Unearned premiums,
2,287,416 93
All other liabilities,
while chatting pleasantly with friends.
45,000 00
Cash
capital,
300,000 00
“In the old rum days in Maine his tireover all liabilities,
32
Surplus
1,114,089
less efforts to overthrow the grog shops
brought down upon him severe and unTotal liabilities and surplus,
$3,942,359 10
just criticisms by the liquor element, and
Field & Quimby, Agents, Belfast, Maine
a
time
in
his
life
was
but
many
danger;
like John Quincy Adams, who stood al- NATIONAL FIRE IN S UR ANCE COMPANY
most alone in Congress, and fought foi
of Hartford.
freedom of speech, he did not flinch, but
ASSETS DECEMBER 31, 190S.
like the hero that he was he struck at
their wicked business with mighty blows. Real estate,
447,966 41
704,700 00
Undaunted by threats and assaults by | Mortgage loans,
Stocks and bonds,
6,077,279 00
the rum crowds, unwearied by old age,
Cash in office and bank.
321,825 58
he fell out of the midst of the mighty
j Agents’ balances,
705,579 42
conflict for the home only when the great
heart ceased beating and his spirit took
Gross assets,
$8,257,350 41
its flight to that far off country of sunAdmitted assets,
$8,257,350 41
LIABILITIES DECEMBER 31, 1908.
shine, of happiness and of peace.
“Noble son of Maine, stern defender Net unpaid losses,
$ 498,399 19
of the Union during the dark days of Unearned premiums,
4,495,492 58
All
other
liab
civil
of
the tem:
lities,
85,000 00
strife, greatest leader
i perance reform, the words which he ut- Cash capital,
1,000,000 00
2,178,458 64
tered against the awful drink curse will Surplus over all liabilities,
live forever in the hearts and minds of
Total liabilities and surplus,
$8,257,350 41
men.
His life was an inspiration, buf
Field & Onimby, Agents, Belfast, Maine.
he passed on to his heavenly home.”
INSURANCE COMPANY
“Softly his breath went as a sigh,
Of south winds from some isle of rest;
OF NORTH AMERICA.
Calmly he died, as stars that die
ASSETS DECEMBER 31, 1908.
Behind the gray hills of the west.
Like some great ship through life he bore,
$ 383,400 00
| Real estate,
Conveying love and human weal,
j Mortgage loans,
418,353 48
While every bark along our shore
Stocks and bonds,
8,795,635 00
j
Felt the wide impulse of his keel—
Cash in office and bank,
917,387 51
Brave heart, high mind, and noble soul,
Agents’ balances,
1,304,673 33
Farewell to thee.”
Bills receivable,
26,052 68
Interest and rents,
53,362 56
All
other
assets,
12
115,198
risk
How can any person
taking some unknown cough remedy when Foley’s Honey and
Gross assets,
$12,014,062 63
Tar costs them no more? It is a safe remedy, Deduct items not admitted,
7,064 38
contains no harmful drugs, and cures the most
Admitted assets,
obstinate coughs and colds. Why experiment
$12,006,998 25
with your health?
Insist upon having the
LIABILITIES DECEMBER 31, 1908.
genuine Foley’s Honey and Tar. Sold by all Net
$ 692,980 00
unpaid losses,
druggists.
Unearned premiums,
6,458,927 76
All other liabilities,
106,249 21
Foley’s Kidney Remedy will cure any case of Cash capital,
3,000,000 00
kidney or bladder trouble that is not beyond ! Surplus over all liabilities,
28
1,748,841
the reach of medicine. Cures backache and
irregularities that if neglected might result in
Total liabilities and surplus,
$12,006,998 25
Bright's disease or diabetes. Sold by all drugField & Quiinby, Agents, Belfast, Maine.
gists.
!
3w9

$3,128,052

Mortgage loans,

Fire Insurance Company
ioo William St., New York.
ASSETS

622 22

Gross assets.
Deduct items not admitted.

Stocks ami bonds,
Cash in office and bank,

Westchester

estate,
Mortgage loans,

8 45,069 53
646,426 98
421,869 78
1,429,713 00
292,044 20
255,454 29
36,852 65

Real estate,

Total liabilities and surplus,
$2,025,107 08
Field & Quimby, Agents, Belfast. Maine.

Real

1908.

m.

2,304 58

Admitted assets,

Unearned premiums,
All other liabilities,

53,516
159,937

71
07
88

5.00 p.

Leave Rockland, via Camden, Wednesdays
and Saturdays at about 5.30 a. m., or on arrival
of steamer from Boston.

Bremen Fire Insurance Company
of Hamburg, Germany.

$1,813,957

31,

estate,
Mortgage loans,
Collateral loans,
Stocks and bonds,
Cash in office and bank,
Agents’ balances.
Interest and rents,
All other assets,

Gross assets,
Deduct items not

$2.25

$16,794,142 71

Stocks and bonds,
Cash in office and bank,
Agents’ balances,

DECEMBER

Real

ASSETS

; Steamer Bay State leaves Belfast about 2.30
LIABILITIES DECEMBER 31, 1908.
; p. m., Mondays and Thursdays for Camden
Net unpaid losses,
$ 527,100 30 Rockland and Boston.
Unearned premiums,
6,307,287 73
For^Searsport, Bucksport and Winterport,
All other liabilities,
668,320 43 about 7.45 a. m., or on arrival of steamer from
Cash capital,
00
Boston,
Wednesdays and Saturdays.
4,000,000
Surplus over all liabilities.
5,291,434 25
RETURNING

Hamburg

ASSRTS

ALLIANCE INSURANCE COMPANY.

162,348 98

Admitted assets,

7 02
7 13
8 25
8 44
8 52
19 00
9 15
19 25
;9 35
9 40

Belfast, arrive
1
Flag station.
Limited tickets for Boston are now sold at
$5.00 from Belfast and all stations on Branch.
Through tickets to all points West and Northwest, via all routes, for saie by Lewis Sanborn,
MORRIS MCDONALD.
Agent, Belfast.
Vice President and General Manager.
F. E. BOOTHBY, General Passenger Agent.

31, 1908.
$ 588,207 93
13,749,763 49
1,210,462 25
1,343,370 37
64,687 65

Gross assets,
Deduct items not admitted,

6 55
6 45

Bangor

Watertown. N. Y.

3 00
8 45

Portland. 10 35

INSURANCE AGENTS.

Total liabilities and surplus,
$3,148,967 69
Son, Agents, Belfast, Maine.
3wl0

James Pattee &

BELFAST
P.M.

wider

to

buy COAL

because

is

we can

now.

NOW,

offer

vou un-

usually good coal. Coal that
has been carefully selected—
with this point in view—to give
the utmost satisfaction to our
customers and to all other people of discernment. Good clean
coal and honest weight. Yes,
the right time to buy is now and
the right place, here, assuredly.

THE

1

»

81

Son. Agents. Belfast, Maine.
3wl0

ASSETS

famous novelist
man.

45,000 00
10,600 00
g!7 287 00
67,036 73
80,451 62

Stocks

Stocks and bonds,
Cash in office and bank,

Interpreter’s House” and “The Pilgrim’s
Scrip” are full of good reading.

field.

xt...,

ASSETS DECEMBER

Real estate,

LONDON ASSURANCE CORPORATION.
LONDON.

liam Allen White continues his series.
Ingraham Lovell proceeds with his serial
story. Other story writers are Mrs. L.
H. Harris, James B. Conolly, Octavia
Roberts and James Oppenheim. “The

greatei
than the Hon. Chaides E. Littlewon

and

their ideas of the

of

no

35c.

number Ida M. Tarbell, writ-

specialist

Hon. J. D. Lamsor

able

ALWAYS THE BEST.

conversation about Roosevelt, in
which a railroad magnate, a great nerve

onton of Camden, who has filled the office
Grand Chief Templar of the State and

Compauy,

Ager.ts’ balances,

ary

also the late Hon. T. R. Sim-

j O'

Insurance
N. H.

On and after October 5, 1908, trains connectready as Bacheller presents a mass of new and ining at Burnham and Waterville with through Agent’ balances,
teresting facts about Commodore Vander- trains
for and from Bangor.
! bilt.
Waterville, Port- Bills receivable,
Edwin Lefevre writes an imaginland and Boston will run as follows:

against the liquoi
give
traffic, the greatest foe known to man.
battle

ever

Fire

Cash in office and bank,

TRUE’S ELIXIR

a

Belfast Maine.

Portsmouth,

tonic-laxative will fix

good

Temple,

Granite State

Constipated ?

ing under the title ‘Where Every Penny
Counts, shows how the tariff -operates
to increase the cost of living.
Irving

Grand Secretary of the

order, and is still living and

same

or

Masonic

No, it’s nothing serious—a

series of three lectures
on wood preservation, to be
given by
Howard Weiss of the United States
Forest Service.
L.
Marston
of
Roy

since the last Grand

were

BROAD BRIMMED HATS.

and,

department

the Civil War and in temperance work.
He has held the office of Grand Chief

_

those of Brussels net with

are

Send 2c for frr~ boo’

j

These ai-e some of the many grand men
Lodge
session five years before in the city by of Maine who have been identified with
the sea. Various reasons were given at the Good Templar order, and no citizen
this session for this decrease in member- of our State in looking back over half a
ship, which it is unnecessary to state century can note any event fraught with
here. I will only add that the Reform greater blessings to mankind than the
Club movement, which originated with giving to the State in 1860 of the IndeMr. J. K. Osgood of Gardiner in 1872, pendent Order of Good Templars, and
was then sweeping over the State and this is written with all due respect tc
reclaiming hundreds of inebriate men to other temperance organizations. Yet 1
total abstinence, and no doubt at that feel fi-ee to say that of all the forces
time, and fora few years after.it retarded that have appeared during fifty years on
the growth of the Good Templar order. the field of the temperance reform in
The best of feeling, however, existed Maine, none has made a better record,
between these two organizations, and ; has wrought more for the principles of
when the Reform Club movement ceased prohibition under which we are living toto exist the Good Templars found that day, than the Good Templar order. The
the movement had been a most fruitful Good Templar order in Maine has also
field from which to gather a bountiful counted among its members one of the
and glorious harvest of reclaimed men, most eminent temperance leaders in the
rejoicing in the sunlight of temperance, world—General Neal Dow of illustrious
who united themselves with the different memory, who was at one time during his
lodges throughout the State and were long life an active member of Mystic
thus absorbed by a more perfect and Lodge in Portland, and whose picture
better organized institution to carry on still graces the walls of the hall in which
the work of the great reform.
j this lodge holds its meetings. As he was
This Reform Club movement produced one of the greatest temperance leaders
many eloquent temperance orators, such in the world I will give here a brief hisas Dr. Henry A. Reynolds of Bangor,
tory of his life:
who labored so earnestly and eloquently
in the glorious cause; the unhappy “Dan’’ land, Maine, on the 20th of Maich, 1804,
and had reached the advanced age of 91
Clary of Dixmont, whose eloquent story | years when he passed away in 1897.
His
of the sad, dark days of intemperance father was a farmer and tanner, and, wt
touched the hearts of many a Maine au- also learn, thrifty and patriotic. He was
dience with pity and sorrow; and the educated in the Portland Academy and it
the Friends New Bedford Institute ant
famous Francis Murphy, whose name as
sprang from good old Quaker stock. It
a temperance orator became a household
his younger days he followed the business
word far and wide. This great temper- I of tanning very successfully. He was
known in business circles as eminentlj
ance orator delivered his first temper- j
successful and always upright and lion
ance lecture under the auspices of the
orable in all his dealings. He was fot
Reform Club movement in the old city many years one of the directors of th<
hall in Portland in 1873. When the ex- Maine Central railroad and also largelj
interested in banking.
In figure he was
citement and enthusiasm of this moverather short and stout, having a large
ment were sweeping over Maine and our
head, while his eyes were dark piercing
nation I was but a little boy, but I can blue.
Excellent health had made his
remember the stirring meetings that complexion clear and beautiful and up t(
a few

the skirt, or a panel are
both coming into use. The separate skirt, however, has almost ceased to exist.

the

Here was

membership

of

Among

held in Rockland and W. F.

Portland, then the Grand Secretary. reported the membership as 14,-

inverted
plaits at sides and back, clos-

J

was

but these are beyond
the reach of any but the rich.

at

Bilious

agement. For those who are not able to
attend even the short courses there is a
a
Farmer’s Week when lectures on
topics of interest and value are given in
the morning and practical exemplificacation of methods in the afternoon. The

speaker;
Freedom, Ex-Judge of Probate oi
Waldo county, member of the Maine
Legislature and acting governor oi
prohi- Maine during the famous count-out days
bition.
in our State. He is still living in old age
At the semi-annual session held in in Freedom. Thei-e was Hon. Geoi-ge M.
Rockland in October, 1868, Major H. A. Twitched, then of Fairfield and at that
1
Shorey of Bridgton, who was then Grand time Grand Treasurer of the order, who
I Secretary, reported the membership as is still living and is distinguished in the
! 28,800,
representing 258 subordinate Grange movement in Maine and known
lodges. It will be seen by these statis- as an able writer and speaker. But the
tics that in only three years after the most famous man who attended that
close of the Civil War the Good Templar Grand Lodge session was the Hon.
order in Maine had made rapid gains and Charles E. Littlefield, one of the ablest
occupied a very high position. It was and most eloquent men the State of
then regarded, over 40 years ago, as in Maine ever sent to Congress. This remore
recent years, as the largest and mai'kable man, of matchless eloquence
most powerful temperance organization and goodness of heart, has always stood
in Maine.
Five years later, in October, firmly for the great principles of the
1873, another semi-annual session of the Good Templar order and pi’ohibition, and

shade,

ing

No matter how long it has been gray
faded. Promotes a luxuriant growth
of healthy hair. Jtops its falling out,
and positively removes Dandraff. Keeps hair soft and glossy. Refuse all substitutes. 2}i times as much
in SI 00 as 50c. s ee. Is Not a Dye.
$l»ndS9c. battles, at druggists
“The Carerf the Hair.1’
Send 2c f'*r tvee
I’hi.o Hay Sp-.c. Co., Newark, N. J.
Hay's Harl’r.a Soap cures Pimples,
red, roujyh and cm .ed hands, and all skin disan^ soft. 25c. druprist
:kin
eris s
or

INSURANCE AGENTS,

I

Run Down ?
Lost Your Appetite ?
Bad Stomach ?

culture, including greenhouse gardening,
landscape gardening etc.; Poultry Husbandry. The University offers also short
and special courses in Agronomy, Animal
Industry, Horticulture and Poultry Man-

Skowhegan, formerly assistant professor of forestry at Yale,
recently adsion of the order in Maine was held in
R. H. MOODY
dressed the University Forestry Associai__
Portland, August 23, 1860. Eight lodges
tion on “Forests and Forestry in Maine.”
were represented and Nicolas
Berry of was an insurance commissioner in 1873,
In the March American
Magazine,
Camden was the first Grand Chief Tem- a member of the
legislature and a gen- Samuel Hopkins Adams relates the adin
plar
Maine, and Mr. E. C. Lowe of tleman of commanding presence. He ventures of a somnambulist. It is the
true story of a man with whom Mr.
Waterville the first Grand Secretary.
died in Boston at the advanced age of 85. Adams
roomed while in college. It is
I
The growth of the order in Maine was Then we find
Major H. A. Shorey of doubtful whether a more extraordinary
very slow during the Civil War and it Bridgton, distinguished as an officer in
case of this kind was ever recorded.
In

SPRING STYLES IN NEW YORK

!

Never Fails to Restore
Gray Hair to its Natural
Color and Beauty.

the act was
accepted
at the annual session of the Grand

Lodge
of the order. The first Grand
Lodge ses-

The University of Maine has recently
issued a large and clearly arranged catalogue of the school. In addition to the
various courses found in most colleges
there are a few especially of concern to
the farming interests of the State viz:—
courses on Animal Industry,
Bacteriology
and Veterinary Science; Forestry; Horti-

Health

following

spring, April 13th,

^

Ci;

3^

iiave a
(,

jfi
J

j:

cold, cough, tonsilitis,
other disorders of the respiratory
the stomach, cramp, colic, cholera

sore-throat,

a

>m*

Om
^
j:<B£f§|i
W2|fl|§Lj||||

Maine—1636-1909.

NO 4.
The Grand Lodge of Maine Good
Templars was organized in I860, and eleven
years later, in 1871, the order was incorthe legislature. The
j Porated by
petition
for this act of incorporation was
signed
by Hon. Joshua Nye, Rev. Smith Baker,
H.
A.
Jr., Major
Shorey, B. F. Hamilton,
Sumner Bashford, W. L.
Hathorn, and
their associates, and the act was
approved by Hon. Sidney
Perham, who was then
Governor of Maine, on the 9th of February of the same year, and in the

^B|
^B

—a

in

Swan & Sibley Co,
FARM FOR SALE
! in \')‘onporr
!

I

Maine,

of land, good for crops
especially corn and potatoes;
acres of mowing land, 50 acres of pasture,
high land suitable for sheep raising and other
stock, well watered from springs, remainder in
wood, land, 50 apple trees in good condition.

of
40

Containing
all kinds

ISO
and

acres

One story house, ell, wood house, and barn 70x
42, in good repair. Well of good water. Five
miles from Belfast, 2h miles from the Camp
Ground. This farm is" in every way suitable
for a stock farm. For particulars inquire of

DAVID L. HERRICK,

on

the Premises.

over

8,238,870 50
4,973,879 20

liabilities,

Total liabilities and surplus,
$13,212,749 70
James Fatten & Son, Agents, Belfast, Maine
15, F. ColcorJ, Agent, Searsport, Maine.
A. M. Ames, Agent, Stockton

Spring*,Maine*.

3wl0

FIREMANS FUND INSURANCE COMPANY
of Son Francisco. California.
Incorporated

in 1863.

Commenced Business in 1863.
WM. J. DUTTON, President.
LOUIS WEINMANN, Secretary.

CAPITAL PAID IP IN CASH $1,600 000 00
ASSETS DECEMBER 31. 1908.
Real estate owned by the company,
unincumbered,
$ 566,110 50
Loans on bond and mortgage (first
liens),
283,980 00
Loans secured uy collaterals,
169,950 00
Stocks and bonds owned by the company, market value.
4,011.666 50
Cash in the company’s principal
offices and in banks,
491,597 11
Premiums in due course of collec«fc
Fire
tion,
Marine,
800,784 79
Bills receivable,
33,492 95
Interest and rents,
55,751 35
All other assets,
38,878 53

Gross assets.

$6,452,211

Aggregate ot

all

the

of the company at their

actual

value,

LIABILITIES

73

admitted

assets

$6,452,211

DECEMBER

73

31, 1908.

Net amount of unpaid losses and
claims,
$ 41S.4S6 44

Amount

required

to

safely

re-in-

all outstanding risks,
2,941,901 51
demands against the company, viz: commissions, etc.,
282,184 65
sure

All other

Capital actually paid up
Surplus beyond capital,
Aggregate
including
Jame*

in

cash,

1,600,000 00
1,209,639 13

amount of liabilities,
net surplus,
$6,452,211 73

I'm tee

8tf

Clubbing Offers. The following clubbing
offers apply only to subscriptions paid in advance ; and when payment is made it should be
stated what premium, if any, is desired. It is
also necessary to say that none of these publications are mailed with The Journal or from
this office. We have to pay for these
publications one year in advance, and they are then
sent from their respective offices to our subscribers. Our clubbing offers are as follows
for one year’s subscription paid in advance:
The Journal and Farm & Home.$2.00
The Journal and Tribune Farmer. 2.25
The Journal and McCall’s Magazine. 2.10
The Journal and New Idea Magazine.2.10
The Journal and Tri-Weekly Tribune. 2.50

all

& Son, Agents,
3wl0

Belfast, Maine.

WANTED—Success Magazine requires the
of a man in Waldo County to look
after expiring subscriptions and to secure new
business by means of special methods unusually effective; position permanent, prefer one
with experience, but would consider any applicant with good natural qualifications; salary
$1.50 per day, with commission option. Address,
with references, R. C. Peacock, Room 102, Success Magazine Bldg., New York.
services

YOU WANT TO GO TO COLLEGE? If
help you. We have already put hundreds through college by means of our plan.
Write today for full information regarding our
offer of a free scholarship in any school or college. Address, Robert J. Sherlock, 29-31 East
22d Street, New York City.
2tl0
DO

so we can

SEARSPORT.
George Young returned last week from Bar
John H.

Sunday

Montgomery of Bucksport spent
with his family.

Geo. A. Bowen left Thursday for
with friends in Boston and vicinity.

a

healthful and nutritious when raised with

visit

Capt. J. C. Gilmore, who had a serious attack
of shingles, is still confined to his house.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter S. Towers left Thursday

W. Ames died Tuesday morning at 4.30
his home on Elm street. Obituary later.

John
at

To

Ralph Sargent, who has been confined to the
house with the grip, was able to be out Saturday.
Miss Guida C. Homer spent Sunday in Bucksport with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. C. C.

as

Royal Grape

Made from

Eugene Shute and Ernest Grinnell are employed at the A. A. C. Co’s plant at Mack's

of March 2, 1908.
RESOURCES.

$3,000

Crape*

$ 4,270 00

1,270

Tax Deeds Estimated,
Machinery and Tools,
Railroad Stocks:
3604 shares common stock B. &. M. L. R. R. Co.
1396 shares preferred stock B. &. M. L. R. R. Co., Par Value,
Due on Sewer Assessments,
Due from C. F. Thompson, Collector,
Due from C. H. Sargent, Collector,
E. S. Pitcher, Treas:
Trust Funds,
Current Cash

Cream of Tartar

Homer.

Treasurer’s Office, March 2,1909.

City Council:

Real Estate:
Park property,
Lot and buildings Congress Street,

The only baking powder made
from

the

!

of Belfast.

Gentlemen: As required by the City Charter, I herewith submit my annual report as City
showing the receipts and payments for the municipal year ending March 1, 1909, for
Jjea£u*er>
the Schools,
Paupers, Highways, Fire Dept., Free Text Books, Interest on the City Debt and for
general municipal purposes, also for payment of State and County taxes and the condition of
trust funds. All of which is
respectfully submitted for your approval.
TRIAL BALANCE OF CITY OF BELFAST

I 'ROYALS

visit friends in Boston and vicinity.

to

j

tasteful,

more

in town

Mrs.

City

Food Is

Harbor.

1,000 00
5,480 00
500,000 00
385 00
411 28
1,000 00

$52,018 35
20,887 28

1 (J%uecia£ |
1 Me of, I
1 ftufifteM i
| /CttT^iice^ I

72,905 63

Point.

great many people in town have been afflicted with a new style of cold or influenza the
past month.

Assets and Liabilities Account,

A

Capt. and Mrs. J. N. Putnam, the oldest married couple in Searsport, were on the sick list
the past week.
Mr. and Mrs. William Hamilton left March
3rd for Minneapolis, Minn., where they will re-

Mass., and five sisters, Misses Martha F., Ellen
A., Orissa A., and Medora E. of Searsport, and
Mrs. Alfred Biather of Los Angeles, California.
-Died in the Soldier’s Home at Togus, Me.,
March 5th of heart failure, Hiram J. Grant.

and

sale of last year’s goods.

Leroy I). Littlefield has had offers for sever
al cargoes of ice to be shipped to New York,
but no contract has yet been made.
Moses Fowler and daughter of Searsmont
were in town Friday, the guests of Capt. and
Mrs. Forest W. Treat

on

was

James F. Spellman
Bangor
on business connected with the extension of the Eastern Steamship Co’s, pier here.
was

in town

Friday

Capt. Charles Grindell of Sch. Abel C. Buckley, who has been spending the winter in town,
left Monday for Boston to
his vessel.

resume

command of

Searsport,

He

You Will Never Have It as Long
Have Dyspepsia.

Arrangements are being made to render a
story and song service entitled “Saved at Sea”
in the vestry of the M. E. church on a Sunday
evening in the near future. Watch this column for an announcement of the date.
Penobscot Lodge No. ‘35, K. of P., exemplified the three ranks at their meeting Monday
night. The Lodge voted to visit Silver Cross
Lodge, Belfast, and exemplify to third rank
March 26th. All are invited to attend the U.
R. K. of P. ball in Union Hall, Searsport, this,
Thursday evening, March 11th.
indebted to some unknown friend for
a beautiful photo of the famous topsail schooner Mexican, which was commanded in the early
coasting days by the late Capt. John P. Colcord of Searsport, and which was the fastest
schooner on the coast in her day. The photo
represents the schooner under full sail, closehauled on the wind, and makes a very fine maWe

rine

Mrs.

In the list of Searsport postmasters in last
week's issue of The Journal, the name of
Albion O. Eells, who was postmaster under
Buchanan’s administration from 1857 to 1861
was
omitted. Mr. Eells was succeeded by
Otis Black in 1861. Mr. Eells moved to Massachusetts many years ago and when last heard
from was living with one of his daughters in
Brockton, and if still living is the only one of
the old- time postmasters who survives.

The annual town meeting
held Monday, March 8th, and was largely
attended. The business of the meeting was
conducted in a very orderly manner. Many
ladies were in attendance, having seats in the
gallery. The following officers were elected
for the ensuing year: John C. Blanchard,
moderator; W. M. Parse, clerk; F. I. Mortland,
Clifton Whittum, James P. Nichols, selectTown Meeting.

was

men, assessors,

highway

surveyors and

over-

the poor; F. 1. Mortland, town agent;
Charles O. Sawyer, town treasurer; James A.
Colson, auditor; Burton E. Larrabee, school
committee man for three years; A L- Mosman
and James Coffin, firewards; James L. Cunningham, truant officer; Capt. F. A. Curtis, collector of taxes at 2 cents on the dollar.
The folof

lowing appropriations were made: Schools,
$1500; Free High school, $700; support of poor
and other town expenses,
$^,000; roads and
bridges, $2,500; hydrant service, $1,280; repairs
on schoolhouses, $450; repairs on town house,
$250; text books, $150; road from Norris street
to Capt. John Closson’s residence, $250; fire
department, $200; electric lights, $595; hose
house at Park, $250; discount on taxes, $1,300;
Memorial service, $50. It was voted that all
taxes shall be paid by January
30, 1910. All
those who pay their taxes before August 1,
1909, will be allowed a discount of 10 per cent
and before January 1. 1910, a discount of 5
per cent. Town voted to accept a hydrant at
the foot of Navy street near the residence of

in E Minor,
Herbert A. Drinkwater

AMERICAN

j
!

New

I
;

Savannah.
j Boston, March 5. Sld. schs. Mertie B. Crow:;
ley, Baltimore; Gen. E. S. Greeley, Clarks Cove
and Washington; 6, cld, schs. James B. Jordan,
West; Mary A. Hall, JackBay View and
j sonville; 8, ar, Key
sch. Annie & Reuben, Stoning!

Philadelphia. March 5. Ar, sch. Young Bros.,
North Boothbay; 8, ar, sch. R. W. Hopkins, Sabine.
Baltimore, March 7. Cld, sch. Horace A.

HYOME|

Stone,

Lot and

$3,000 00
1,445 00

buildings, Congress street,

A. A. HOWES & CO.

The Churches.
There

Seven members

Congregational
fession of

were

j

received into the North

church last

Sunday,

five

by

con-

Machinery

S80 96
6,918 00

Tools,

and

480 00

Stone,

Assets

10:45,
Northport Sunday, March 14th,
m.,
conducted by the pastor, Rev. G. G. Winslow, of Belfast. Sunday school will follow the
preaching service.
Christian

Scientists

hold

BELFAST

their hall, 127 Main street, Sunday morning at
o’clock; subject, “Substance;” and Wednesday evening at 7.30 o’clock, to which all are
cordially welcome.
11

12al3
7a7i

2.75a3.00
Beans, pea,
Beans, Y. E., 350.a3.75
25a28
Butter,
5a7A
Beef, sides,
Beef, fore quarters, 5$

lOall
75
8

a service at Trinity Reformed |
Barley, bu,
Sunday at 2.30 p. m., with sermon Cheese,
by the Rev. W'illiam Vaughan. Sunday school Chicken,
Calf Skins,
immediately after the sermon. Prayer meet- Duck,
7.30
o’clock.
ing Thursday evening at
Eggs,
Services at the First Parish (Unitarian) Fowl,

There will be

church next

$52,018 35

60
14
16
12
18
22
14
18

Lamb,

Skins,
Mutton,
Oats, 32 lb.,
Potatoes,
Round Hog,
Lamb

Straw,

evening at 7 o’clock.

Cheese,

India

Station

in

which the church is

Cotton

j Codfish,Seed,
dry,
!

Cranberries,
Clover Seed,

Flour,

H, G. Seed,
Lard,

0.00>Sweet Potatoes,
13;Wheat Meal,

184 00

5,296 39

Balance,

290

68

8,374 20
3,038 08
2,600 00

V___

80

Unex-

Total

ments

$12,469 36
14.109 06
3,484 00
16,896 39

$1-3.754 69
12,712 98
2,930 64
15,336 65

pended

400
650
450
650
290

00
00
00
00
68
20
08
00

372 37
655 26
440 39
652 50

540 00

on

553 36

1,559 74
5 26
9 61
2 50

290 68

18,611 36
476 06

1.350 00
1,200 00
1,447 59
100 00

106 47
103 77
3 68

619 93

753 59

23,611 36

23,600 (X)
1,520 06
1,082 27
1,683 79

1,200 00
1,544 06
207 45

133 59
11 36
306 00
117 73

RECEIPTS

207 45

$4,272 19

AND

44

44

State

EXPENDITURES
OF E. S. PITCHER, CITY TREASURER.
$

20,887 28
220 88
839 40

46,863 37
392 67

18,611 36
290
201
66
288

68
86
20
00
747 73
50 00
35 00
5,362 83
1,837 00
258 60
4,844 53
35 00
476 06
25 00
324 00
92 50
91 50
189 00
152 25
1,440 00
340 00
119 62
71 29
2 83
252 00
103 77
3 68

5A

3

44

00

44

4i

44

44

44

44

44

44

44

44

44

44

44

44

pensions,

Refunded from 1907 dog tax,
44
44
44
Bank and mill tax,
44
44
Soldiers’ burial,
44
44
State roads,
City clerk, for licenses,
City clerk, dog tax,
Town of Brooks, services fire department,
Town of North port, services fire department,
L. L. Gentner, payment for sidewalk,
Librarian from fines and cards,
44

;

Library,

44

44

Income of Wilson fund for

44

44

Income of Hazeltine fund for Library,
Income from Library Fund for Library expenses,
Income of Otis fund for Library expenses,
Income of Hazeltine fund for Library expenses,
Cemetery perpetual care fund for care of lots,
Tomb Fund,
From interest on Tomb fund,

44

44

44
44

44

44

44
44

44

44

$105,515 89
EXPENDITURES.

$15,430

69
753 52
11,192 92
1,520 06
2930 64
15,336 65
440 39
655 26
372 37
652 50
2,600 00
207 45
1837 00
8374 20
3038 08
324 00

Paid for Contingent Fund,
44
cemeteries,
44
44
•4
44

44
44
44
44
44
44
44
44
44
44
44
44
44
44

highways,

State roads,

department,
general school purposes
repairs and insurance,
permanent repairs,
school contingent,

fire

free text books,
support of poor,
cemetery tomb,
State pensions,
State tax, 1908,
County tax, 1908,
State of Maine dog tax, 1908,

23,600 00

Coupons,

Belfast Free Library,
February, 1908, Roll of accounts,
overlay, rebate on tax, J. B. Marsano,

March 2, 1909

Cash

on

2038 55
2785 60
21 23

hand,

11,404 78

$105,515

I sincerely thank my neighbors and friends
for their kindness and for the many beautiful
flowers at the time of my bereavement.
MRS. FRANCES BRADFORD.
Belfast, March 10,1909.-p

Plilllfli

Warren,

MACK II I)

Achorn-Newbert.
In Belmont, March 6. |
William Achorn and Mrs. Sara A. Newbert.
Colson-Sawyer. In Castine, February 28,
Pearl Oscar Colson and Miss Grace Emily Saw- |
yer, both of Castine.
Patterson-Burt. In Belfast, March 6, by
Rev. Albert E. Luce, Fred H. Patterson and
Alice A. Burt, both of Belfast.
Perry-Graham. In Appleton, February 13,
Pearl D. Perry and Hazel B. Graham, both of

[

Appleton.

We carry every!him; -,1k
of painters suppHo.

Tolman Haynes. In North Haven, March
1, Alfred Tolman of North Haven and Louise
E. Haynes of Islesboro.
DIED

Wanted at the

Estabrook Shirt Mfg.

FULL LL\FS 0/

i
Brown.
In West Rockport, February 27,
William Brown, aged 73 years, 10 months and
15 days.
Barter.
In Deer Isle, February 20, Mrs. W.
G. Barter, aged 39 years.

Kitchen furnishiiiijv
Stoves <in

Bunker.
Copeland.

Plumbing

In Belfast, March 9. Ellen Crowell, infant daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Roy Copeand of Albion.
Clough. In Dorchester, Mass., March 1,
Charles C. Clough of Bluehill, aged 71 years i
and 7 months.
Chandler. In Rockland, March 2, Mary
Jane, widow of the late Cyrus C. Chandler, aged
about 85 years.
In Rockland, March 3, Charles
Crockett.
Albert Crockett, aged 66 years, 3 months and

days.

Decrow.

Day. In Bangor, March 2, Frank O. Day,
54 years, 9 months and 12 days.
Grant. In Togus, Soldiers’ Home, March 5,
Hiram J. Grant of Searsport, aged 74 years. 1
month and 17 days.
Grant. In Stockton Springs, March —, Benjamin Grant, aged 83 years.
Howard. In South Brooksville, February 22,
Daniel Howard, aged 92 years and 23 days.
Ingalls. In Tremont, February 19, Nettie
and Lettie, infant twin daughters of Mr. and
and Mrs. Otis Ingalls, aged 2 days.
Leavitt-. In Lynn, Mass., February 27, William Leavitt of Cliftondale, formerly of Rock
land, aged 46 years and 6 months.
Moulton. In Boston, Mass., March 3, George
Moulton, formerly of Stockton Springs, aged
56 years.
Mudgett. In Stockton Springs, March 2,
Lydia (Dickey), widow of Rufus L. Mudgett,
aged 88 years, 4 months and 2 days.
Marden. In Stockton Springs, March 8,
Captain Frank Marden.
Tuttle.
In Rockland. February 27, Nancy
Tuttle, wife of James Tuttle, aged 65 years.
Thompson. In Montville, March 4, Mrs. Augusta Thompson, aged 61 years.
Whittier. In Newport, N. H., Charles Gjiy
Whittier, a native of Warren and son of the
late Benjamin Whittier, aged 33 years, 7 months.
In Ellsworth, March 1, John
Wiswell.
Baker Wiswell, formerly of Searsport, aged 70
years and 4 months.

Do You

aged

THE TRAVELER*. INDEMNITY COMPANY,
Hartford, Connecticut.
DECEMBER

ASRETS

31,

1908.

$407,830 00
54,000 00
211,753 75
49,808 99
7,178 94

Mortgage loans,

Collateral loans,
Stocks and bonds,
Cash in office and
Interest and rent,
Gross

bank,

$730,571 68

assets,

Admitted assets,

Cash capital,

Surplus

over

Searsport M ^
will give your busi;
small, careful attentim

2,287 50
147,964 94
8,546 32
500,000 00
71,772 92

$

all liabilities,

CAPITAL $50,000.00.
SURPLUS AND PR0FI

mittitai.
IN SA

Holyoke
COM PAN Y,

INTO WN.
Everything in the line of Interior Decorating
quickly and neatly done.

GAY,

51 Cedar Street. Belfast.

extend our sincere thanks to all
kindly assisted in any way during our

wish to
so

»

ASSETS DECEM:

Real estcte.

Mortgage loans.
Stocks and bonds,
Cash in office and bank.
Agents' balances,
Interest and rents,

j

All other assets,

Gross assets,
Deduct items not admit’
Admitted assets.
LIABILITIES

DECEM H!

unpaid losses,
Unearned premiums,

All other liabilities.
Cash guaranty capital.
Surplus over all liabiliti'

Total liabilities and surp

•ereavement.

MRS. ELIZA PIPER,
MRS. ETTA PIPER SAVERY.
FRED N. SAVERY.
fast, March 8, 1909.—p

,.i

James Pat tee & Son

SwlOp
ASSl' R

Paper Hanger

A. T.

BC.#

OKGANI/i

3wl0

lOmlp.

SA

ABSOLUTELY

Total liabilities and surplus,
$730,571 68
Geo. !\|. Itai-ney, State Agent, Portland, Me.

A New

f

DEPOSITORS IN THIS-

Net

31, 1908.

Net unpaid losses,
Unearned premiums,
All other liabilities,

i

jliat in all the tiiiann
s. but •> °J( is done w
(ft being done by inr
drafts? If you doning account start mu
from its convcniene*
true. If you are n-i
tern come to us and w

$730,571 68

LIABILITIES DECEMBER

a

HIGH STREET. BEtEAS'

Camden, February 27, W. O.

In

Card of Tnanks.

GIRLS

I

W IT H

Mr. and Mrs. Fred J. Perkins, a daughter.
Pease. In Hope, March 1, to Mr. and Mrs.
Jethro D. Pease (nee Annie Conant of Rockland), a son, 12 pounds, James Merrill.
Young. In Pleasant Point, February 24, to
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Young, a son.

89

E. S. PITCHER, Treasurer.

CARD OF THANKS.

In

March 3, to Mr. and Mrs.
Scott Ames, a son.
Downes. In Winterport, March 3, to Mr. and
Mrs. Leslie Downes, a daughter.
Farwell. In Unity, February 22, to Mr. and
Mrs. A. L. Farwell, a daughter, 10 pounds.
Hinckley. In Bluehill, February 27, to Mr.
and Mrs. Thomas 1. Hinckley, a son.
Hazeltine. In Belfast, March 7, to Mr. and
Mrs. Willis G. Hazeltine, a son.
Ingalls. In Tremont, February 17, to Mr.
and Mrs. Otis Ingalls, twin daughters.
Perkins.
In Brooksville, February 26, to

17
129 73

44

44

3^

i«nniiMnHW(i»ii

Bunker, in Sorrento, March 1, Mrs. Barbara

27 63

RECEIPTS.
Cash on hand, March 2, 1908,
for
Collector
1906,
Received from C. F. Thompson,
C. H. Sargent, Collector for 1907,
J. B. Waterman, Collector for 1908,
Tax Deeds,
44
Dividend on B. & M. L. li. R. stock,
Interest on bank balances,
Superintendent of schools, tuition, etc,
City Marshal, police fees,
44
Sale of cemetery lots,
Overseers of poor, insane bills refunded,
Thomas H. Marshall Post, heat of rooms,
Sewer Assessments,
State of Maine railroad and telegraph tax,

13
1.13

33

$3,556 41
machinery and tools, $822, being 15 per cent, of value at beginning of year.

OF

STATEMENT

60
8

9.00

$3,285
1,396 08

8,374 20
3,038 08
2.600 00

$58,159 87

Charged off

$52,552 06
Overdrawn

bal. 79 93

f-\

AUTOMOBILE

Disburse-

8,374
3,038
2,600

5,000 00

Interest,
State Roads,
Discount on Taxes,
Overlay and Abatements,
Cemetery Tomb Fund,

50

1.55

$7,869 36
1,709 06

400 00
650 00
450 00
650 00

County Tax,
Support of Poor,
Cemeteries,

26a28
3
Veal.
lOall
20
Wool, unwashed,
4.00a4.50
Wood, hard,
3.00
Wood, soft,

8a9|Rye Meal,
18|Shorts,
00;Sugar,
6.50a7.50jSalt, T. I.,

Receipts

$5,600 00
12,400 00
3,300 00
11,600 00

Contingent,
Highways,
Fire Department,
General School Purposes,
School Contingent.
Permanent Repairs,
Repairs and Insurance,
Free Text Books,

Turkey,
Tallow,

18] Pork,
1.70| Plaster,

Miscellaneous

Appropriation

*

Geese,
church, next Sunday at 10.45 A. M., with serRETAIL PRICE.
RETAIL MARKET.
mon by the pastor, Rev.
Rossbach.
Adolph
j Beef, Corned,
10 Lime,
1.10
Sunday school 12 noon. Bible Class study, j Butter Salt, 141b., 18a20 Oat Meal,
4^
4
“The Last Supper,” under the direction of Mrs. Corn,
820nions,
77
13al4
Cracked
Oil, kerosene,
Corn,
Rossbach. Knights of King Arthur, Friday ,
6
Corn Meal,
77| Pollock,

the

306 00

1,559 74

$644,922

PRODUCER.

Apples, per bu, 50a75 Hay,
dried, per lb., 7 Hides,

52,552 06

TRUST AND SPECIAL FUNDS.
March 2, 1908
March 2, 1909
Amount
Income Withdrawn Amount
Nathaniel Wilson Library Fund:
80 shares Boston & Maine R. R. stock, $8,000 00
22 Memorial Hall Association bonds,
22,000 00
914 36
$30,914 36
$1,000 Belfast 4 per cent, bond,
$30,914 36
Paul R. Hazeltine Library Fitfid:
64
4
cent,
Belfast
bonds,
8,585
$8,500
per
59 36
8,645 00
8,645 00
Deposited in Belfast Savings Bank,
2,000 00
2.000 00
George W. Field Library Fund,
00
Albert Boyd Otis Library Fund,
3,000
3,000 00
6,060 76
6,060 76
Cemetery Perpetual Care Fund,
575 00
Increased during the year,
6,635 76
Nathaniel Wilson Library Fund Income Account,
$1,440 00 $1,440 00
45
Paul R. Hazeltine Library Fund Income Account,
342 38
342 83
486 09
96 28
5S2 37
George W. Field Library Fund Income Account,
116 57
Albert Boyd Otis Library Fund Income Account,
125 88
71 29
171 16
240 97
261 74
252 00
250 71
Cemetery Perpetual Care Fund Income Account,
450 38
21 94
119 62
352 70
Library Fund Income Account,
(All deposited in Belfast Savings Bank).
103 77
3 68
207 45
Cemetery Tomb Fund Account, $103 77,
100 00,
Appropriation,

Interest Bank
State Tax,

1 iJlfoie., I
|IhMmt.Vl
Ames.

00
00
00
76
171 16
582 37
250 71
352 70

8,645
2,000
3,000
6,635

State Roads,
General School Purposes,

PRICE CURRENT

PAID

3)immme I

BORN

$30,914 36

Care fund,
B. Otis fund income account,
income
account
Geo. W*_Field fund
Cemetery Perpetual Care fund income account,
Belfast Free Library income account,

PORTS.

MARKET.

00

j

505 00

Perpetual Cemetery

Corrected Weekly for The Journal.

services in

Mr. H. M. Prentiss will give a report of the
Congregational Conference he recently attended in Manchester, N. H., at the prayer
meeting of the North Congregational church
this, Thursday, evening. A report letter from

$590,000

Bonded

PRODUCE

$644,922 80

A.

Chapel

The

58,906 49

j

a.

63,956 84

and Liabilities Account,

LIABILITIES,

St. Thomas, February 9. Ar, sch. Hattie C.
Luce, Rockport.
St. John, N. B., March 3. Cld, sch. Harold
B. Cousens, New York.
The Guild of the North Congregational j
Havana, March 5. Ar, sch. J. R. Teel, Rockchurch will meet Monday evening. March 15th, ! port.
MARINE MISCELLANY.
with Miss Grace H. Hall, Congress street.
Fire Island, March 5.
The wrecking crew
The Seaside Spiritual church will hold meet- have returned to sch. Miles
M. Merry, ashore
in
their
rooms
on
street
near
and
ings
High
every
are pumping her out.
The
Moriches,
is high on the beach.
vessel
at
7.30
o’clock
and
Thursday evening
Sunday
March
4.
Sch.
at
Boston,
Helvetia,
lying
afternoon at 2.30, to which the public are corSpectacle Island, was damaged to the extent of
dially invited.
$500 by lire early this morning. She was loadThere will be services in the
at East ing garbage tankage for Savannah.
at

$52,552 06
11,404 78

Water Bills not allowed,
Trust Funds:
Nathaniel Wilson fund,
Paul R. Hazeltine fund,
Geo. W. Field fund,
A. B. Otis fund,

Honolulu, March 1. Ar, steamer Arizonan,
Nichols, San Francisco.
Brunswick, March 3. Sailed, sch. Jacob M.
Haskell, Baltimore.
Port Tampa, March 2. Ar, sch. Margaret
Thomas, Rio Janeiro, via Barbados; 7, ar, sch.
Edward H. Cole, Baltimore.
Savannah, March 3. Sld. sch. Frederick W.
Day, New York; 5, sld, sch. Thelma, New York.
Jacksonville, Fla., March 4. Ar, schs. Alice
Holbrook, Norfolk; James W. Elwell, New
Y ork.
Pascagoula. Miss., March 4. Cld, sch. Josephine, Havana.
Charleston. S. C., March 5. Ar, sch. Gladys,
New York.
Searsport, March 3. Ar, barge R. & R. L.
Cl No. 2, Carteret.
Stockton, March 2. Sailed, sch. Northland,
New York.
Vinalhaven, March 8. Ar, sch. Metinic, BosFOREIGN

500,000 00
350 00
S.545 11
190 40
250 00

E. S. Pitcher, Treas:
Trust Funds,
Current Cash,

ton.

faith and two by letter.

The Union of the First Parish (Unitarian)
church will be entertained by Mrs. Adolph
Rossbach Monday evening, March 15th.

ywionAuM&u

I

|

$4,445 00

Tax Deeds,

Tampa.

Port

I

Real

ton.

CURES CATARRH, ASTHMA,
Bronchitis, Croup, Coughs and Colds, or
Sold and guaranteed by
•icucy back.

will be preaching at the W oods schoolhouse, North port, next Sunday afternoon at 2
o’clock.

Sld, bark Herbert Ful-

York, March 5.

ler, Key West; 6, sld, bark Kremlin, Jacksonville; 7, sld, sch. Tofa, Belfast, Ga.; 8, ar, schs.
George H. Ames, Bucks Harbor; Josephine,

I QmaAaimigt&
| 'fuihcfiaAedattfk

RESOURCES.
Estate:
Park Property,

1

I

52,01S 35
79 93

Bonds,

PORTS.

especially interested will also be read.
TO AILING WOMEN.
Rev. Horace I. Holt, who has- preached in
Belfast, Morrill, Lincolnville and Rockport, A Little Sound Advice Will Help Many a
but who for the past three years has occupied
Sufferer in Belfast.
the pulpit of the Hammond street Methodist
church in Lewiston, while taking a course of
Dr. S. S. Porter.
No woman can be healthy and well if the
study at Bates College, has announced his inare sick.
Poisons that pass off in the
John B. Wiswell, a former wellObituary
tention of retiring from the church and enter- kidneys
urine when the kidneys are well are retained
known blacksmith of Searsport of forty years
; ing the evangelistic field.
in the body when the kidneys are sick. Kidneys
ago, died at his home on State street in EllsAt the First Methodist Episcopal church and bladder
get inflamed and swollen, crowding
worth, March 1st. He had been in failing
March 14th, the services will be as
the delicate female organs nearby and somehealth for some months past, but an injury re- Sunday,
a.
at
10.45
follows:
the
!
m., preaching by
pas- times
ceived two weeks ago while working about his
displacing them. This is the true cause
tor, Rev. Albert E. Luce; subject, “Gathering of many bearing-down pains, lameness, backhorse in his stable probably hastened his death.
Fragments;” at noon, Bible school; at 7.30 p. ache, sideache, etc. Uric poisoning also causes
He was the son of Joseph W. and Martha(True)
service, conducted by the pastor. headaches, dizzy spells, languor, nervousness
Wiswell and was born in Monson, October 30, m., Gospel
Mid-week meetings: Tuesday, Epworth League; and rheumatic
1838. Coming to Searsport when a youth he
pain.
conference and prayer; Friday,
When suffering so, try Doan’s Kidney Pills,
learned the blacksmith’s trade with his father. Thursday,
of
Arthur.
Seats
Castle
Waldo, Knights
King
the reinedy that cures sick kidneys. You will
On the breaking of the Civil war he enlisted as
are all free and strangers are invited to attend
get better as the kidneys get better, and health
First lieutenant in the Fourth Maine Volunthe public services.
will return when the kidneys are well. Let a
teers, but owing to friction among the officers
At the Baptist church this, Thursday, aftec*, .Belfast woman tell you about Doan’s Kidney
of the regiment he resigned and did no t go to
C. E. Socie- Pills.
the front. He was an expert horse-shoe r and noon, right after school, the Junior
Mrs. Mary M. Smith, 54 Union street, Belfast,
his work was always in demand. After the ty will meet. This evening, prayer and testithe power of Me., says: “I had kidney complaint in such a
Civil war he moved from Searsport to Ells- mony service; subject, Kept by
God. Friday evening, the teacher’s meeting, severe form that it was often difficult for me
worth, where he has since resided. Of his
second half of book. to attend to my housework. Added to the backimmediate family he leaves a widow and one taking lesson one of the
was inflammation of the bladder and
with sermon; ache,
at
worship
10.45,
morning
Sunday
one
of
Wiswell
Ellsworth;
trouble with the kidney secretions. I was conson, Gilmore L.
at
3.30
at
men’s
noon;
m.,
p.
of
tinually using medicines but was unable to
Framingham, Sunday-school
brother, Joseph M. Wiswell
meeting; at 6.30 p. m., Christian Endeavor check the trouble, let alone remove it. Finally
I heard of Doan’s Kidney Pills and got them at
meeting; at 7.30 p. m., evening worship, with Wilson’s drug store. They relieved the pains
at
Conclave
sermon.
7.00,
Wednesday evening
and aches and strengthened my kidneys so that
of Knights of King Arthur, and at 7.30 p. m., the secretions from these organs became more
If you are thinkiug of buy ing an
natural.
During the years which have elapsed,
men’s social hour. Mrs. Roberts entertained
I have occasionally used a box of Doan's Kidher Sunday school class last Saturday afternoon.
Pills
and have found them an excellent
ney
The services for the week at the North Con- kidney tonic.”
this spring write to
For sale
all dealers. Price 50 cents. Fosgregational church will be as follows: meeting ter MilbumbyCo.,
Buffalo,,New York, sole agents
C. G. CARLEY, WestNewton, Mass.,
of the Junior C. E. Society this, Thursday, for the United States.
cars.
2nd
hand
{
for prices on new and
Remember the name—Doan's—and take no
afternoon at 3.30 o’clock; prayer meeting this
evening at 7.30, topic: Receiving Sight. Mark other.
-*

$30,914 36
8,645 00
2,000 00
3,000 00
6,060 76
103 77
116 57
45
486 09
240 97
450 38

tfijCMtUdMai

1

2,698 16

Railroad Stocks:
Congregational
3604 shares common stock B. & M. L. R. R. Co., Par Value
Address, “Alfred Tennyson, The Voice of the
1396 shares preferred stock B. & M. L. R. R. Co.,
Age,”
Just as long as you have dyspepsra your food
Due on Sewer Assessments,
Rev. Ashley A. Smith
will not properly digest, and the nutritious ele- Congregational Hymn, “And All is Well,”
Due from J. B. Waterman, Collector,
ments in the food will not be extracted or abDue from C. F. Thompson, Collector,
Tennyson
sorbed, and impoverished or wratery blood will Postlude, Grand Choeur in F,
Salome Due from State,

I

44
00

$644,796 44
TRIAL BALANCE OF CITY OF BELFAST AS OF MARCH 2, 1909.

Halsey

follow.
I
Mrs. Herbert A. Drinkwater.
This condition may not be apparent at first, I
school at 3.30. Castle Lincoln, K. O.
but it will come just as sure as the sun will rise | Sunday
K. A.. Friday evening at 7 o’clock.
again.
Any stomach ailment, including all forms of j
indigestion, can be promptly cured by using
SHIP NEWS.
Mi-on-na tablets, a scientific treatment unsur-

$644,796
$590,000

Cemetery Fund,

Gloria and Chant,
Universalist Church Choir
Duett, Crossing the Bar, Sir Alfred Tennyson
Mrs. Evelyn Frost, Soprano,
Miss Emma Skay, Contralto
Choir Response, Bow' Thine Ear,
Greene
Universalist Church Choir
Hymn, Strong Son of God,
Tennyson

are

picture.

seers

Voluntary, Impromptu

You

as

Rockland & Rockport Lime Company’s
barge No. 2, arrived March 2nd from Carteret,
N. J., with fertilizer to the A. A. C. Co. at passed.
It stops fermentation, belching of gas and
Mack’s Point.
taste of sour food almost at once.
The mighty power of Mi-o-na to invigorate
Mr. Oliver Whitcomb of North Searsport was
and restore the stomach to perfect condition is
overturned in his sleigh near the residence of known everywhere.
Mi-o-na cures by building up—by banishing
Mr. Loomis Fames on Reservoir street and rethe cause. For thin people it is a great flesh
ceived a severe cut on the face.
builder, because it causes the stomach to give
George A. Sweeney, a former Searsport boy, more and purer nutrition to the blood. It cures
sea and car sickness and vomiting of pregnancy
was re-elected for the eleventh time as one of
almost immediately. A. A. Howres & Co. sells
the selectmen of Attleboro, Mass., with the Mi-o-na for 50 cents a
large box, and guaranlargest vote ever received since his appearance tees it to cure or money back.
before the voters of Attleboro.
The

The sixth in the series of Centennial Serwill be given next Sunday afternoon at
2.30 o’clock in the Universalist church; subject,
“Alfred Tennyson, The Voice of the Age.” The
musical program will be as follows:

mons

RICH RED BLOOD.

Mrs.

of

admitted to the Home from

,

leaves a widow, Mrs.
Mary E. Grant of Searsport. Funeral services
were held at his late residence on Navy street
Monday, conducted by Rev. Harry Hill of the
M. E. Church. Interment at Stockton Springs.

Water street.

Lizzie Allen, who has been spending the
winter with her son, Andrew W. Allen, in
Orange, N. J., returned home Saturday.

was

November 8, 1907.

LIABILITIES.
Bond Account,
of
accounts
less
payments,
February, 1908, Roll
for Library Account and Cemeteries Account,
Trust Funds:
Nathanial Wilson fund,
Paul R. Hazeltine fund,
Geo. W. Field fund
A. B. Otis fund,
Perpetual Cemetery Care fund,
Cemetery Tomb fund,
A. B. Otis fund income account,
Paul R. Hazeltine fund income account,
George W. Field fund income account,
Cemetery Perpetual Care fund income account
Belfast Free Library

m.,

born in Prospect, Me., January
and was a carpenter by trade. He enI 16, 1835,
side in the future.
listed in Company L., First Maine, Heavy ArHerbert Black has five teams hauling piling j tillery, November 26th, 1863, at Stockton and
1865.
for the Eastern Steamship Co. for the exten- was mustered out at Augusta June 10,
After the civil war he was for many years
sion of their wharf.
He had
of the Fort Point light house.
Mrs. D. S. Beals has received a new stock of keeper
been a resident of Searsport for many years,
spring millirery and will have a mark down
Mr. Grant

10:46-52; morning worship Sunday at 10.45 a*
with sermon by the pastor, Rev. I). L. Wilson; subject, The Growth of the Kingdom in
the World. Sunday school at noon; meeting of
tfye Christian Endeavor Society at 6.30; topic:
Two Prayer Lessons. Matt. 6:5. 6, 18:19,20;
evening worship at 7.30. The address by the
pastor will be the second of the Shakespearian
series, Henry VIII. A cordial welcome is extended to all to attend these services.

59,344 53

WESTERN
TORONTO,
ASSETS

A N< 1

DOMINR,n

DECEMBEK

Stocks and bonds.
Cash in office and bank.
Agents' balances,
Bills receivable,
Interest and rents,
Gross

assets,

Admitted assets,
LIABILITIES DECEM BE K

unpaid losses,
Unearned premiums,
All other liabilities,
Net

capital, deposit capital
Surplus overall liabilities,

Cash

Total liabilities and surplus
3wl0p

j

